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Abstract 

Metal–Pyrrolide Complexes in Three-fold Symmetry: 

Synthesis, Structure, Reactivity and Magnetism 

by 

William Hill Harman 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Christopher J. Chang, Chair 

 
 Given the prominence of six-coordinate pseudo-octahedral complexes in transition metal 
chemistry, lower coordinate complexes in tetrahedral, trigonal pyramidal and trigonal 
bipyramidal configurations have garnered increased interest due to the changes in electronic 
structure and reactivity resultant from three-fold symmetry relative to the four-fold symmetry 
commonly observed in their pseudo-octahedral counterparts. Herein, we report a range of such 
effects in a collection of transition metal complexes supported by chelating, trianionic 
trispyrrolide ligands [tpaR]3!. In chapter one, two trigonal pyramidal iron(II) complexes, 
[(tpaPh)Fe]!  and [(tpaMes)Fe]!, are discussed which are capable of undergoing oxygen atom 
transfer reactions and subsequent activation of strong C–H bonds. Additionally, the mesityl 
derivative is capable of oxygen atom transfer from nitrous oxide, an attractive but notoriously 
unreactive molecule.  
 In chapter two, this family of iron(II) complexes is expanded to include tert-butyl, 2,4,6-
triisopropylphenyl and 2,6-difluorophenyl substituted variants, and the magnetic properties of 
this homologous series of trigonal pyramidal iron(II) complexes are explored. Notably, a number 
of these complexes exhibit frequency dependent signals at low temperature in the imaginary 
component of ac magnetic susceptibility measurements performed in the presence of a small 
applied field. Further exploration of this behavior via magnetometry, high-field EPR and 
Mössbauer spectroscopy reveal a large barrier to magnetic relaxation in these complexes, in 
some cases comparable to the best known single molecule magnets. This phenomenon is 
accounted for by the unquenched orbital angular momentum present in a three-fold symmetric 
high spin d6 system, leading to significant uniaxial anisotropy and a barrier to spin inversion. 
Progress towards a magneto-structural analysis of this behavior is made for this series. 
 Chapter three contains a through treatment of the coordination, redox and group transfer 
chemistry of the iron(II) platform [(tpaMes)Fe]!. In particular, it is shown that this complex is 
capable of supporting both high and low spin five coordinate adducts, including a rare example 
of a paramagnetic carbonyl complex of iron(II), [(tpaMes)Fe(CO)]!. Furthermore, the redox 
chemistry of this system is illustrated in the synthesis of the neutral iron(III) complex 
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(tpaMes)Fe(i-PrNH2). As an extensiont to the oxygen atom chemistry presented in chapter one, 
nitrene group transfer to [(tpaMes)Fe]! is described, resulting in the synthesis of an iron(III) amido 
complex. The identity of this species is confirmed by high resolution electrospray mass 
spectrometry as well as Mössbauer, x-ray absorption and EPR spectroscopies. 
 In chapter four, the vanadium chemistry of [tpaR]3! is introduced. In particular, the 
vanadium(III) complex (tpaMes)V(THF) is show to react with an aryl azide to yield an isolable 
vanadium(V) diazenylimido species, a member of a very rare structural type. This complex is 
shown to decompose unimolecularly by dinitrogen loss to generate the cooresponding 
vanadium(V) imido. In addition to the vanadium–nitrogen multiple bond chemistry described, 
the synthesis two pseudo-three-fold symmetric vanadium(IV) oxo species is discussed. Single 
crystal x-ray structures of both complexes reveal a distorted coordination geometry and a short 
vanadium–oxo distance, consistent with a triple bond. The oxidation of both of these complexes 
to the corresponding vanadium(V) oxo is performed and shown by x-ray crystallography to 
result in the relief of the distortion observed in the vanadium(IV) oxo complexes. Taken 
together, these results shed light on the nature of metal ligand multiple bonding in three-fold 
symmetric geometries. 
 Chapter five discusses the chromium complexes of [tpaMes]3!, in particular the group 
transfer and redox chemistry of the system. Both chromium(II) and chromium(III) complexes are 
available by direct metallation, and the chromium(II) complex [(tpaMes)Cr("1-DME)]– is shown 
to undergo both oxygen atom and nitrene group transfer reactions to yield chromium(IV) oxo 
and imido complexes respectively. The chromium(IV) imido complex exhibits rich redox 
chemistry, and its oxidation to the isostructural chromium(V) and chromium(VI) complexes are 
demonstrated. 
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1.0 Abstract 
 

 
 
We report the design, syntheses, and oxidation reactivity of a new family of non-heme 

iron pyrrole complexes. The most reactive congener is capable of activating N2O, an appealing 
yet challenging oxidant, for oxygen atom transfer. The first generation [(tpaPh)Fe]! complex 
reacts with oxygen atom donors to generate a ligand hydroxylated species by intramolecular C–
H activation and oxygenation. The second-generation [(tpaMes)Fe]! system expands on this 
reactivity by preventing ligand degradation, resulting in an intermolecular hydrogen atom 
abstraction pathway. The observation of arene C–H hydroxylation and the consumption of 
external hydrogen atom donors implicates a potent metal-centered oxidant, likely an iron(IV)-
oxo species, along these reaction pathways. This work establishes a new coordination platform 
for high-valent iron reactivity, as well as the first example of oxygen atom transfer from N2O to a 
soluble iron complex. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Iron occupies a central place in chemistry and biology owing in large part to its rich 

catalytic oxidation reactivity within heme and non-heme environments.1 In particular, the 
importance of high-valent mononuclear iron intermediates in biocatalytic transformations has 
stimulated interest in creating synthetic systems to probe aspects of their bonding and reactivity, 
as well as expanding this chemistry to new applications.2-18 We have initiated a program aimed at 
creating hybrid systems that incorporate key attributes of both heme and non-heme ancillary 
ligands, namely the $1-pyrrole donors in heme that can support iron in multiple oxidation states 
coupled with the flexibility of varying coordination geometries in non-heme frameworks. 
Because the majority of natural systems support iron-based oxidants in four-fold symmetry,1 we 
envisioned that exploring other geometries could allow access to high-valent iron centers with 
new and potentially interesting electronic, magnetic, and reactivity properties. In this regard, the 
activation of nitrous oxide provides a salient challenge for this general strategy. N2O is an 
appealing oxidant due to its ease of handling and benign byproducts, but its kinetic stability19,20 
and poor properties as a ligand21 render it a difficult molecule to activate for further 
transformations.22-32 We now report a new three-fold symmetric, non-heme iron pyrrole platform 
and its ability to activate N2O and other oxygen-atom transfer reagents for intra- and 
intermolecular oxidation reactions. This work provides a rare example of oxygen transfer from 
N2O and the first such example for a homogeneous iron complex.33 
 
1.2 Results and Discussion 

The reduced %-donation of pyrrole donors compared to hard amides, combined with the 
ability to introduce &-substituents on pendant pyrroles, provide an attractive electronic 
environment for unsaturated, three-fold symmetric compounds with mid- to-late first-row 
transition metals. Inspired by &-free Group 4 tris(pyrrolylmethyl)amine and Group 5 
tris(indolylmethyl)amine complexes reported by Odom34 and Parkin,35 respectively, we prepared 
the new triply phenyl substituted tris(pyrrolylmethyl)amine derivative, H3tpaPh (1), through the 
convergent Mannich reaction of 2-phenylpyrrole, formaldehyde, and ammonium chloride 
(Scheme 1.1). This first-generation design employs phenyl groups both as steric pickets and 
potential traps for high-valent electrophilic intermediates.36-38 

Iron insertion into the H3tpaPh ligand proceeds smoothly via deprotonation with NaH 
followed by salt metathesis with FeCl2 to generate Na[(tpaPh)Fe] (2) in 82% yield. The solid-
state structure of the anionic component of 2 reveals a relatively rare example of iron(II) in a 
four-coordinate trigonal monopyramidal geometry.39-41 Fe–N bond lengths for the equatorial $1-
pyrrolide (2.010(6) Å) and apical amine (2.174(9) Å) donors are typical, and the metal center is 
raised by ca. 0.26 Å out of the trigonal plane defined by the three pyrrolide ligands. The solution 
Evans’ method is consistent with a high-spin Fe(II) center (S = 2). The flanking phenyl groups, 
nearly coplanar with the pyrrolide donors, restrict access to the metal core, as coordination of a 
range of simple Lewis bases, including CO, pyridine, and acetonitrile, is not observed in solution 
or in the solid state. In contrast, treatment of 2 with Me3NO in a THF solution results in a rapid 
color change from bright yellow to dark brown. Subsequent workup and crystallization affords a 
paramagnetic, NMR-silent species in 23% yield. This product has been identified by single-
crystal X-ray structural analysis, high-resolution ESI mass spectrometry, and elemental analyses 
as the iron(III)-phenoxide complex [(tpaPh

2
PhO)Fe]! (3) resulting from intramolecular aryl 
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hydroxylation (Scheme 1.2). Given the kinetic barriers to arene C–H hydroxylation and literature 
precedent for related reactions mediated by synthetic iron-oxo species,42 the facile generation of 
this oxygenated product suggests the intermediacy of a potent iron-centered oxidant.  

Encouraged by the ability of our non-heme iron-pyrrole platform to effect intramolecular 
oxidation chemistry, we sought to promote intermolecular oxidation reactivity by providing 
greater access to the iron center and removing the proximate arene C–H bonds. Both of these 
goals can be met through the synthesis of the tris-mesityl tris(pyrrolylmethyl)amine platform, 
H3tpaMes (4), obtained through a triple Mannich reaction starting from 2-mesitylpyrrole. The 
synthesis of K[(tpaMes)Fe] (5) proceeds in an analogous manner to its phenyl congener and its 
solid-state structure displays a similar trigonal monopyramidal core. Unlike the phenyl congener, 
5 reacts rapidly with small Lewis bases, including CO, acetonitrile and tert-butylisocyanide, 
forming the trigonal bipyramidal adducts in solution. This differential reactivity is a result of the 
nearly orthogonal disposition of the mesityl substituents to the pyrrolide rings, providing greater 
access to the metal site while preserving general steric protection. 

Treatment of iron(II) complex 5 with pyridine-N-oxide in dimethoxyethane (DME) 
furnishes a paramagnetic, brown-colored ('max at 400 nm) species in 58% yield. Single-crystal 
X-ray structural analysis, high-resolution mass spectrometry, and elemental analysis establish 
this product as the terminal iron(III)-hydroxide complex [(tpaMes)Fe(OH)]! (6) with no evidence 
for intramolecular ligand oxidation (Scheme 1.2). With the promising oxidative reactivity and 
coordinative unsaturation of 5 established, we next examined its reaction with N2O. Exposure of 
5 to N2O generates the same terminal hydroxide in 23% recrystallized yield. The use of two-
electron oxygen-atom donors for this chemistry, including N2O, suggests a high-valent Fe(IV)–
oxo intermediate along the reaction pathway that undergoes hydrogen atom abstraction from 
solvent (Figure 1.1). To test this proposal, we performed oxidation reactions in the presence of 
diphenylhydrazine (DPH) or cyclohexadiene (CHD) as external hydrogen-atom sources. Indeed, 
when the reaction between 5 and pyridine-N-oxide is carried out in the presence of DPH, 
azobenzene is produced in 92% isolated yield. Analogous oxidations in the presence of CHD 
produce benzene, although the yields are variable. Taken together, the foregoing reactivity 
studies establish that a putative non-heme oxoferryl species is viable and suggest an 
Fe(II)/Fe(IV) manifold for the observed non-heme iron pyrrole reactivity. Moreover, the non-
heme [(tpaMes)Fe]! platform provides, to the best of our knowledge, the first example of net 
oxygen atom transfer from N2O to a homogeneous iron complex. 
 
1.3 Concluding Remarks 

To close, we have presented a new non-heme iron pyrrole platform and its ability to 
activate N2O for intra- and intermolecular oxidation reactions. This work represents a rare 
homogenous system capable of undergoing oxidative O-atom transfer from N2O. Given the 
demonstrated potency of the putative oxoferryl intermediate, opportunities for stoichiometric or 
catalytic oxidations with N2O are promising. In addition to probing spectroscopic and structural 
features of the active species generated in these oxidation reactions, we are exploring new 
pyrrole platforms to expand the intermolecular reactivity of these systems. 
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1.4 Experimental Section 
1.4.1 Synthetic Materials and Methods. 

Silica gel P60 (SiliCycle) was used for column chromatography. Analytical thin layer 
chromatography was performed using SiliCycle 60 F254 silica gel (precoated sheets, 0.25 mm 
thick). Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a VAC Atmospheres glove box or using high-vacuum Schlenk 
techniques. Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were 
dried over activated 4 Å molecular sieves, passed through a column of activated alumina, and 
sparged with dinitrogen prior to use. Benzene was distilled from purple sodium/benzophenone 
ketyl. Potassium hydride was purchased as a suspension in mineral oil, washed with pentane and 
used as a dry solid inside the glove box. Nitrous oxide (>99.9995%) was purchased from Praxair 
and contained <0.5 ppm O2. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of 2-
mesitylpyrrole and 2-phenylpyrrole.43 All other reagents and solvents were purchased from 
chemical suppliers and used as received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometers 
operating at 300 or 400 MHz as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to 
residual protiated solvent; coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and elemental 
analyses were performed at the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at the 
University of California, Berkeley. 
 
1.4.2 Tris-(5-phenyl-1H-pyrrol-2-ylmethyl)-amine, H3tpaPh (1). 

To a homogeneous solution of NH4Cl (0.569 g, 10.6 mmol) in water (30 mL) was added 
EtOH (15 mL) and aqueous formaldehyde (37 wt %, 2.59 g, 31.9 mmol) followed by a solution 
of 2-phenylpyrrole (4.57 g, 31.9 mmol) in ethanol (35 mL). The mixture was stirred for three 
days under a nitrogen atmosphere at which point the fine white precipitate was collected by 
filtration, washed with a small portion of ethanol, air-dried and added to CH2Cl2 (150 mL) in a 
separatory funnel. The resulting slurry was neutralized with 20% aqueous NaOH (200 mL) and 
the aqueous layer extracted further with CH2Cl2 (2 ! 200 mL). The organic portions were 
combined, dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo to a pale pink oil that was 
dried over night under high vacuum to give 3.56 g (70% yield) of the title compound as a pale 
pink solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): d 8.45 (s, 3 H), 7.40 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 6 H), 7.29 (t, J = 5.7 
Hz, 6 H), 7.17 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 3 H), 6.47 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 3 H), 6.18 (br s, 3 H), 3.75 (s, 6 H); 13C 
NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz) d 132.7, 132.5, 130.12, 129.0, 126.3, 123.8, 110.2, 106.1, 50.5. 
HRFABMS (M+) m/z calcd for C33H30N4 482.2470, found 482.2480. 
 
1.4.3 Na[(tpaPh)Fe] ! THF (2). 

To a stirring solution of 1 (469 mg, 0.972 mmol) in THF was added NaH (150 mg, 6.00 
mmol) as a slurry in THF, resulting in gas evolution. After stirring for 30 min, the mixture was 
allowed to settle and filtered through a short celite plug to remove unreacted NaH. Solid FeCl2 
(123 mg, 0.972 mmol) was added to the clear filtrate and the mixture was stirred vigorously for 
six hours. The mixture was then filtered through a short celite plug to remove precipitates and 
the filtrate concentrated in vacuo to a golden glaze. This glaze was dissolved in minimum THF 
and cooled to -40 °C for 24 h to yield bright yellow crystals that were washed with cold THF and 
pentane and then dried in vacuo to yield 502 mg (82% yield) of the title compound as a bright 
yellow powder. X-ray diffraction performed on a single crystal taken from the bulk material 
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before drying revealed that the complex crystallizes as [Na(THF)6][tpaPhFe] # 2 THF. Anal. 
Calcd for C37H35FeN4NaO: C, 70.48; H, 5.59; N, 8.89. Found: C, 70.67; H, 5.52; 8.86. Evans’ 
Method meff = 4.81 B.M. 
 
1.4.4 Na[(tpaPh

2
PhO)Fe] (3). 

To a bright yellow solution of 2 (185 mg, 0.293 mmol) in THF (5 mL) was added 
trimethylamine-N-oxide (33 mg, 0.44 mmol) as a solution in THF (10 mL) resulting in an 
immediate color change to dark brown. The solution was then stirred for 30 min and filtered 
through a short celite plug. The filtrate was concentrated to a brown glaze that was taken up in 
minimum DME and cooled to -40 °C, depositing a brown solid that was redissolved in DME and 
cooled to -40 °C to yield small brown needles that were washed with pentane and dried in vacuo 
to yield 38 mg (23% yield) of the title compound as a brown microcrystalline powder. X-ray 
diffraction performed on a single crystal taken from the bulk material before drying revealed that 
the complex crystallizes as K[tpaPh

2
PhOFe] # 2 THF # 2 DME. HRESIMS ([M]!) m/z calcd for 

C33H26N4OFe 550.1456, found 550.1479. Evans’ Method meff = 5.9 B.M. 
 
1.4.5 Tris((5-mesityl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methyl)amine, H3tpaMes (4). 

To a homogeneous solution of NH4Cl (228 mg, 4.26 mmol) in water (10 mL) was added 
aqueous formaldehyde (37 wt %, 1.02 g, 12.3 mmol) followed by a solution of 2-mesitylpyrrole 
(2.32 g, 12.5 mmol) in ethanol (35 mL). The mixture was stirred for three days under a nitrogen 
atmosphere at which point the fine white precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with a 
small portion of cold ethanol, air-dried and added to CH2Cl2 (150 mL) in a separatory funnel. 
The resulting slurry was neutralized with 20% aqueous NaOH (200 mL) and the aqueous layer 
extracted further with CH2Cl2 (2 ! 200 mL). The organic portions were combined, dried over 
anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo to a colorless foam that was dried over night under 
high vacuum and recrystallized from hexanes to give 1.9 g (75% yield) of the title compound as 
a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): d 8.00 (s, 3 H), 6.92 (s, 6 H), 6.13 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 3 
H), 5.96 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 3 H), 3.64 (s, 6 H), 2.37 (s, 9 H), 2.13 (s, 18 H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, 
CDCl3) d 138.5, 137.7, 131.0, 129.5, 128.3, 127.4, 108.4, 49.4, 21.3, 20.8. HRFABMS (M+) m/z 
calcd for C42H48N4 608.3879, found 608.3874. 
 
1.4.6 K[tpaMesFe] (5). 

To a stirring solution of 4 (400 mg, 0.657 mmol) in THF (9 mL) was added KH (158 mg, 
3.94 mmol), as a slurry in THF (1 mL), resulting in gas evolution. After stirring for 30 min, the 
mixture was allowed to settle and filtered through a short celite plug to remove unreacted KH. 
Solid FeCl2 (83 mg, 0.66 mmol) was added to the clear filtrate and the mixture was stirred 
vigorously for six hours. The pale yellow mixture was then filtered through a short celite plug to 
remove precipitates and the filtrate concentrated in vacuo to a pale yellow solid. This material 
was dissolved in minimum DME and cooled to -40 °C for 24 h to yield pale yellow crystals that 
were washed with cold DME and pentane and then dried in vacuo to yield 369 mg (58% yield) of 
the title compound as a pale yellow powder. X-ray diffraction performed on a single crystal 
taken from the bulk material before drying revealed that the complex crystallizes as 
[K(DME)4][tpaMesFe]. Anal. Calcd for C50H65N4O4FeK: C, 68.16; H, 7.44; N, 6.36. Found: C, 
68.31; H, 7.08; N, 6.88. Evans’ Method meff =4.5 B.M. 
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1.4.7 K[(tpaMes)Fe(OH)] (6) from pyridine-N-oxide. 
To a pale yellow solution of 5 (134 mg, 0.138 mmol) in DME was added pyridine-N-

oxide (45.0 mg, 0.473 mmol) as a solution in DME resulting in an immediate color change to 
dark brown. The solution was then stirred overnight and filtered through a short celite plug. The 
filtrate was concentrated to a brown glaze that was taken up in minimum DME, layered with 
pentane and stored at -40 °C for 3 days to afford brown bar-shaped crystals that were washed 
with pentane and dried in vacuo to yield 65 mg (58% yield) of the title compound as a brown 
microcrystalline powder. A single crystal taken from the bulk material prior to drying shows that 
the complex crystallizes as K[tpaMesFe(OH)] # DME. HRESIMS ([M-K]-) m/z calcd for 
C42H46N4OFe 678.3021, found 678.2997. Anal. Calcd for C48H61N4O4KFe: C, 67.59; H, 7.21; N, 
6.57. Found: C, 67.39; H, 6.98; N, 6.86. Evans’ Method meff = 5.4 B.M. 
 
1.4.8 K[tpaMesFe(OH)] (6) from N2O. 

A 25 mL Schlenk tube was charged with 5 (106 mg, 0.109 mmol) and DME and sealed 
with a septum. A stream of N2O was bubbled through the solution for 10 min with a needle 
resulting in a color change to dark brown. The brown solution was concentrated to a brown solid, 
taken up in minimum DME, filtered and layered with pentane to afford brown bar-shaped 
crystals which were washed with pentane and dried in vacuo to yield 20 mg (23% yield) of the 
title compound as a brown microcrystalline powder which was shown by ESIMS to be 
K[tpaMesFe(OH)]. 
 
1.4.9 K[tpaMesFe(OH)] (6) from pyridine-N-oxide and 1,2-diphenylhydrazine. 

To a solution of 5 (239 mg, 246 mmol) and 1,2-diphenylhydrazine (23 mg, 123 mmol) in 
DME (19 mL) was added pyridine-N-oxide (23 mg, 246 mmol) as a solution in DME (1 mL) 
resulting in an immediate color change to dark brown. The solution was then stirred overnight 
and concentrated to a brown microcrystalline solid in vacuo. The solid was extracted thoroughly 
with pentane (10 ! 1 mL) and the extracts filtered and dried in vacuo to give 164 mg (82% yield) 
of K[tpaMesFe(OH)] as a brown powder. The orange filtrate was concentrated to a solid in vacuo 
to yield 21 mg (92% yield) of an orange solid that was shown to be azobenzene by 1H NMR (300 
MHz, CDCl3). Control experiments show no reaction in the absence of the metal complex. 
 
1.4.10 K[tpaMesFe(OH)] (6) from pyridine-N-oxide and 1,4-cyclohexadiene. 

To a solution of 5 (20 mg, 0.020 mmol) and 1,4-cyclohexadiene (150 mL) in DME (1.5 
mL) was added pyridine-N-oxide (2.0 mg, 21 mmol) as a solution in DME (1.5 mL). The 
reaction was stirred for 30 minutes, diluted with diethyl ether and analyzed by GCMS. Yields 
varied, but benzene was produced quantitatively at a minimum in each run. Removal of volatiles 
afforded solid K[tpaMesFe(OH)]. Control experiments accounted for residual benzene in the 1,4-
cyclohexadiene starting material. 
 
1.4.11 General Methods for X-Ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. Air-sensitive 
samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to avoid 
decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) SMART 
diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data integration 
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was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction were 
performed using XPREP and SADABS. Structure solution by direct methods and refinement 
were performed using the teXsan software package. The structure of 2 includes a THF solvate 
disordered over a three-fold axis, and in the structure of 3, the phenoxide oxygen is disordered 
over two positions and a THF carbon disordered two positions. All non-hydrogen atoms were 
refined anisotropically with the exception of the disordered molecule of THF in 2 and the 
disordered phenoxide oxygen and THF carbon in 3. Hydrogen atoms were included in calculated 
positions, but not refined. In the case of chiral space groups, the correct enantiomer was 
determined by comparison of calculated and observed Friedel pairs. 
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1.6 Figures, Schemes, and Tables 
 
Figure 1.1. Proposed pathway of oxygen atom transfer to 5 involving a putative Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate 
with subsequent hydrogen atom abstraction. 
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Scheme 1.1. Synthesis of [tpaRFe]– complexes. 
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Scheme 1.2. Oxygen transfer to generate iron(III)-phenoxide and -hydroxide complexes on non-heme 
tris-pyrrole platforms. 
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Table 1.1. X-Ray Data for complexes 2, 3, 5 and 6. 
 

 2 3 5 6 
chemical formula C61H83N4O7NaFe C49H62N4O7NaFe C58H85N4O8KFe C46H56N4O3KFe 
formula weight 1063.17 897.89 1061.28 807.92 

T (K) 168 160 141 168 
l (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system trigonal monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic 
space group R3c (#161) P21/c (#14) P21/c P21/c 

a (Å) 13.596(1) 11.994(2) 17.625(5) 30.800(1) 
b (Å) 13.596(1) 16.762(3) 13.840(4) 13.3966(6) 
c (Å) 55.303(5) 23.800(5) 24.177(6) 21.781(1) 

a (deg) 90 90 90 90 
b (deg) 90 100.615(3) 95.855(4) 107.379(1) 
g (deg) 120 90 90 90 
V (Å3) 8853(1) 4702(1) 5867(2) 8576.7(7) 

Z 6 4 4 8 
rcalcd (g/cm3) 1.196 1.268 1.201 1.251 

m(mm-1) 0.316 0.384 0.382 0.492 
F(000) 3420 1908 2280 3432 

reflctns collected 15804 20978 26424 49406 
ind reflctns (Rint) 4403 (0.023) 3606 (0.039) 6050 (0.032) 10707 (0.031) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.86 0.75 0.85 0.85 
data/restr/params 3055/0/227 3832/1/564 6287/0/649 11168/0/991 

R, Rw, Rall 0.042, 0.051, 0.054 0.063, 0.070, 0.12 0.040, 0.047, 0.077 0.045, 0.053, 0.084 
GOF 2.01 2.06 1.66 1.72 

max shift/error 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 
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2.0 Abstract 
 

 
 

We present a family of trigonal pyramidal iron(II) complexes supported by tris(pyrrolyl-
&-methyl)amine ligands of the general formula [M(solv)n][(tpaR)Fe] (M = Na, R = tert-butyl (1), 
phenyl (4); M = K, R = mesityl (2), 2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl (3), 2,6-difluorophenyl (5)) and 
their characterization by X-ray crystallography, cyclic voltammetry, and Mössbauer 
spectroscopy, and high-field EPR spectroscopy. Expanding on the discovery of slow magnetic 
relaxation in the recently reported mesityl derivative 2, this homologous series of high-spin 
iron(II) complexes enables an initial probe of how the ligand field influences the static and 
dynamic magnetic behavior. Magnetization experiments reveal large, uniaxial zero-field splitting 
parameters of D = !48, !44, !30, !26 and !6.2 cm!1 for 1–5, respectively, demonstrating that 
the strength of axial magnetic anisotropy scales with increasing ligand field strength at the 
iron(II) center. In the case of 2,6-difluorophenyl substituted 5, high-field EPR experiments 
provide an independent determination of the zero-field splitting parameters (D = !4.397(9) cm!1) 
that are in reasonable agreement with the those obtained from fits to magnetization data. Ac 
magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate field-dependent, thermally-activated spin reversal 
barriers in complexes 1, 2 and 4 of Ueff = 65, 42 and 25 cm!1, respectively, with the barrier of 1 
constituting the highest relaxation barrier yet observed for a mononuclear transition metal 
complex. In addition, in the case of 1, the large range of temperatures in which slow relaxation is 
observed has enabled us to fit the entire Arrhenius curve simultaneously to three distinct 
relaxation processes. Finally, zero-field Mössbauer spectra collected for 1 and 4 also reveal the 
presence of slow magnetic relaxation, with two independent relaxation barriers in 4 
corresponding to the barrier obtained from ac susceptibility data and to the 3D energy gap 
between the MS = ±2 and ±1 levels, respectively. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Since the early 1990s, certain molecules have been shown to exhibit an energy barrier to 

magnetic relaxation, thereby enabling them to retain their magnetization after removal of an 
applied field and thus act as nanoscopic classical magnets.1-5 This relaxation barrier arises due to 
a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (D) acting on a nonzero spin ground state (S), according to the 
expression U = S2|D|. Complexes exhibiting this behavior, known as single-molecule magnets, 
have garnered considerable interest owing to their potential applications in high-density 
information storage, quantum computing, and magnetic refrigeration.6-15 However, in order for 
any such applications to be realized, higher relaxation barriers must be achieved. Indeed, despite 
the enormous effort aimed at generating single-molecule magnets with high relaxation barriers, 
to date, no molecule has shown magnetic hysteresis above 10 K.  

The vast majority of single-molecule magnets characterized thus far have taken the form 
of multinuclear transition metal cluster compounds.1-5 Recently, however, researchers have 
uncovered slow magnetic relaxation in mononuclear lanthanide and actinide complexes.16-20 In 
these complexes, the large spin-orbit coupling of the f-block ion gives rise to a highly anisotropic 
ground state. In paricular, this discovery has led to mononuclear lanthanide phthalocyanine 
complexes with very high relaxation barriers. In principle, similar behavior should be attainable 
in a mononuclear transition metal complex with a high-spin ground state and uniaxial anisotropy. 
However, unlike their f-block counterparts that display significant spin-orbit coupling largely 
independent of ligand field effects, the orbital moment of transition metal coordination 
compounds is frequently quenched by geometric distortions.21-25 Furthermore, in the absence of 
steric protection, transition metal ions often undergo coordinative saturation to form low-spin 
complexes. Thus, the task of creating mononuclear transition metal-based single-molecule 
magnets requires enforcing coordination geometries that preserve a high-spin ground state while 
minimizing or preventing anisotropy-quenching structural distortions. 

This task is ideally suited to molecular inorganic chemistry and its focus on the design 
and synthesis of geometrically constrained and sterically bulky ligands. Indeed, many metal 
complexes developed within this paradigm display novel or enhanced molecular reactivity,26-30 
as well as atypical spin states31,32 and bonding configurations.33-37 Of particular promise toward 
the development of single-molecule magnets are low-coordinate high-spin iron(II) complexes, 
some of which have been reported to show axial zero-field splitting magnitudes up to |D| = 50 
cm!1,38-43 as in the case of the planar complex (!-diketiminate)FeCH3.38 In view of these 
principles and the wealth of inorganic coordination chemistry carried out by iron in heme and 
non-heme protein active sites44 and their synthetic models,45-50 many laboratories, including ours, 
have been interested in exploring the structure, magnetism, and reactivity of iron complexes in 
lower-coordinate two-51-55 and three-fold32,33,43,56-68 environments. In this context, we have 
pursued hybrid ligand scaffolds that combine attributes of heme and non-heme frameworks using 
trianionic tris(pyrrolyl-&-methyl)amines.69 The addition of steric pickets to the [tpa]3– platform 
serves to enforce an approximate three-fold symmetry while preventing dimerization 
Furthermore, the wide range of potential ligand variants allows for facile tuning of the steric and 
electronic properties of the corresponding metal complexes. We recently disclosed the oxygen 
atom transfer chemistry of the iron complexes [(tpaPh)Fe]– and [(tpaMes)Fe]–, demonstrating 
intramolecular aromatic C–H hydroxylation by the former and activation of nitrous oxide and 
intermolecular hydrogen atom abstraction by the latter.69 In addition to this novel reactivity, this 
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ligand scaffold enforces a three-fold coordination geometry about a high-spin S = 2 iron center. 
Importantly, the resulting electronic structure features three electrons in the 1e orbital set, which 
leads to an unquenched orbital moment and thus the potential for strong magnetic anisotropy. 
Indeed, we recently demonstrated the efficacy of this strategy in our report of the magnetic 
properties of K[(tpaMes)Fe].70 Magnetization measurements on this compound revealed the 
presence of immense uniaxial anisotropy, with an axial zero-field splitting parameter of D = !40 
cm!1. Moreover, we demonstrated that this anisotropy leads to slow relaxation effects under the 
presence of a small applied dc field, with an effective relaxation barrier of Ueff = 42 cm!1, 
thereby providing the first example of a mononuclear transition metal-based single-molecule 
magnet.  

The tunability of the [(tpaR)Fe]! platform affords the opportunity to expand this concept 
to other mononuclear transition metal complexes. Herein, we report the design and synthesis of a 
homologous series of [(tpaR)Fe]! complexes with various aryl and alkyl substituents, where R = 
tert-butyl (1), mesityl (2), 2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl (3), phenyl (4), and 2,6-difluorophenyl (5), as 
well as the structural, electrochemical and magnetic properties of this novel series of trigonal 
pyramidal iron(II) complexes. Most importantly, we demonstrate the presence of strong uniaxial 
magnetic anisotropy in the complexes that gives rise to single-molecule magnet behavior with 
relaxation barriers up to Ueff = 65 cm!1 in the case of 1. Moreover, our ability to vary the pendant 
substituents of the ligand across the series has enabled us to thoroughly examine the effect of 
factors such as ligand donor strength and coordination geometry on governing magnetic 
anisotropy and slow magnetic relaxation. 
 
2.2 Results 
2.2.1 Synthesis of [tpaR] Ligands and Their Iron(II) Complexes. 

Inspired by the initial report of tris(pyrrolyl-&-methyl)amine (H3tpa)71 and a related 
indolyl system,72 we sought to expand the steric and electronic properties of this platform into a 
family of tripodal pyrrolide ligands. To this end, we prepared a series of 2-alkyl- and 2-
arylpyrroles and subjected these precursors to Mannich reaction conditions adapted from the 
original synthesis of H3tpa.71 Whereas in our hands 2-alkylpyrroles containing pseudobenzylic 
protons (e.g. 2-methylpyrrole, 2-ethylpyrrole) gave ill-defined polymeric products under these 
reaction conditions, 2-tert-butylpyrrole (11) reacted smoothly to generate the new alkyl 
substituted variant H3tpat-Bu (6) in good yield. In the interest of facilitating the development of 
this chemistry, we devised an improved synthesis of 2-tert-butylpyrrole that provides access to 
large quantities of this material (see Scheme 2.1). First, ethanolysis of 2-(trichloroacetyl)pyrrole 
affords ethyl pyrrole-2-carboxylate (16). Freidel-Crafts alkylation of the pyrrole followed by 
saponification of the ethyl ester and decarboxylation yields analytically pure 11 on scales 
upwards of 30 g without the need for chromatography. To further expand the utility of the 
[tpaR]3! ligand family, we prepared several 2-arylpyrroles (2-mesitylpyrrole (12), 2-(2,4,6-
triisopropylphenyl)pyrrole (13) and 2-phenylpyrrole (14)) using a published procedure for the 
direct Pd-catalyzed arylation of sodium pyrrole73 and also extended this methodology to the 
preparation of 2-(2,6-difluorophenyl)pyrrole (15) (see Scheme 2.1). All of these 2-arylpyrroles 
undergo triple Mannich condensation to provide the respective ligands in moderate to good yield. 
We have previously disclosed the syntheses of H3tpaMes (7) and H3tpaPh (9),69 and the 
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preparations of H3tpaTrip (8) and its molybdenum complexes have been described recently.74 
Vanadium complexes of [tpaMes]3! have also been reported.75,76  

Deprotonation of the H3tpaR proligands in situ followed by salt metathesis with FeCl2 in 
THF provides a general route to anionic iron(II) complexes, as isolated in [M(solv)n][(tpaR)Fe] 
(M = Na, R = tert-butyl (1), phenyl (4); M = K, R = mesityl (2), 2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl (3), 
2,6-difluorophenyl (5)) (see Scheme 2.2). Counterion choice is dictated primarily by the 
solubility and crystallinity of the product. Potassium hydride proved to be a suitable base for the 
syntheses of 2, 3 and 5. Sodium hydride was employed in the synthesis of 4 whereas 
NaN(SiMe3)2 was used to furnish the desired sodium salt 1. 

 
2.2.2 Solid-State Structures. 

Compounds 1–5 crystallize readily as THF or DME solvates. Single crystal X-ray 
diffraction measurements reveal four-coordinate, trigonal pyramidal iron centers for each 
complex, as depicted in Figure 2.1. Although 3 crystallizes readily and in high yield, issues with 
twinning and disorder have thus far impeded our efforts to obtain satisfactory solutions to data 
collected on these crystals. Relevant bond lengths and angles for 1, 2, 4 and 5 are listed in Table 
2.1. The Fe–Npyrrole distances range from 2.008(3) Å to 2.042(3) Å for the series, consistent with 
anionic nitrogen ligation of high-spin iron(II). The longer axial Fe–Namine distances vary over a 
slightly larger range from 2.144(1) Å to 2.196(2) Å.  

The tert-butyl derivative 1 crystallizes in the cubic space group P213 and is unique 
among iron(II) complexes 1–5 in that it possesses crystallographically imposed three-fold 
symmetry at the iron center. The iron centers in 2, 4 and 5 exhibit slight deviations from three-
fold symmetry. The most pronounced structural distortion is observed for 2, in which a mesityl 
ortho-methyl group (C42) is rotated towards the iron center. The Fe–Npyrrole bond directly 
opposite the iron–methyl close contact is anomalously short at 2.008(3) Å. Whereas the Fe–C 
distance of ca. 3.1 Å is longer than what is considered typical for an agostic interaction, the 
related salt [Li(THF)4][(tpaMes)Fe], which is structurally distinct from 2, features a nearly 
identical interaction.77 Furthermore, neither the corresponding cobalt(II) nor manganese(II) 
[tpaMes]3! complexes exhibit this distortion.78 Taken together, these results suggest an electronic 
provenance for the iron–methyl interaction observed in the crystal structure of 2, as there are no 
major distortions present in either the ligand core or periphery of complexes 4 and 5.  
 
2.2.3 Cyclic Voltammetry. 

To evaluate the electrochemical properties of the [(tpaR)Fe]– family, we measured cyclic 
voltammograms for complexes 1–5 in CH3CN using [Bu4N][PF6] as the supporting electrolyte 
(see Figure 2.2). No reductive features are observed at potentials down to !2.0 V versus the 
ferrocene/ferrocenium couple (Fc/Fc+) for the series. On the oxidative side, the tert-butyl 
derivative 1 exhibits an electrochemically irreversible oxidation event at Ep,a = !0.178 V versus 
Fc/Fc+. While we cannot rule out a ligand-centered decomposition pathway for the product of 
this oxidation, the analogous cobalt(II) complex, [(tpat-Bu)Co]!, oxidizes at a potential ~0.1 V 
more positive than 1, on the basis of which we tentatively suggest a metal-centered redox 
event.53 

In marked contrast to complex 1, the mesityl congener 2 features a fully reversible 
oxidation-reduction event at !0.750 V vs Fc/Fc+ in the coordinating acetonitrile solution. 
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Consistent with this observation, neutral five-coordinate complexes of the type (tpaMes)FeL are 
accessible via chemical oxidation and are under current investigation. These data, along with 
previous work demonstrating oxidative group transfer from pyridine-N-oxide and N2O and 
intermolecular hydrogen atom abstraction to give five-coordinate [(tpaMes)Fe(OH)]–,69 suggest 
that the planar mesityl substituents of 2 create a more open pocket capable of supporting a fifth 
ligand and a reversible Fe(III)/Fe(II) couple, whereas the more sterically demanding tert-butyl 
groups in complex 1 restrict access of a potential fifth ligand to the metal center and lead to 
irreversible oxidative processes. The triisopropylphenyl (Trip) compound 3 features an oxidation 
wave at a potential similar to that observed for complex 2 but is only quasi-reversible (Ep,a = 
!0.675 V vs Fc/Fc+). The more sterically encumbering Trip ligand may impede binding of a fifth 
axial ligand or undergo unfavorable steric interactions with itself upon oxidation, either of which 
could contribute to the observed quasi-reversible peak shape. Interestingly, phenyl-substituted 4 
and 2,6-difluorophenyl-substituted 5 are oxidized at similar potentials (Ep,a = !0.346 V for 4 and 
Ep,a = !0.355 V for 5 vs Fc/Fc+), with the former exhibiting an irreversible oxidative signal and 
the latter showing a reversible oxidative wave. Given the ability of the ortho-fluorines to open 
space for a ligand binding by disfavoring coplanarity with the pyrrole rings, the countervailing 
trends of decreasing electron donating ability and increasing coordination number may explain 
the apparent similarity in oxidation potentials of 4 and 5.  
 
2.2.4 Static Magnetic Properties. 

With structural and electrochemical data for this family of trigonal pyramidal non-heme 
iron(II) complexes in hand, we turned our attention to more comprehensively interrogating their 
magnetic properties. Dc magnetic susceptibility measurements at 300 K give values of "MT = 
3.55, 3.32,70 3.68, 3.66, and 3.44 cm3mol/K for compounds 1–5, respectively (see Figures 2.3–
2.7), confirming the presence of a high-spin electron configuration and an S = 2 spin ground state 
for each compound. Notably, each set of "MT data displays a downturn at low temperature, 
suggesting the presence of significant zero-field splitting. To investigate this possibility, we 
collected low-temperature magnetization data at various applied dc fields for the compounds. 
The resulting plot of reduced magnetization for 1, depicted in Figure 2.8, reveals a series of 
nonsuperimposable isofield curves that fall dramatically short of reaching the magnetization 
saturation of 4.0 µB expected for an S = 2 ground state with g = 2.0, confirming the presence of 
strong magnetic anisotropy. To quantify this effect, the data were modeled according to the 
following spin Hamiltonian:  
 
 ! = D"z

2 + E("x
2 + "y

2) + gisoµBS#B (1) 
 

Fits to the data obtained using ANISOFIT 2.079 gave axial and transverse zero-field 
splitting parameters of D = !48 cm!1 and |E| ( 0.4 cm!1, respectively, with g = 2.28. The 
presence of such strong axial anisotropy arises from the unquenched orbital angular momentum 
associated with a 1e32e2a1

1 electronic configuration.70 In contrast to this strong uniaxial 
anisotropy, the value of E is small, over two orders of magnitude smaller than D. The presence of 
such a large |D/E| ratio likely arises due to the crystallographic three-fold symmetry at the 
iron(II) center, which minimizes the magnetic anisotropy within the trigonal plane of the 
molecule. Importantly, this large negative value of D, in conjunction with the high-spin S = 2 
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ground state, demonstrates the potential of this type of mononuclear transition metal complex to 
exhibit slow magnetic relaxation. Indeed, a compound exhibiting these parameters could display 
a maximal thermal relaxation barrier of U = S2|D| = 192 cm!1, which would be by far the record 
barrier for a transition metal system.5 

Zero-field splitting parameters extracted from fits to reduced magnetization data collected 
for 1–5 are enumerated in Table 2.2 (See Figures 2.8–2.12). For all of the compounds, the best 
fits to the data give negative values of D, indicative of a uniaxial anisotropy and thus the 
possibility of slow magnetic relaxation. The series of D values ranges from D = !48 cm!1 for 1 
to D = !6.2 cm!1 in the case of 5. Inspection of the trend across the series reveals a dependence 
of the magnitude of D on Lewis base strength, where the magnitude of D rises with increasing 
basicity of the ligand. This observation suggests that the magnitude of axial anisotropy may be 
related to the energy separation between the 1e (dxz and dyz) and 2e (dxy and dx2-y2) orbitals, as the 
energy of the 2e orbitals will increase with the "-donating ability of the ligand. Taken together, 
these data establish that the trigonal pyramidal [(tpaR)Fe]! system offers a general platform for 
obtaining large uniaxial zero-field splitting. 
 
2.2.5 Dynamic Magnetic Properties. 

To investigate the potential for slow magnetic relaxation in this homologous series of 
high-spin iron(II) compounds, we collected variable-frequency ac susceptibility data at multiple 
temperatures. In the absence of an applied dc field, no "M′′ signals were observed at frequencies 
up to 1500 Hz and temperatures down to 1.8 K. This result is somewhat unexpected, given the 
large uniaxial anisotropy and S = 2 spin ground states determined for the compounds through 
static magnetic measurements. One explanation for the absence of "M′′ signals is that quantum 
tunneling of the magnetization through the thermal relaxation barrier dominates other relaxation 
pathways in the absence of an applied dc field. Such tunneling processes may arise due to the 
presence of transverse magnetic anisotropy in the compounds. For a molecule exhibiting 
rigorously axial anisotropy, the wavefunctions corresponding to each ±MS pair do not overlap 
with one another, such that no mixing can occur between the two.3,80 In this case, quantum 
tunneling is a forbidden process. If a transverse component to the magnetic anisotropy is 
introduced, however, mixing between these wavefunctions occurs. This mixing then enables the 
magnetization of the +MS level to tunnel through the anisotropy barrier to the !MS level, such 
that the overall relaxation time is fast. As has been observed for a number of previously reported 
compounds, tunneling effects can drastically reduce the relaxation time of a single-molecule 
magnet.20,80-84 Indeed, the smaller ratios of |D/E| observed for 2–5 support the hypothesis that 
quantum tunneling provides a facile relaxation pathway for the compounds. Somewhat 
surprisingly, despite exhibiting crystallographic three-fold symmetry and a miniscule value of E, 
compound 1 displays no slow relaxation under zero applied dc field. In addition to slight 
deviations from ideal three-fold symmetry at the iron(II) center in 1 that may be undetectable in 
the crystal structure due to thermal motion of the nitrogen atoms at 128 K, this lack of slow 
relaxation in the absence of an applied field is also likely the result of tunneling. In this context, 
the tunneling probability is known to increase with decreasing MS

80,85 and this monoiron system 
has a relatively small spin ground state of S = 2. Finally, as the magnetic measurements were 
performed on microcrystalline solids, fast relaxation in zero-field may be facilitated by spin-spin 
interactions between neighboring iron(II) ions. This hypothesis is consistent with the Mössbauer 
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spectra obtained for these systems, which, as discussed below, reveal a temperature 
independence of the relaxation time below 10 K.  

If quantum tunneling and/or spin-spin relaxation effects are in fact responsible for 
shortcutting of the thermal relaxation barriers in the iron(II) complexes, then application of a dc 
field during the ac measurement should act to split the energies of the ±MS pairs, thereby 
eliminating tunneling as a facile relaxation pathway and slowing down the relaxation dynamics. 
Indeed, just such an experiment leads to slow relaxation effects for all compounds with the 
exception of 5. For instance, data collected for 1 under a 1500 Oe dc field reveal a set of 
temperature-dependent peaks in the plot of "M′′ vs. # (see Figure 2.13, bottom). In order to 
extract relaxation times from these peaks, we constructed Cole-Cole plots from data collected in 
the temperature range 1.8-6.8 K and fit them to a generalized Debye model (Figure 2.14).86-88 
For a single-molecule magnet, the relaxation time ($) follows a thermally-activated relaxation 
process where $ increases exponentially with decreasing temperature. Accordingly, the 
corresponding plot of ln($) vs. 1/T should feature a linear region, with the slope of that line 
giving the relaxation energy barrier. Indeed, the Arrhenius plot constructed for 1 (see Figure 
2.13, top) features a linear region at high temperature, with a least-squares fit giving Ueff = 65 
cm!1 and $0 = 6.7 ) 10!11 s. The value of $0 provides a quantitative measure of the attempt time 
of relaxation from the thermal phonon bath, and the value obtained here is comparable to those 
found in other single-molecule magnets.1-5 In addition, this value of $0 eliminates the possibility 
that phonon bottleneck effects lead to the observed slow relaxation.89 

The large temperature range over which slow relaxation is observed for 1 at 1500 Oe 
provides a comprehensive map of the relaxation processes occurring within the molecule. At this 
applied dc field, the relaxation is dominated by spin-lattice interactions.90,91 For instance, at high 
temperature, the relaxation time exhibits a clear Arrhenius dependence, with ln($) increasing 
linearly with 1/T (Figure 2.13, upper, dashed blue line). This region is likely dominated by an 
Orbach relaxation process, sometimes referred to as thermally-assisted quantum tunneling of the 
magnetization. Here, a spin associated with the MS = +2 level absorbs a phonon and is excited to 
the MS = +1 level. Then, the spin tunnels from the MS = +1 to MS = !1 level and subsequently 
relaxes to the MS = !2 level. Note, though, that this process cannot be the sole relaxation 
pathway operating at these temperatures, because such a scenario would give a relaxation barrier 
of Ueff = 144 cm!1, the energy associated with climbing from the MS = +2 to MS = +1 level. At 
low temperature, ln($) also exhibits a linear dependence on 1/T, albeit with a slope of nearly zero 
(Figure 2.13, upper, dashed green line). This region is likely dominated by ground state tunneling 
via a direct phonon-based relaxation process, as insufficient thermal energy is available for a 
spin to relax via a thermally-assisted mechanism. In the case of 1, this process corresponds to 
tunneling from the MS = +2 to MS = !2 level. Since the ln($) data do not show a clear transition 
between a high temperature Orbach region and a low temperature direct process region, a Raman 
relaxation mechanism was considered in order to model the intermediate data (Figure 2.13, 
upper, dashed purple line). In this process, the relaxation time scales with temperature, 
intermediate between the exponential (Orbach) and direct dependences on 1/T. The crossover 
between Arrhenius behavior and direct tunneling through an intermediate Raman process is 
prevalent among mononuclear and weakly-exchange coupled multinuclear single-molecule 
magnets, yet previous fitting of variable-temperature relaxation time data has included only the 
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Orbach region.20,70,84 To our knowledge, these data mark the first time that the temperature 
dependence of the relaxation time in a single-molecule magnet has been fit to a non-Orbach 
mechanism (Figure 2.13, upper, solid red line). 

We conducted similar ac susceptibility measurements on the other [tpaRFe]! compounds. 
Arrhenius fits to relaxation times extracted from Cole-Cole plots give relaxation barriers of Ueff 
= 42 cm!1 for 2 and 25 cm!1 for 4 (Figures 2.15–2.22). In the case of 3, we observe a 
temperature- and frequency-dependent "M′′ signal; however, the corresponding relaxation times 
are not indicative of thermally-activated behavior. As such, no thermal relaxation barrier could 
be obtained in the measured temperature range. With the exception of 3, the magnitude of Ueff 
increases with increasing value of D. The absence of slow relaxation observed for 5 is likely a 
direct consequence of the low D value of the compound. 

 
2.2.6 Mössbauer Spectroscopy. 

In view of the fast relaxation processes that dominate the magnetization dynamics of the 
iron(II) complexes under zero field at low temperature, we carried out zero-field Mössbauer 
spectroscopy measurements to probe these processes on a much faster timescale (ca. 0.01 µs). 
For these studies, we focused our attention on compounds 1, 2, and 4 in order to compare and 
contrast alkyl versus aryl substitution on the ancillary tpa framework.92 Selected Mössbauer 
spectra of 1 obtained at various temperatures are shown in the left panel of Figure 2.23. At 220, 
180, and 120 K, the spectra consist of a paramagnetic quadrupole doublet with an isomer shift 
characteristic of iron(II) accounting for the majority of the sample. A minor doublet is assigned 
to a small amount of an iron(III)-containing impurity. The isomer shift of # = 0.85 mm/s 
observed for 1 at 4.2 K is consistent with a high-spin iron(II) ion in a four-coordinate 
environment.93 Notably, the quadrupole splitting (#EQ) observed for 1 is very small and positive. 
This splitting arises from two contributions to the electric field gradient, the lattice (qlat) and 
valence (qval) components. The crystallographic three-fold symmetry of the iron complex in 1 
generates a d-orbital manifold qualitatively similar to that of a tetrahedron, a geometry for which 
qval is expected to be essentially zero. In addition, the cubic symmetry of the lattice in which 1 
crystallizes likewise contributes to a highly uniform electric field gradient. The presence of a 
simple quadrupole doublet above 120 K indicates that the magnetic relaxation of 1 is fast relative 
to the Larmor precession time of the iron-57 nuclear magnetic moment (ca. 0.01 µs). 
Specifically, simulations indicate that, for the hyperfine parameters observed for 1 at these 
temperatures, the relaxation time must be less than 0.005 µs.  

As the temperature is decreased below 120 K, the spectral profile of 1 broadens from a 
doublet to an asymmetric absorption, ultimately reaching a broad complex shape at 4.2 K. The 
broadening of the spectra with decreasing temperature results from the onset of slow magnetic 
relaxation down to 4.2 K, in accordance with the results of ac susceptibility experiments. In order 
to quantify this effect, the spectra were fit according to the Dattagupta and Blume formalism (see 
Methods 2.4.16 for a detailed description of this fitting).94 Here, the relaxation of the magnetic 
hyperfine field, Heff, of the iron(II) center is best modeled as occurring in 120° steps 
perpendicular to the C3 axis of the molecule, along each Fe-Npyrrole bond. Notably, the fit to the 
data reveals a hyperfine field of Heff = 5.31(6) T, a much smaller value than is commonly 
observed for high-spin iron(II) complexes. This reduced value is likely a result of the large 
unquenched orbital angular momentum in 1, consistent with the strong magnetic anisotropy 
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determined through magnetization experiments. Indeed, a similar phenomenon has been 
observed in the mixed-valence oxalates (PPh4)[Fe2(ox)3] and (NBu4)[Fe2(ox)3].95  

An Arrhenius plot of the relaxation times obtained from fitting the spectra for 1 is shown 
in Figure 2.24. Between 4.2 and 10 K, the relaxation time is essentially independent of 
temperature, suggesting that the relaxation process governed by spin-spin relaxation and/or 
quantum tunneling under zero applied magnetic field. In contrast, between 10 and 80 K, the 
relaxation time demonstrates a strong temperature dependence, with a linear least-squares fit 
providing a relaxation barrier of Ueff = 9.8(5) cm–1. This result indicates that a thermally-
activated Orbach mechanism dominates the relaxation process above 10 K. Interestingly, while a 
similar relaxation mechanism was observed from ac susceptibility experiments, the relaxation 
barrier of Ueff = 9.8(5) cm–1 obtained from Mössbauer spectral fits is much smaller than that of 
Ueff = 65 cm!1 from magnetic measurements. This difference may arise in large part due to the 
presence of fast relaxation processes in zero field, such as spin-spin relaxation and quantum 
tunneling, that serve to shortcut the thermal relaxation processes. Nevertheless, these data 
confirm that slow magnetic relaxation does indeed occur for 1 in the absence of an applied 
magnetic field. Finally, it should be noted that an adequate fit of the 4.2 and 10 K spectra of 1 
requires a second component of 13(1)% area with a faster relaxation time of ca. 0.002 µs. This 
observation may indicate that a small portion of the sample has a slightly different coordination 
environment or a slightly different interaction with the lattice and hence a differing extent of 
spin-lattice coupling. 

Mössbauer spectra collected for compound 4 at selected temperatures are shown in the 
right panel of Figure 2.23. Here, the isomer shift of % = 0.858(2) mm/s and small negative 
quadrupole splitting at 4.2 K confirm the presence of high-spin iron(II) in a high-symmetry four-
coordinate environment. In the temperature range 80–220 K, the spectra consist of a narrow 
doublet, indicative of fast magnetic relaxation. As in the case of 1, simulations indicate that the 
hyperfine field of 4 must be relaxing faster than 0.005 µs in this temperature range. As the 
temperature is lowered, the doublet broadens to a complex peak similar to that observed for 1 
below 10 K. In contrast to that observed for 1, however, the lineshape continues to evolve until 
finally forming a well-resolved sextet below 10 K. The observation of this sextet demonstrates 
the presence of magnetic relaxation even slower than that observed in 1. To further investigate 
this phenomenon, the spectra were modeled similarly to those for complex 1 (see Methods 
2.4.16). Here, however, acceptable fits of the relaxation spectra obtained in the temperature 
range 12.5–20 K required two spectral components with different relaxation times (see Figure 
2.24). The need for two relaxation times may indicate the presence of two distinct or a small 
distribution of iron(II) coordination environments in 4, perhaps as a result of partial DME 
desolvation. Similar to that observed for 1, the fits reveal an unusually small hyperfine field of H 
= 4.95(1) T, indicative of strong magnetic anisotropy. The corresponding Arrhenius plots of 
relaxation time for the two modes both show a thermally-activated behavior (see Figure 2.24, 
demonstrating that the hyperfine field of the iron(II) center is relaxing via an Orbach process in 
this temperature range. Least-squares fits to the two datasets give relaxation barriers of 26(2) and 
75(4) cm!1. Remarkably, the barrier of 26(2) cm!1 is in accordance with that obtained from ac 
susceptibility data obtained for compound 4 at much lower temperatures under a dc field of 1500 
Oe. In contrast, the second process, corresponding to a barrier of 75(4) cm!1, was undetected in 
our ac measurements with or without an applied dc field. Note that the magnitude of this barrier 
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corresponds exactly to the energy separation between the |MS| = 2 and |MS| = 1 levels, 
considering the axial zero-field splitting parameter of D = !26(2) cm!1 obtained from fitting 
magnetization data and the expression #E = |(MS2)2D| ! |(MS1)2D|. This barrier may thus 
represent a pure Orbach mechanism that is quenched at low temperatures or upon application of 
a dc field. Owing to the large separation between the MS = ±2 and ±1 levels, there is no 
substantial population of the MS = ±1 levels up to ca. 40 K, a temperature at which the relative 
Boltzmann population of the MS = ±1 levels is 6%. Hence, a single sharp sextet is observed for 4 
at 4.2 K. 

In contrast to the relaxation observed in the Mössbauer spectra of 1 and 4, the spectra of 2 
obtained between 4.2 and 270 K consist of a paramagnetic doublet with a splitting that decreases 
from #EQ = 1.30 mm/s at 4.2 K to #EQ = 0.67 mm/s at 270 K (See Figure 2.25). This splitting is 
much larger than that observed for 1 and 4, and this difference could result from the more 
distorted coordination environment for the iron(II) center. The absence of slow magnetic 
relaxation in 2, in stark contrast to the dynamic behavior observed in ac magnetic susceptibility 
experiments, may stem from desolvation in the compound, which loses two molecules of DME 
when removed from its mother liquor. Such desolvation leads to a loss of crystallinity, which 
likely decreases the average Fe···Fe distance, thereby facilitating fast magnetic relaxation 
through spin-spin interactions. 
 
2.2.7 High-Field Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. 

Finally, in order to probe directly the energy separation between the MS levels and thus 
the zero-field splitting of the iron(II) complexes, we carried out high-field EPR experiments on 
polycrystalline samples of 1–5. Variable-field spectra collected for the difluorophenyl-
substituted compound 5 at 30 K and various frequencies (see Figure 2.26) reveal the presence of 
up to two transitions at each frequency, excluding the omnipresent peak at g * 2 that likely stems 
from a small amount of iron(III)-containing impurity. The low-field peak corresponds to the 
forbidden MS = 2 + MS = !2 transition, whereas the high-field peak corresponds to the allowed 
MS = !2 + MS = !1 transition. We note that the #MS = 4 transition in iron(II) complexes may 
sometimes be observed even in X-band EPR spectra owing to the fact that the MS = +2 and !2 
levels are split only by approximately 3E2/D, while splittings between other MS levels are of the 
order of E or D. To quantify the energies of the observed transitions, we used the frequency 
dependence of the peaks to construct a plot of resonance field vs. frequency (see Figure 2.27). 
The data were then fit according to the following spin Hamiltonian: 
 
 ! = mBB·g·S + D ("z

2-S(S+1)/3) + E ("x
2 - "y

2) (2) 
 
The best fits to the data provide zero-field splitting parameters of |D| = 4.397(9) cm!1 and |E| = 
0.574(9) cm!1, with g = 2.20. These parameters are in reasonable agreement with those of D = 
!6.2 cm!1 and |E| = 0.1 cm!1 obtained from fits to reduced magnetization data. In order to 
ascertain the sign of D for compound 5, spectra were collected at 224 GHz at various 
temperatures. As shown in Figure 2.28, the intensity of the #MS = 4 transition dramatically 
increases as the temperature is lowered. In contrast, the intensity of the allowed #MS = 1 
transition increases as the temperature is increased. These observations indicate the presence of 
an MS manifold in which the largest values of MS are lowest in energy, corresponding to a 
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negative D value. This uniaxial anisotropy is consistent with the results from magnetization 
measurements. 

High-field EPR spectra obtained for complexes 1–4 display the forbidden #MS = 4 
transition, but we observe no well-resolved peaks corresponding to allowed transitions at 
magnetic fields up to 14 T and frequencies up to 600 GHz. Since a transition corresponding to 
MS = 2 + MS = !2 does not provide information regarding the separation between MS levels with 
different absolute quantum numbers, we were unable to extract zero-field splitting parameters 
from these data. However, the absence of observable allowed transitions in these spectra is not 
surprising given the large axial zero-field splitting parameters of these four [(tpaR)Fe]! 
compounds relative to 5. For instance, according to fits to the magnetization data, compound 4 
exhibits the next smallest magnitude of D across the series, with D = !26(2) cm!1. The lowest-
field allowed transition expected for a molecule with this value occurs at ca. 12 T at 224 GHz. 
Moreover, this transition is located ca. 100 K higher in energy than the corresponding #MS = 4 
transition at 12 T, which indicates that an experimental temperature of 100 K would be necessary 
to observe a peak. Unfortunately, data obtained at such a high temperature show a very low 
signal/noise ratio, such that any peak in the spectrum is likely lost in the background.  
 
2.3 Concluding Remarks 

In summary, we have described the synthesis and properties of a novel family of non-
heme trigonal pyramidal iron(II) pyrrolide complexes exhibiting considerable magnetic 
anisotropy and slow magnetic relaxation. These coordinatively unsaturated high-spin S = 2 
iron(II) compounds have been characterized by X-ray crystallography, static and dynamic 
magnetic susceptibility measurements, Mössbauer spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, and high-
field EPR spectroscopy. Through systematic modification of a conserved three-fold symmetric 
trispyrrolide [tpaR]3! core with sterically demanding alkyl and aryl substituents, we reveal a range 
of large uniaxial zero-field splittings and relaxation barriers for the corresponding [(tpaR)Fe]!. In 
addition, high-field EPR measurements provide direct independent evidence for negative zero-
field splittings in this mononuclear high-spin iron(II) platform. Moreover, through the use of 
more sterically encumbering and more Lewis basic alkyl pendants to prevent distortions from 
three-fold symmetry and engender stronger axial anisotropy, we have successfully increased the 
barrier to spin inversion up to Ueff = 65 cm!1 for compound 1. Taken together, these studies 
establish the first class of mononuclear transition metal complexes in which single-molecule 
magnet behavior has been observed, and the collective structural and spectroscopic data provide 
a starting point for further studies into the reactivity and magnetic properties of this promising 
family of bioinspired coordination compounds. 
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2.4 Experimental Section 
2.4.1 Synthetic Materials and Methods. 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were deoxygenated 
by sparging with dinitrogen and dried via Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purification system. 
Diisopropyl ether was distilled from purple sodium/benzophenone ketyl. Dry 1,2-dichloroethane 
was purchased from Acros, and FeCl2 beads were purchased from Strem. Potassium hydride was 
purchased as a suspension in mineral oil, washed with pentane and used as a dry solid inside the 
glove box. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of ethyl pyrrole-2-carboxylate 
(6),96 K[(tpaMes)Fe] (2),69 tris((5-phenyl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methyl)amine (H3tpaPh) (7)69 and tris((5-
(2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl)-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methyl)amine (H3tpaTrip) (8).74 All other reagents and 
solvents were purchased from chemical suppliers and used as received. NMR spectra were 
recorded on Bruker spectrometers operating at 300 or 400 MHz as noted. Chemical shifts are 
reported in ppm and referenced to residual protiated solvent; coupling constants are reported in 
Hz. Mass spectra and elemental analyses were performed at the Mass Spectrometry and 
Microanalytical Facilities at the University of California, Berkeley.  
 
2.4.2 Magnetic Measurements. 

Magnetic data were collected using a Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID 
magnetometer. Measurements for 1–5 were obtained for finely ground microcrystalline powders 
restrained in a frozen eicosane matrix within polycarbonate capsules. Dc susceptibility 
measurements were collected in the temperature range 2-300 K under a dc field of 1000 Oe. Dc 
magnetization measurements were obtained in the temperature range 1.8–10 K under dc fields of 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 T. These data were fit in the temperature range 1.8–3.0 K. In general, 
several different values of E could be obtained and had little to no effect on the goodness-of-fit, 
depending only on the input values for E. As such, only the maximum values of E are reported. 
In addition, in cases where multiple fits of similar quality provided slightly different values of g 
and D, the average value is reported, with the standard deviation of these values given in 
parentheses. Ac susceptibility measurements were obtained in the temperature range 1.7–6.8 K 
under a 4 Oe ac field oscillating at frequencies of 1–1488 Hz, under an applied dc field of 1500 
Oe. Dc magnetic susceptibility data were corrected for diamagnetic contributions from the 
sample holder and eicosane, as well as for the core diamagnetism of each sample (estimated 
using Pascal’s constants). 
 
2.4.3 Mössbauer Spectroscopy. 

The Mössbauer spectra of compounds 1, 2 and 4 have been measured between 4.2 and 
220, 280, and 250 K, respectively, in a Janis Supervaritemp cryostat with a constant-acceleration 
spectrometer that utilized a rhodium matrix cobalt-57 source and was calibrated at 295 K with &-
iron powder. The Mössbauer spectral absorbers of 1, 2 and 4 contained 60(5), 85(5) and 35(5) 
mg/cm2, respectively, of powder mixed with boron nitride; the errors are high because of the 
difficulty of preparing the absorbers under an inert atmosphere. The statistical errors are given in 
parentheses in the text and tables. However, more realistic absolute errors for the isomer shifts 
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are ±0.005 mm/s, for the quadrupole shifts and line widths are ±0.01 mm/s, and for the relative 
component areas are ±1 %. 
 
2.4.4 General Methods for X-Ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
SMART diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data 
integration was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction 
were performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution by direct methods 
was performed using SIR2004,97 and the resulting solution refined using SHELX. Hydrogen 
atoms were included in calculated positions.98  
 
2.4.5 High-field Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. 

High-field, high-frequency EPR spectra at temperatures ranging from ca. 3K to 290 K 
were recorded on a home-built spectrometer at the Electron Magnetic Resonance facility of 
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory. The setup of this instrument has been described in 
detail previously. The instrument is a transmission-type device in which microwaves are 
propagated in cylindrical lightpipes. The microwaves are generated by a phase-locked Virginia 
Diodes source, generating a frequency of 13 ± 1 GHz and producing its harmonics of which the 
2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 16th, 24th and 32nd are available. A superconducting magnet (Oxford Instruments) 
capable of reaching a field of 17 T was employed. 
 
2.4.6 Least-Squares Fitting of the High-Field EPR Data.99 

The program used to fit the multi-frequency data calculated the energies of the sub-levels 
within the S = 2 spin ground state through diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonian matrix using 
the Householder transformation.100 The resonance fields at each orientation of the magnetic field 
defined by the polar angles $ and % were found by using an iterative procedure. Our instrument 
employs no resonance cavity, thus we observe resonances caused by microwaves whose 
Bmicrowave is parallel to Bmagnet in addition to the usual EPR transitions, owing to the poorly 
defined microwave modes. Upon finding by trial and error method the initial parameters g, D 
and E, all transitions observed in all experimental powder spectra were identified as 
corresponding to the X, Y or Z orientations. A table whose rows contained frequency, $, %, and 
resonance field was used as input data. The program attempted to minimize the function: 
 

 
by use of the Simplex method. After convergence had been achieved, the Hessian matrix was 
calculated. The Hessian matrix is formally a matrix containing the second derivatives of &2 with 
respect to parameters p: 
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but, as it is generally done, it was calculated from: 
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The derivatives of the resonance fields, fk

calc, with respect to the parameters p had to be evaluated 
numerically. Finally, errors in the best-fit parameters were estimated as: 
 

 
where N is the number of experimental resonance fields and P is the number of fitted parameters. 
 
2.4.7 Ethyl 5-tert-butylpyrrole-2-carboxylate (9). 

This compound was prepared by the modification of a literature procedure.101 A dry, 
round-bottom flask was charged with a stir bar, 6 (30.0 g, 0.216 mol) and 2 L of anhydrous 1,2-
dichloroethane. The flask was purged with dinitrogen and AlCl3 (60.5 g, 0.454 mol) was added 
in one portion followed by the immediate addition of 2-chloro-2-methylpropane (23.7 mL, 0.216 
mol). The resulting mixture was stirred under nitrogen for 2 h and then quenched in air by 
careful addition to a saturated solution of aqueous NaHCO3 (2 L). Diethyl ether (1 L) was added 
and the organic layer separated. The aqueous layer was then further extracted with ether (2 x 250 
mL). The combined organic portions were dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated by 
rotary evaporation to yield a pale brown oil which crystallized upon standing to give 37.5 g 
(89%) of an off-white solid which was used without further purification. The spectral properties 
of this material were identical to those reported in the literature. 102 
 
2.4.8 2-tert-Butylpyrrole (10). 

A slurry of 9 (65.5 g, 0.335 mol) and powdered NaOH (67.0 g, 1.68 mol) in ethylene 
glycol (650 mL) was brought to reflux with the aid of a heating mantle. After 6 h, the reaction 
mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature, diluted with water (800 mL) and extracted 
with CH2Cl2 (5 x 200 mL). The organic portions were dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and 
concentrated by rotary evaporation to yield a brown oil which was vacuum distilled into a flask 
cooled to –78º C to give 35.0 g (85 %) of a colorless crystalline solid. The spectral properties of 
this material were identical to those reported in the literature.103 
 
2.4.9 Tris-(5-tert-butyl-1H-pyrrol-2-ylmethyl)-amine, H3tpat-Bu (6). 

To a solution of NH4Cl (1.50 g, 28.0 mmol) in an ethanol/water mixture (1:1 v/v, 60 mL) 
was added aqueous formaldehyde (37 wt. %, 6.80 g, 83.7 mmol) followed by a solution of 10 
(10.3 g, 83.7 mmol) in ethanol (30 mL). The resulting mixture was stirred for three days at room 
temperature under nitrogen at which point a fine white precipitate was collected by filtration, 
washed with a small portion of ethanol, briefly air-dried and dissolved in CH2Cl2 (200 mL). The 
solution was washed with 20% aqueous NaOH (200 mL) and the aqueous layer extracted further 
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with CH2Cl2 (2 x 100 mL). The organic portions were combined, dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 
and concentrated to a pale yellow oil that was dried in vacuo to give a pale yellow foam. The 
foam was triturated with 5 mL of hexanes and filtered to yield 7.1 g (60%) of the title compound 
as a fine white powder. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): % 8.13 (s, 3 H), 5.94 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 3 H), 
5.84 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 3 H), 3.52 (s, 6 H), 1.30 (s, 9 H); 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz) % 142.1, 
126.7, 107.7, 102.3, 49.8, 31.6, 30.8.  
 
2.4.10 [Na(Et2O)][(tpat-Bu)Fe] (1). 

To a solution of 11 (664 mg, 1.57 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added solid NaN(SiMe3)2 
(865 mg, 4.71 mmol). After stirring for 2 h, the volatiles were removed under reduced pressure, 
and the colorless residue redissolved in THF (10 mL). Solid FeCl2 (199 mg, 1.57 mmol) was 
added, and the resulting slurry stirred for 6 h. Precipitated NaCl was removed by filtration over 
Celite, and the filtrate concentrated under reduced pressure to a colorless glaze. Redissolution of 
this residue in minimal THF followed by layering with pentane deposited colorless tetrahedral 
crystals which were washed with pentane and dried in vacuo to yield 456 mg (51%) of a 
microcrystalline solid. Anal. Calcd for C31H47FeN4NaO: C, 65.26; H, 8.30; N, 9.79. Found: C, 
64.83; H, 8.43; N, 9.55.  
 
2.4.11 [K(DME)3][(tpaTrip)Fe] (3). 

To a stirring solution of 8 (514 mg, 0.597 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added solid KH 
(144 mg, 3.59 mmol) in ca. 10 portions resulting in vigorous effervescence. After stirring for 2 h, 
effervescence had ceased and the slurry was filtered to remove excess KH. Solid FeCl2 (76 mg, 
0.60 mmol) was added to the filtrate, and the resulting slurry was stirred for 6 h. Precipitated KCl 
was removed by filtration over Celite, and the filtrate was concentrated under reduced pressure 
to a colorless glaze. Dissolving this residue in minimal 1:1 DME/i-Pr2O and layering with 
pentane deposited colorless, block-shaped crystals which were washed with pentane and dried in 
vacuo to yield 490 mg (67%) of a white powder. Anal. Calcd for C72H111FeKN4O6: C, 70.67; H, 
9.14; N, 4.58. Found: C, 70.44; H, 9.31; N, 4.81. 
 
2.4.12 [Na(DME)3][(tpaPh)Fe] (4). 

To a stirring solution of 7 (486 mg, 1.01 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added solid NaH 
(145 mg, 604 mmol) in ca. 10 portions resulting in vigorous effervescence. After stirring for 2 h, 
effervescence had ceased and the slurry was filtered to remove excess NaH. Solid FeCl2 (128 
mg, 1.01 mmol) was added to the filtrate, and the resulting slurry was stirred for 6 h. Precipitated 
NaCl was removed by filtration over Celite, and the filtrate was concentrated under reduced 
pressure to a yellow glaze. Dissolution of this residue in a minimal amount of THF followed by 
layering with with DME deposited yellow crystals which were washed with DME and dried in 
vacuo to afford 475 mg (57%) of yellow, microcrystalline solid. Anal. Calcd for 
C45H57FeN4NaO6: C, 65.21; H, 6.93; N, 6.76. Found: C, 65.14; H, 6.91; N, 6.86. 
 
2.4.13 2-(2,6-Difluorophenyl)-1H-pyrrole (15). 

This compound was prepared by the modifcation of a literature procedure.73 In the glove 
box, sodium pyrrole (1.35 g, 15.2 mmol), ZnCl2 (2.07 g, 15.2 mmol) and THF (35 mL) were 
combined in a heavy-walled reaction vessel and allowed to stir for 5 minutes. (Caution: 
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vigorously exothermic.) Then 2-(di-tert-butylphosphino)biphenyl (31.1 mg, 0.104 mmol), 
Pd2dba3 (17.4 mg, 0.0190 mmol) and 1-bromo-2,6-difluorobenzene (0.974 g, 5.05 mmol) were 
added sequentially. The reaction vessel was sealed, removed from the glovebox and heated in an 
oil bath at 100 ºC for 48 h. Upon cooling to ambient temperature, diethyl ether (100 mL) and 
water (100 mL) were added to the reaction and the dark mixture filtered through celite, washing 
the residue with diethyl ether (30 mL). The organic portion of the filtrate was separated and the 
aqueous layer extracted further with diethyl ether (3 x 75 mL). The combined organic portions 
were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated by rotary evaporation. Purification of the resultant 
residue by column chromatography on silica gel (5% ethyl acetate/hexanes) provided 0.485 g 
(54%) of the title compound as a slightly orange oil. The spectral properties of this material were 
identical to those reported in the literature.104 
 
2.4.14 Tris((5-(2,6-difluorophenyl)-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methyl)amine, H3tpaDFP (16). 

To a solution of NH4Cl (0.183 g, 3.42 mmol) in an ethanol/water mixture (1:1 v/v, 20 
mL) was added 37 wt. % aqueous formaldehyde (0.836 g, 10.3 mmol) followed by a solution of 
15 (1.84 g, 10.3 mmol) in ethanol (15 mL). The resulting mixture was stirred for three days at 
room temperature under nitrogen at which point a fine white precipitate was collected by 
filtration, washed with a small portion of ethanol, briefly air-dried and dissolved in CH2Cl2 (100 
mL). The solution was washed with 20% aqueous NaOH (100 mL) and the aqueous layer 
extracted further with CH2Cl2 (2 x 75 mL). The organic portions were combined, dried over 
anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated to a colorless oil that crystallized on standing to yield 0.661 
g (33 %) of a colorless solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): % 9.23 (s, 3 H), 7.08 (m, 3 H), 6.97 (t, 
J = 22 Hz, 6 H), 6.84 (s, 3 H), 6.27 (s, 3 H) 3.71 (s, 6 H); 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz) % 159.3 
(dd, J = 9, 246 Hz), 130.1 (s), 125.8 (t, J = 12 Hz), 120.6 (s), 112.6 (s), 112.2 (d, J = 27 Hz), 
110.6 (t, J = 15 Hz), 109.52 (s), 50.0 (s); 19F (CDCl3, 376 MHz) %  –112.6 (s). HRFABMS 
([M+1]+) m/z calcd for C33H25N4F6 591.1983, found 591.1985. 
 
2.4.15 [K(DME)][(tpaDFP)Fe] (5). 

To a stirring solution of 16 (698 mg, 1.18 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added solid KH 
(284 mg, 7.09 mmol) in ca. 10 portions resulting in vigorous effervescence. After stirring for 2 h, 
effervescence had ceased and the slurry was filtered to remove excess KH. Solid FeCl2 (150 mg, 
1.18 mmol) was added to the filtrate, and the resulting slurry was stirred for 6 h. Precipitated KCl 
was removed by filtration over Celite, and the filtrate was concentrated under reduced pressure 
to a yellow glaze. Dissolution of this residue in a minimal amount of DME followed by layering 
with pentane deposited yellow crystals which were washed with pentane and dried in vacuo to 
afford 575 mg (56%) of a yellow powder. Anal. Calcd for C41H41FN4O4F6KFe: C, 57.08; H, 
4.79; N, 6.49. Found: C, 57.29; H, 4.56; N, 6.58. 
 
2.4.16 Mössbauer Spectroscopic Details. 

All paramagnetic quadrupole doublets observed for 1, 2, and 4 have been fit with 
symmetric Lorentzian doublets. In the fits of the sharp sextets at 4.2 and 10 K for 4, the isomer 
shift, quadrupole interaction, hyperfine field, and ' angle between the hyperfine field and the 
principal axis of the electric field gradient have been refined; the asymmetry parameter, (, has 
been fixed to zero. 
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The Mössbauer spectra of 1 and 4 broadened by the onset of slow paramagnetic 
relaxation have been fit with relaxation profiles based on the Dattagupta and Blume formalism.94 
In these spectra the iron-57 nuclei experience an effective magnetic hyperfine field that is 
relaxing between different directions.105 The presence of a clear quadrupole interaction in the 4.2 
and 10 K spectra of 4 and the asymmetric line shape profile of 1 observed between 12.5 and 40 
K indicate106 that the effective hyperfine field is not relaxing in the direction of the principal axis 
of the electric field gradient, a direction that is assumed to be parallel with the C3 axis of the 
molecule. Rather the effective hyperfine field is relaxing in 120° steps about the molecular C3 
axis at an angle of 82º from the nitrogen on the C3 axis, i.e., in steps defined by the three Fe-
Nbasal bond directions. The angle between the hyperfine field and the principal axis of the electric 
field gradient was refined and found between 60 and 86º and 82 and 86º, for 1 and 4, 
respectively, in agreement with the angle between the Fe–N bonds and the C3 axis. A null 
asymmetry parameter and a line width of 0.247 and 0.248 mm/s, for 1 and 4, respectively, were 
kept constant in the relaxation fits. Preliminary fits with one relaxation profile were good but not 
always really satisfactory. Hence, two relaxation profiles that differ only by the relaxation time 
were used at 4.2 and 10 K for 1 and 12.5 to 20 K for 4. 

The Mössbauer spectral parameters for compounds 1, 2, and 4, resulting from the fits 
described above are given in Tables 2.4–2.6, respectively. The resulting fits are shown in Figures 
2.23 and 2.25.  

The temperature dependence of the quadrupole splitting and the isomer shift and the 
logarithm of the spectral absorption area, together with their fits within the Debye model107 for a 
solid, in 1, 2, and 4 are shown in Figure 2.26. The Debye temperatures, )D, resulting from the fit 
of the logarithm of the spectral absorption area, are 143(1), 144(2) K, and 136(1), for 1, 2, and 4, 
respectively. These values are similar to those observed108 in other organometallic and 
coordination complexes and clearly indicate soft crystalline lattices. 

The isomer shifts of 0.836(2), 0.855(2) and 0.859(5) mm/s observed at 4.2 K for 1, 2, and 
4, respectively, are characteristic93 of high-spin iron(II) in a four coordination environment. The 
fit of their temperature dependence with the Debye model107 for a solid yields Mössbauer 
temperatures, )M, of 450(30), 456(19), and 350(15) K, respectively. It is well known that the 
Debye and Mössbauer temperatures derived from the fits of the temperature dependence of the 
logarithm of the spectral absorption area and the isomer shifts are different because the latter 
probes higher frequency phonons than the former. Hence, it is usual to observe109-111 in iron 
complexes a )M that is two to three times larger than )D.  

The 4.2 K quadrupole splittings in 1 and 4 are small and positive and negative, 
respectively, and exhibit only a weak temperature dependence. In contrast, the 4.2 K quadrupole 
splitting observed for 2, whose sign is not known, is larger in agreement with the more distorted 
tetrahedral environment of the iron(II) cation; as expected its value decreases with increasing 
temperature.  

The observed temperature dependence of the quadrupole splitting of 4 may be fit with a 
quadratic law, $EQ(T) = $EQ(0)(1 – aT2), with a = –1.024 ) 10–5 (mm/s)K–2 and $EQ(0) = –
0.237(2) mm/s, values which indicate that the temperature dependence of $EQ results 
predominantly from changes in qlat as the lattice expands upon warming. This empirical 
quadratic law has been observed108,112 in several iron compounds but is not adequately supported 
by any theoretical model. It most likely results from the non-linear terms in a possibly non-
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isotropic thermal expansion of 4. The coefficient,108,112 a, of the quadratic term is usually of the 
order of 10–5 (mm/s)K–2. 

The 270 K quadrupole splitting, *EQ, of 0.67 mm/s, observed for the major phase in 2, is 
smaller than might be expected for the observed distorted tetrahedral environment. However, 
*EQ does increase by more than a factor of two upon cooling from 270 to 60 K, an increase that 
is consistent with the Ingalls’ model113 for the temperature dependence of *EQ in a high-spin 
iron(II) complex with a distorted coordination environment. In contrast, the small decrease in 
*EQ observed below 60 K is unexpected on the basis of this model and makes any fit 
improbable. The small decrease in *EQ observed below 60 K probably results from small 
variations in either the coordination environment or the interaction of the trimethylphenyl moiety 
with the iron(II) ion. This would usually be unexpected at such low temperatures but may well 
be possible in such a non-compact structure as is observed for 2 which also has a partially open 
coordination site. An additional, temperature independent, iron(II) interaction with the ligand or 
a solvation molecule in the minor phase may well account for its smaller *EQ as compared with 
the major phase. 

The 4.2 K effective hyperfine fields in 1 and 4 are small at 5.31(6) and 4.95(1) T. 
Because the hyperfine field and the relaxation frequency are highly correlated in the relaxation 
fits, the hyperfine field has been kept constant at some temperatures. These small hyperfine 
fields are much reduced below the values of ca. 22 T expected of high-spin iron(II) with an S = 2 
electronic ground state. The effective magnetic hyperfine field, Heff, at the iron site is given114 by 
Heff = Hcore + Horb + Hdip, where Hcore is the Fermi contact term and is typically 22 T, Hdip and 
Horb are the fields produced by the dipolar interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the 
electronic and orbital spin moment, respectively. Usually these last two terms are small. 
However, in 1 and 4 the iron(II) orbital moment is not quenched by the trigonal symmetry at the 
iron(II) site115,116 and, further, its contribution is expected117,118 to oppose that of Hcore. Because 
the sign of the observed effective hyperfine field of 5.31 and 4.95 T is not known, the Horb+ Hdip 
contribution is either +17 or +27 T. 

The different paramagnetic relaxation frequencies observed in 1, 2, and 4 are somewhat 
surprising in view of the similarity of the molecules and the iron(II) coordination environments. 
Table 2.7 summarizes the relaxation and structural parameters in the three compounds. It appears 
that the structure of 4, which has the longest relaxation time at 4.2 and 10 K, exhibits rather large 
solvent voids, voids that may slow down the spin-lattice relaxation. Further, the spin-spin 
relaxation must also be rather unexpectedly slow because in 4, the Fe–Fe distance is the shortest 
at 8.927 Å. In 1, the relaxation time does not become long enough at 4.2 K to yield a sextet, and 
the broad spectra observed at 4.2 and 10 K indicate that in this temperature range both the spin-
lattice and spin-spin relaxation processes could be active. Finally, 2 exhibits fast paramagnetic 
relaxation at all temperatures and its structure exhibits very small solvent voids, and the compact 
nature of the structure facilitates the observed spin-lattice relaxation process. A random 
distribution of the solvent voids may result in a distribution of relaxation rate as suggested by the 
two different relaxation rates used in the fits of the spectra of 1 and 4. 
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2.6 Figures, Schemes, and Tables 
 
Figure 2.1. Thermal ellipsoid plots of the trigonal pyramidal complexes in 1, 2, 4 and 5. Ellipsoids are 
shown at the 50% probability level. Orange, blue, yellow, and grey ellipsoids represent Fe, N, F and C 
atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 2.2. Cyclic voltammograms of complexes 1–5 (a–e, respectively) recorded in CH3CN with 0.1 M 
[n-Bu4N][PF6] at 100 mV/s. Currents (y-axis) are not drawn to scale between individual plots. 
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Figure 2.3. Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data collected for 1 under an applied dc field of 
1000 Oe. 
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Figure 2.4. Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data collected for 2 under an applied dc field of 
1000 Oe. 
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Figure 2.5. Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data collected for 3 under an applied dc field of 
1000 Oe. 
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Figure 2.6. Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data collected for 4 under an applied dc field of 
1000 Oe. 
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Figure 2.7. Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility data collected for 5 under an applied dc field of 
1000 Oe. 
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Figure 2.8. Low-temperature magnetization data for 1 collected under various applied dc fields. The black 
lines represent fits to the data. 
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Figure 2.9. Low-temperature magnetization data for 2 collected under various applied dc fields. The black 
lines represent fits to the data. 
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Figure 2.10. Low-temperature magnetization data for 3 collected under various applied dc fields. The 
black lines represent fits to the data. 
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Figure 2.11. Low-temperature magnetization data for 4 collected under various applied dc fields. The 
black lines represent fits to the data. 
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Figure 2.12. Low-temperature magnetization data for 5 collected under various applied dc fields. The 
black lines represent fits to the data. 
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Figure 2.13. Bottom: Variable-frequency out-of-phase ac susceptibility data for 1, collected under a 1500 
Oe dc field at various temperatures. The solid lines are guides for the eye. Top: Arrhenius plot 
constructed from data obtained under a dc field of 1500 Oe. The dashed lines represent data fits to an 
Orbach (blue), Raman (purple), and direct (green) process. The solid red line represents a data fit to the 
three processes simultaneously. 
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Figure 2.14. Cole-Cole plot for 1, constructed from data collected under a 1500 Oe dc field over the 
temperature range 1.8 (red) to 6.8 (turquoise) K. Data were collected in temperature increments of 0.1 
(1.8-2.1, 2.3-2.4 K) and 0.2 (2.6-6.8 K) K. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
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Figure 2.15. Lower: Variable-frequency out-of-phase ac susceptibility data for 2, collected under a 1500 
Oe dc field in the temperature range 1.7 (dark yellow) to 6.0 (magenta) K. Data were collected in 
temperature increments of 0.1 (1.7–2.4 K) and 0.2 (2.6–6.0 K) K. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
Upper: Arrhenius plot constructed from data obtained under a dc field of 1500 Oe. The solid red line 
corresponds to a linear fit to the thermally-activated region, as described in the text. 
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Figure 2.16. Cole-Cole plot for 2, constructed from data collected under a 1500 Oe dc field over the 
temperature range 1.7 (dark yellow) to 6.0 (maroon) K. Data were collected in temperature increments of 
0.1 (1.7–2.4 K) and 0.2 (2.6–6.0 K) K. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
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Figure 2.17. Variable-frequency out-of-phase ac susceptibility data for 3, collected under a 1500 Oe dc 
field over the temperature range 1.8 (top) to 5.2 (bottom) K. Data were collected in temperature 
increments of 0.1 (1.8-2.4 K) and 0.2 (2.6-5.2 K) K. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
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Figure 2.18. Cole-Cole plot for 3, constructed from data collected under a 1500 Oe dc field over the 
temperature range 1.8 (black) to 5.2 (pink) K. Data were collected in temperature increments of 0.1 (1.8-
2.4 K) and 0.2 (2.6-5.2 K) K. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
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Figure 2.19. Arrhenius plot of relaxation time for 3, constructed from data collected under a 1500 Oe dc 
field. 
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Figure 2.20. Variable-frequency out-of-phase ac susceptibility data for 4, collected under a 1500 Oe dc 
field at various temperatures. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
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Figure 2.21. Cole-Cole plot for 4, constructed from data collected under a 1500 Oe dc field over the 
temperature range 1.8 (black) to 5.0 (orange) K. Data were collected in temperature increments of 0.2 K. 
The solid lines are guides for the eye. 
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Figure 2.22. Arrhenius plot of relaxation time for 4, constructed from data collected under a 1500 Oe dc 
field. The red line corresponds to a linear fit to the three highest-temperature data. 
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Figure 2.23. Variable temperature Mössbauer spectra of 1 and 4. 
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Figure 2.24. Arrhenius plot of relaxation time, as obtained from Mössbauer measurements, for 1 (red 
circles) and two relaxation processes for 4 (green and blue triangles). Solid black lines represent linear 
least-squares fits to the data. 
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Figure 2.25. Mössbauer spectra of 2 at indicated temperatures. 
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Figure 2.26. Top: Variable-field EPR spectrum for 5 collected at 10 K and 224 GHz. The asterisk denotes 
an impurity positioned at g ! 2. Inset: Expanded view of the high-field portion of the spectrum. Bottom: 
Spectra for 5 collected at 30 K and frequencies of 56 (red), 112 (green), 224 (blue), 305 (purple) and 416 
(magenta) GHz. 
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Figure 2.27. Resonant field vs. frequency plot for 5, constructed from data obtained at 30 K. Solid lines 
represent fits to the data, with x (red), y (blue) and z (green) turning points, to give |D| = 4.397(9) cm"1, |E| 
= 0.574(9) cm"1 and g = 2.20. 
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Figure 2.28. Variable-field EPR spectra for 5 collected at 224 GHz and various temperatures. The 
asterisk denotes an impurity positioned at g ! 2. 
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Figure 2.29. Temperature dependence of Mössbauer spectral parameters for 1, 2 and 4. 
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Scheme 2.1. 
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Scheme 2.2. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of Bond Lengths (Å) and Angles (º) for the X-ray Structures of 1, 2, 4 and 5. 
 

 1 2 4 5 
Fe1–N1 2.144(1) 2.172(2) 2.161(2) 2.196(2) 
Fe1–N2 2.031(1) 2.008(3) 2.016(1) 2.036(2) 
Fe1–N3  2.041(2) 2.013(2) 2.042(3) 
Fe1–N4  2.024(3) 2.019(2) 2.038(3) 

N2–Fe1–N3 118.35(6) 117.36(9) 115.56(6) 121.6(1) 
N3–Fe1–N4  122.39(9) 120.22(7) 115.8(1) 
N4–Fe1–N2  115.3(1) 120.27(6) 116.6(1) 

Fe1–(N2,N3,N4) 0.263 0.262 0.233 0.290 
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Table 2.2. Summary of Magnetic Parameters for 1–5.a 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 
g 2.28 2.23(2)b 2.38(1) 2.37(3) 2.02 
D !48 !44(4) !30(2) !26(2) !6.2 

|E|max 0.4 6 4 5 0.1 
Ueff 65 42 — 25 — 

aAll energies are given in cm"1. bStandard deviations are provided in parentheses (see Experimental 
Section). 
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Table 2.3. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 1, 2, 4, and 5. 
 

 1 2 4 5 
formula C31H47N4ONaFe C58H85N4O8KFe C45H57N4O6NaFe C49H61N4O8F6KFe 

formula weight 570.57 1061.28 828.79 1042.97 
T (K) 128(2) 141 123(2) 153(2) 
+  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system cubic monoclinic triclinic orthorhombic 
space group P213 (#198) P21/c (#14) P!1 (#2) P212121 (#19) 

a (Å) 14.7696(3) 17.625(5) 11.3600(17) 13.467(2) 
b (Å) 14.7696(3) 13.840(4) 12.0280(18) 18.827(4) 
c (Å) 14.7696(3) 24.177(6) 17.8810(26) 20.082(4) 
&  (deg) 90 90 76.897(2) 90 
!  (deg) 90 95.855(4) 73.871(2) 90 
,  (deg) 90 90 69.850(2) 90 
V (Å3) 3221.86(1) 5867(2) 2190.03(21) 5091.7(16) 

Z 4 4 2 4 
-calcd (g/cm3) 1.18 1.20 1.26 1.36 
µ(mm-1) 0.509 0.382 0.407 0.455 
F(000) 1224 2280 880 2184 

reflctns collected 18416 26424 16928 33040 
ind reflctns (Rint) 2223 (0.028) 6050 (0.032) 8139 (0.030) 10400 (0.061) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.87 0.85 0.92 0.88 
data/restr/params 2223/0/130 6287/0/649 8139/0/520 10400/0/630 

R, Rw, Rall 0.028, 0.076, 0.031 0.040, 0.047, 0.077 0.063, 0.070, 0.12 0.048, 0.092, 0.086 
GOF 1.10 1.66 1.01 0.98 

max shift/error 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.01 
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Table 2.4. Mössbauer spectral parametersa of 1. 
 

T, 
K 

d, 
mm/sb 

DEQ, 
mm/s 

Heff, 
T 

t, 
ms 

Abs. Area, 
(%e)(mm/s) 

220 0.770(4) +0.00(6) 0 <0.005 2.75(3) 
180 0.793(2) +0.02(5) 0 <0.005 3.63(3) 
120 0.821(1) +0.012(8) 0 <0.005 5.42(1) 
80 0.831(2) +0.01(1) 3.8 0.022(1) 6.73(3) 
60 0.845(1) +0.010(3) 4.0 0.029(1) 7.86(2) 
40 0.845(2) +0.033(6) 4.5 0.034(1) 9.04(4) 
20 0.834(1) +0.110 4.65 0.038(1) 9.27(4) 
15 0.840 +0.150 5.23(11) 0.059(3) 9.43(5) 
10c 0.837(3) +0.145 5.54(14) 0.083(7) 9.73(7) 
4.2c 0.836(2) +0.145(8) 5.31(6) 0.101(5) 9.56(4) 

aThe absence of an error indicates that the parameter has been constrained to the value given. The 
linewidth was held constant at 0.247 mm/s. bThe isomer shift is given realtive to a-iron powder at 295 K. 
cAn adequate fit required a second faster relaxing component of 13(1)% area, see discussion. 
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Table 2.5. Mössbauer Spectral Parameters of 2. 
 

T, 
K 

d, 
mm/sa 

major 
DEQ, mm/s 

component 
G, 

mm/s 

Area, 
%%  d, 

mm/sa 
minor 

DEQ, mm/s 

component 
G,, 

mm/s 

Area, 
%%  Abs.Area, 

(%e)(mm/s) 

270 0.758 0.67 0.23 94  0.701 0.45 0.23 6  1.86 
230 0.780 0.84 0.24 93  0.758 0.51 0.24 7  3.00 
185 0.803 1.04 0.25 91  0.803 0.61 0.25 8  4.75 
140 0.823 1.24 0.24 88  0.822 0.70 0.24 12  6.74 
100 0.840 1.40 0.24 89  0.830 0.73 0.24 11  8.55 
60 0.850 1.44 0.25 89  0.847 0.73 0.25 11  10.63 
35 0.852 1.37 0.26 89  0.841 0.68 0.26 11  11.87 
10 0.855 1.30 0.26 90  0.840 0.66 0.26 10  13.20 
4.2 0.855 1.30 0.27 90  0.836 0.66 0.27 10  13.28 

aThe isomer shifts are given relative to a-iron powder at 295 K.  
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Table 2.6. Mössbauer spectral parametersa of 4. 
 

T, 
K 

G, 
mm/s 

d, 
mm/sb DEQ, mm/s Heff, 

T 
t1, 
ms 

t2, 
ms 

A2, 
% 

Abs. Area, 
(%e)(mm/s) 

250 0.277(2) 0.753(2) –0.064(5) 0 <0.005 - - 1.07(2) 
220 0.254(2) 0.782(2) –0.128(5) 0 <0.005 - - 1.42(2) 
180 0.352(5) 0.794(2) –0.184(5) 0 <0.005 - - 1.94(2) 
150 0.396(5) 0.814(2) –0.195(5) 0 <0.005 - - 2.50(3) 
120 0,341(5) 0.836(2) –0.191(5) 0 <0.005 - - 3.13(3) 
80 0.306(4) 0.843(2) –0.214(5) 0 <0.005 - - 3.86(4) 
40 0.248 0.855(1) –0.226(3) 3.0(2) 0.01(1) - - 4.78(3) 
30 0.248 0.860(2) –0.231(4) 2.9(3) 0.029(8) - - 5.03(4) 
25 0.248 0.859(2) –0.244(5) 4.8(4) 0.020(3) - - 5.19(4) 
20 0.248 0.862(3) –0.240 5.00 0.15(5) 0.028(5) 59(12) 5.40(4) 

17.5 0.248 0.862(2) –0.240 5.00 0.38(3) 0.037(3) 45(3) 5.47(2) 
15 0.248 0.860(1) –0.240 5.00 0.769(2) 0.0610(4) 17.7(1) 5.56(3) 

12.5 0.248 0.858(1) –0.240(3) 4.95(1) 3.6(3) 0.086(1) 7.4(1) 5.63(3) 
10 0.239(1) 0.857(1) –0.234(2) 4.944(4) >8 - - 5.57(1) 
4.2 0.245(3) 0.859(1) –0.220(4) 4.95(1) >8 - - 5.60(3) 

aThe absence of an error indicates that the parameter has been constrained to the value given. bThe 
isomer shift is given realtive to a-iron powder at 295 K. cThe percent area of the t2 component. 
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Table 2.7. Structural and Lattice Properties of 1, 2, and 4. 
 

 1 2 4 
4.2 K Relaxation Ratea intermediate fastest slowest 
4.2 K Relaxation Timea <0.005 ms <0.005 ms >8 ms 

    
Relaxation Range, K 4.2 < T < 80 T < 4.2 12.5 < T < 40 

    
Density, g/cm3 (T, K) 1.160 1.201 (141) 1.196 (168) 

    
Debye Temp, K 140(1) 133(3) 136(2) 

Mössbauer Temp, K 437(27) 490(24) 350(15) 
    

ca. max. Fe–Fe distance, Å 9.482 10.651 8.927 
    

Solvent voids present None > 25 Å3 None > 25 Å3 None > 25 Å3 
Void volume, Å3 103.6 29.3 28.6 

Void volume, % of unit-cell 3.2 0.5 1.3 
aThe relaxation time of the hyperfine field at the iron-57 in the absence of an applied field. 
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3.0 Abstract 
Expanding on the initial report of the oxygen atom transfer chemistry of three-fold 

symmetric iron(II) pyrrolide complex [(tpaMes)Fe]!, we present the coordination, redox and 
nitrene transfer chemistry of this platform. In particular, the five-coordinate adducts 
[(tpaMes)Fe(CH3CN)]! and [(tpaMes)Fe(CO)]! have been synthesized and structurally 
characterized. Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate that the carbonyl complex exists in 
a low-spin S = 1 ground state, making it a rare example of a paramagnetic carbonyl complex of 
iron(II). Electrochemical measurements reveal a reversible one-electron oxidation for 
[(tpaMes)Fe]!. Accordingly, chemical oxidation in the presence of a capping amine ligand 
provides the neutral iron(III) complex (tpaMes)Fe(i-PrNH2) which has been structurally 
characterized. Finally, nitrene transfer from p-methoxyphenyl azide to [(tpaMes)Fe]! generates 
iron(III) amido products which have been characterized by high resolution mass spectrometry 
and electron paramagnetic resonance, x-ray absorption and Mössbauer spectroscopies. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Iron mediates a wealth of redox-coupled group transfer processes both in biological and 

synthetic mileus.1 This is due in large part to its chemical plasticity in being able to 
accommodate a range of oxidation states, coordination geometries, ligands and bonding 
arrangements. Over the past decade, synthetic iron–oxo,2-22 iron–imido23-33 and iron–nitrido19,34-

45 species have been reported which begin to reveal the depth of group transfer and metal-ligand 
multiple bond chemistry possible with iron. Biological iron catalysis is dominated by six 
coordinate pseudo-octahedral centers,1 and a significant body of literature has emerged 
describing these systems as well as their synthetic structural and functional models. 2-4,18-22,27,46 
Given the prominence of four-fold symmetric iron, recent efforts in synthetic inorganic 
chemistry have targeted group transfer chemistry in lower coordinate two-23-26,28,30-33,40-45,47-53 and 
three-fold23-26,28,33,40-45,51,52,54 symmetric iron systems. With this in mind, we have begun 
developing new iron-based platforms that incorporate insights and inspiration from biological 
constructs with the freedom provided by the synthetic context. As an example of this approach, 
we are developing the chemistry of $1-pyrrole donors, akin those found in heme, in a three-fold 
symmetric non-heme iron environment. In a previous communication, we reported the oxygen 
atom transfer reactivity of two iron complexes of the [tpaR]3– family of tris(pyrrolyl-&-
methyl)amine ligands, including the activation of nitrous oxide by [(tpaMes)Fe]– to form a 
terminal ferric hydroxide.55 Herein, we describe in detail the redox and coordination chemistry of 
the [(tpaMes)Fe]– platform as well as its nitrene transfer reactivity with aryl azides. 
 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Design and Synthesis of Iron(II) Complexes of [tpaMes]3–. 

At the beginning of our work, tripodal ligand systems based on pyrrole and indole had 
been reported.56,57 In particular, the tris(pyrrolyl-&-methyl)amine platform was an attractive 
starting point for these studies, as it provided the desired latent three-fold symmetry with the 
prospect of steric and electronic tunability should the Mannich reaction employed for its 
assembly prove amenable to substituted pyrroles. We reasoned that this would be particularly 
important for iron given the potential for the decomposition of mononuclear high-valent oxo 
species by µ-oxo formation. Subsequently, several derivatives of [tpa]3– have been developed by 
our group58 and others.59-61  

As reported previously, deprotonation of the ligand precursor H3tpaMes with KH in THF 
followed by salt metathesis of the in situ generated K3tpaMes with FeCl2 affords the pale yellow 
anionic iron(II) complex [(tpaMes)Fe]– (1) as a potassium salt. The molecular structure as 
determined by single crystal x-ray diffraction is that of a four-coordinate trigonal monopyramid, 
a rare structural class with some precedent in first-row transition metal complexes. Although 
paramagnetically shifted, the 1H NMR spectrum of 1 in THF-d8 contains a number of sharp 
resonances consistent with an averaged C3v symmetric structure in solution at room temperature. 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements in the solid state are consistent with a high-spin S = 2 
ferrous center between 4 and 300 K.62 The molecular ion is readily observable via negative mode 
high-resolution electrospray ionization mass spectrometry so long as the conditions are 
sufficiently air-free.  

The phenyl substituted analog of 1, [(tpaPh)Fe]– (2), does not allow the isolation of five-
coordinate trigonal bipyramidal complexes due to steric interactions between the phenyl groups 
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(nearly coplanar with the pyrrolide arms) and a potential ligand. In 1, the mesityl ortho-methyl 
groups dispose the flanking aryl rings away from coplanarity, creating a pocket capable of 
accommodating small ligands. As an example, the colorless acetonitrile complex 
[tpaMesFe(CH3CN)]– (3) has been synthesized (Scheme 3.1). This complex is most easily 
crystallized as the sodium salt but can be observed by 1H NMR after dissolving 1 in acetonitrile-
d3. The single crystal x-ray structure of 3 confirms the five-coordinate structure in the solid state 
(Figure 3.1). The iron(II) ion of 3 remains high-spin upon binding a fifth ligand as confirmed by 
Evans’ method. 

Sparging a THF solution of 1 with carbon monoxide results in a rapid color change from 
pale yellow to deep turquoise, the UV-visible spectrum of which is show in Figure 3.2 ('max = 
582 nm, 'max = 787 nm). Subsequent crystallization affords the trigonal bipyramidal carbonyl 
complex [tpaMesFe(CO)]– (4) as the potassium salt (Figure 3.3). The infrared spectrum of 4 
features a strong C–O stretching band at 1971 cm-1. The 1H NMR spectrum of 4, while distinct 
from that of 1, is indicative of paramagnetism, and solid-state magnetic susceptibility 
measurements confirm a low-spin S = 1 configuration. The low-spin state is the result of the 
destabilization of an a symmetry orbital of dz2 parentage and the stabilization of an e set 
corresponding to dxz and dyz via interactions with the carbonyl ligand (Figure 3.3). While carbon 
monoxide is a well-known ligand for low-spin Fe(II) complexes, only a handful of these are 
paramagnetic.63-66 One characteristic of S = 1 paramagnetic iron(II) carbonyl complexes is the 
lability of the CO ligand resultant from this unique electronic configuration. Accordingly, the 
carbonyl ligand in 4 is readily displaced in the presence of excess acetonitrile to generate 3. 
 
3.2.2 Redox Chemistry of the [(tpaMes)Fe]– Platform. 

The one-electron redox chemistry of the [(tpaMes)Fe]– platform was investigated by cyclic 
voltammetry in acetonitrile. The cyclic voltammogram of phenyl substituted 2, which retains its 
four-coordinate structure in acetonitrile, exhibits an irreversible oxidation at !350 mV relative to 
Fc/Fc+. In contrast, the electrochemical oxidation of 3 is fully reversible and takes place at !750 
mV (Figure 3.4). Thus, the availability of a five-coordinate structure stabilizes the neutral, 
oxidized species. Chemical oxidation of either 1 or 3 does not yield isolable products. However, 
treatment of 1 with iso-propylamine and subsequent oxidation with AgOTf affords the neutral 
iron(III) complex tpaMesFe(i-PrNH2) (5). The molecular structure of 5 is a distorted trigonal 
bipyramid (Figure 3.5). Solid-state magnetometry yields µeff values for 5 from 4-300K consistent 
with a high-spin S = 5/2 spin state, as expected for a distorted five-coordinate iron(III) species. 
While 5 is stable indefinitely in an inert atmosphere, we have been unsuccessful in observing the 
molecular ion by mass spectrometry. 
 
3.2.3 Oxygen Atom and Nitrene Group Transfer Studies. 

The oxygen atom transfer chemistry of 1 has been documented previously.55 To 
summarize, mild oxygen atom donors such as pyridine-N-oxide and nitrous oxide transfer an 
oxygen atom to 1, ultimately resulting in the terminal ferric hydroxide [tpaMesFe(OH)]– (6), 
isolated as a potassium salt. In the x-ray crystal structure of 6, the potassium counterion resides 
between two mesityl groups of the ligands and contacts the hydroxide ligand. In order to 
examine the bonding of the well-isolated anion, we have prepared the tetraphenylphosphonium 
(PPh4) salt [PPh4][(tpaMes)Fe(OH)]! (7) and determined its structure by single crystal x-ray 
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diffraction. Although the Fe–O distance is 7 is contracted slightly relative to 6, the absence of the 
intimate potassium counterion does not alter the connectivity of the FeN4O core, confirming the 
intrinsic stability of the terminal hydroxide motif.  

As an extension of the previously described oxygen atom transfer chemistry, we turned to 
isolobal nitrene transfer in examining the reactivity of 1 with organic azides. Treatment of 1 with 
p-methoxyphenyl azide (N3ArOMe) generates a deep forest green reaction. Negative mode mass 
spectrometric analysis of this mixture indicates the formation of two anionic iron complexes 
corresponding to following scenarios: a) addition of NArOMe with the loss of an hydrogen atom 
and b) addition of NArOMe fragment with the addition of an hydrogen atom (Figure 3.6, Scheme 
3.2). The X-band EPR spectrum of the same reaction mixture is consistent with the formation of 
one or more Fe(III) species (vide infra). Given reactivity patterns observed in the oxygen atom 
transfer chemistry of the [(tpaMes)Fe]! platform55 we propose that the product of scenario a) is the 
a secondary ferric amido in which a benzylic methyl group has undergone intramolecular 
amination (8) and subsequent hydrogen atom loss while the product of scenario b) is the primary 
ferric amido resultant from formal nitrene transfer to iron followed by hydrogen atom 
abstraction, [(tpaMes)Fe(NHArOMe)]! (9). Consistent with this proposal, exposure of this mixture 
to moist air allows for the mass spectrometric observation of molecular ions corresponding to the 
expected hydrolysis products of these two complexes, namely compounds 10 and 6 (see Scheme 
3.2). Despite repeated attempts in a number of solvents and with different counterions, single 
crystals for x-ray diffraction could not been obtained from these reactions. When the reaction of 
1 and p-methoxyphenyl azide is carried out at high concentration (the limit of solubility of 1 in 
DME), 8 is formed exclusively (see Figure 3.7). We have not yet discovered conditions that 
provide 9 in pure form, and the compounds are not readily separated. Given the observed 
concentration dependence on the product distribution, the operative mechanism(s) may be 
complex. However, the observed reactivity is analogous to that observed for oxygen atom 
transfer to 1,55 and consistent with results obtained for similar platforms in which high-valent 
Fe(IV) nitrene intermediates have been either proposed or implicated.27,53,67,68 Furthermore 
analogous products are obtained from the decomposition of a recently characterized high spin 
trigonal bipyramidal iron(IV) oxo6 in which a pseudocomproportionation reaction is proposed to 
be responsible for the formation of the hydroxide and ligand hydroxylated iron(III) products.5 
 
3.2.4 Solid State Structures of Complexes 1–7. 

The structures of 1 and 2 have been discussed elsewhere. The sodium salt of complex 3 
crystallizes as an ether solvate from CH3CN/Et2O solution. The coordination geometry at iron is 
approximately trigonal bipyramidal. Additionally, the iron center is lifted ~0.44 Å out of the 
equatorial plane towards the acetonitrile ligand. The compound retains approximate three-fold 
symmetry upon binding a fifth ligand. Consistent with the preservation of an high spin S = 2 
ground state, the bonds between the [tpaMes]3! ligand and the iron center are lengthened slightly 
relatively to 1. The five-coordinate trigonal bipyramidal structure confirms the ability of the 
[(tpaMes)Fe]! platform to accommodate small ligands in the apical pocket. 

As in 3, the iron complex in carbonyl complex 4 retains approximate three-fold symmetry 
with a nearly co-linear arrangement of the iron-carbonyl and iron-amine bonds (N1-Fe1-C1 
179.7º). However, in contrast to the 3 the bonds between iron and the pyrrolide nitrogens in 4 are 
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contracted relative to 1, consistent with the electron withdrawing character of the carbonyl ligand 
and the low spin S = 1 ground state of 4. 

The neutral iron(III) complex 5 crystallizes from saturated pentane solutions cooled to 
!35 °C. The solid state structure reveals a distorted trigonal bipyramid. Given that the isotropic 
electronic structure of the high spin d5 ion has no ligand field criteria to dictate preferred 
orientation of the apical ligand, this distortion likely results from a steric interaction of the iso-
propyl group of the amine with a mesityl substituent of the [tpaMes]3! ligand. Consistent with 
oxidation to high spin iron(III), the bond lengths between iron and the [tpaMes]3! nitrogens are 
slightly contracted relative to the five-coordinate iron(II) compound 3. 

In the previously reported solid state structure of terminal hydroxide complex 6,55 the 
potassium counterion resides between two of the mesityl groups of the ligand and coordinates to 
the hydroxide ligand. Simple salt metathesis provides the PPh4 salt as a DME solvate. In the iron 
complex of 7, the Fe–O distance is contracted by ~0.04 Å and the Fe–Namine distance is 
lengthened by ~0.05 Å relative to 6, resulting in a more tetrahedral structure at the iron center. 
Apart from these changes, the fundamental ligation of [(tpaMes)Fe(OH)]! is preserved with the 
change to an outer-sphere cation. 
 
3.2.5 EPR spectroscopy of Iron(III) Complexes 6 and 8. 

The EPR spectra for 6 and 8 are shown in Figure 3.8. These spectra are consistent with 
high-spin (S = 5/2) iron(III) centers in both complexes. For compound 6, strong signals are 
observed at g = 4.7 and 4.2 indicating an axial symmetry of the g tensor. In contrast, compound 8 
displays a rhobic signal, with g-values of 6.4, 4.3, and 1.9. These results support a more distorted 
ligand environment in 8 due to the asymmetry resultant from the amination of a pendant mesityl 
subtituent of the ligand.  
 
3.2.6 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy of Iron(III) Complexes 6 and 8. 

The x-ray absorption near edge spectra (XANES) for 6 and 8 are shown in top panel of 
Figure 3.9. The rising edge position of amido complex 8 is ~1.2 eV lower than that of hydroxide 
complex 6, consistent with increased electron density at the iron center as a result of the more 
electron releasing amido ligand. Due to the sensitivity of the edge position to both charge density 
and ligand environment, the oxidation state cannot be definitively assigned by the XANES 
measurements. However, mass spectrometric and EPR data (vide supra) support the designation 
of 8 as a complex of iron(III).  

The pre-edge region is sensitive to the electronic structure and the ligand symmetry, as 
lower symmetry enables orbital mixing, thereby increasing the intensity of this absorption, 
formally assigned to a dipole-forbidden 1s to 3d transition. The pre-edge spectrum of compound 
6 is well fit by a single component at 7113.38 eV, while that of 8 has two distinct pre-edge 
components at 7112.64 and 7114.11 eV. The centers of the pre-edge features of the two 
compounds have essentially at the same energy (7113.4 eV), suggesting a common oxidation 
state. Pre-edge peaks gain intensity through distortions that eliminate centrosymmetry, enabling 
metal 4p orbital mixing into the 3d final state. Beginning with a trigonal bipyramidal complex in 
D3h symmetry, breaking of centrosymmetry in the equatorial direction results in 4px,y mixing into 
3d x2- y2,xy orbitals. In compound 6 in which centrosymmetry is distorted also in the axial 
direction, the 4pz + 3dz2 mixing becomes possible. Increased pre-edge peak width of 8 is likely a 
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consequence of the distortion required by the chelated, strongly donating amide ligand, leading 
to increased distortion in both axial and equatorial directions. The increased distortion in 8 is also 
consistent with the greater rhombicity observed for 8 by EPR compared to the essentially axial 
signal measured for 6. 

 The %3-weighted EXAFS spectra and their Fourier transforms (FT) for compounds 6 and 
8 are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.9. The decreased FT peak intensity (apparent 
distance, R' = 1.6 Å) of 8 compared to 6 indicates the increased distance heterogeneity in the first 
ligand shell. EXAFS Curve fitting was initially performed for compound 6 based on the 
structural parameters obtained from the crystal structural data (Table 3.2). The N number was 
fixed to those determined from the crystal structure of compound 6. Although three paths (one 
Fe–O at 1.9 Å, three Fe–Npyrrole at 2.0 Å, and one Fe–Namine at 2.3Å) contribute to the first peak 
according to the XRD data, one cannot differentiate these based on the current EXAFS 
resolution (see Fits 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3.3). A reasonably good fit was obtained by including 
back-scatterer atoms of three paths up to ~4 Å away. While better fits can be obtained by adding 
other shells based on the distances obtained from the crystal structure, we cannot justify some of 
the weak contributors based only on the EXAFS data. Therefore, such paths were omitted in the 
curve fitting of 8 shown below.  

The fitting result for 8 is summarized in Table 3.4. The initial fitting parameters were 
taken from the solid state x-ray crystal structure of compound 6 (Table 3.3). Initially, a single 
Fe–N path was used for fitting the first peak (Fit 1 in Table 3.4). As shown in the curve fitting of 
6, we could not justify the two-shell fit for the first peak (Fits 1–3 in Table 3.4) and a single Fe–
N shell was used. Compared to 6, the Fe–N distance is elongated from 1.95 to 2.00 Å and the ,2 
value increased from 0006 to 0.008 (Table 3.4). These results demonstrate an elongation of the 
first shell distances and increased distance heterogeneity in 8. A reasonable good fit was 
obtained by including three longer Fe–C interactions up to ~4 Å.  
 
3.2.7 Mössbauer Spectroscopy of Iron(III) Complexes 5, 6 and 8. 

In order to gain further insight in to the identity of amido complex 8, Mössbauer spectral 
studies were undertaken at the temperatures indicated in Table 3.5 on iron(III) complexes 5, 6, 
and 8. The 85 K spectra and the fits discussed below are shown in Figure 3.10 and the 
temperature dependence of the spectra of 5 and 8 are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12, 
respectively. 

The Mössbauer spectra of 5, 6, and 8 are unusual in several respects. First, the spectra are 
not the simple paramagnetic quadrupole doublets usually observed for high-spin iron(III) but 
rather, at lower temperatures the spectra show the onset of slow paramagnetic relaxation on the 
Larmor precession time scale of 0.5 ) 10–8 s. This slow paramagnetic relaxation is immediately 
apparent in Figure 3.10 at 85 K as the broad spectrum observed for 5 and the broadened 
component observed for 6. In contrast, for 8 only a paramagnetic iron(III) quadrupole doublet is 
observed at 85 K. As a consequence, all the spectra have been fit with a relaxation profile as 
discussed below. Second, the relaxation rate as a function of temperature differs significantly 
across the series as is shown for 5 and 8 in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Third, the paramagnetic 
quadrupole doublets, when observed, have a rather large line width indicating the presence of a 
small distribution of near-neighbor environments in the complexes. Also the quadrupole 
splittings, -EQ, for the three compounds are different ranging in magnitude from 0.58 to 1.01 
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mm/s at 85 K. Finally, all the samples exhibit a very small absorption area which indicates that 
in 5, 6, and 8 the Mössbauer effect recoil-free fractions are much smaller that is normally 
observed for paramagnetic high-spin iron(III) complexes. As a consequence, very long counting 
times were required to obtain useful spectra and 13 days were required to obtain the 295 K 
spectrum of 5 shown in Figure 3.11. As a result the higher temperature spectra of 6 and 8 were 
not measured. 

Because of the presence of the broadened Mössbauer spectra observed at lower 
temperatures, all the Mössbauer spectra of 5, 6, and 8 have been fit with a relaxation profile 
based on the formalism developed by Dattagupta and Blume69 that describes the transverse 
relaxation of the hyperfine field as was first studied by Blume and Tjon.70 In this model the 
effective hyperfine field, Heff, has been allowed to relax in 120º jumps in the plane containing the 
three equatorial nitrogen donors of the tpaMes ligand. Thus the relaxation is in the plane normal to 
the N–Fe–N or N–Fe–O axial direction, the direction which is assumed to be the principal axis of 
the electric field gradients. Attempts to fit the spectra with alternative isotropic or anisotropic 
relaxation models were unsuccessful.  

In all the relaxation fits, shown as the solid red and black lines, Heff has been fixed at 47 
T, the field that is required to fit the 10 K spectrum of 8. Also in all the fits the line width was 
constrained to that observed for the paramagnetic quadrupole doublet; alternate fits with the line 
width fixed to 0.25 or 0.30 mm/s failed, presumably because of the presence of a small 
distribution in the iron(III) coordination environments. Relaxation simulations indicated that the 
spectra for relaxation rates with a frequency, n, greater than 3000 MHz were indistinguishable 
and, thus, in all the fits, the paramagnetic quadrupole doublet has a relaxation frequency that is 
3000 MHz or greater. 

The temperature dependence of the isomer shifts and spectral absorption areas are 
discussed in detail in the supplementary information. 

The temperature dependence of the spectral absorption area of 5 has been fit with the 
Debye model71 for a solid (see Figure 3.13). The resulting Debye temperature, )D, is 104(8) K, a 
value that is much smaller than is typically observed72 in coordination complexes. This small &D 
clearly indicates the presence of a soft crystalline lattice and is consistent with the small 
observed Mössbauer-effect recoil-free fraction. 

The spectra of 5, 6, and 8 all have isomer shifts that are consistent with the presence of 
high-spin iron(III) in a trigonal bipyramidal FeN5 or FeN4O coordination environment. As 
expected at low temperatures, the isomer shift of 8 is virtually independent of temperature 
between 10 and 85 K. In contrast, and as expected at higher temperatures, the isomer shift of 5 
decreases from 0.32 to 0.18 mm/s upon warming from 85 to 295 K. A fit of this temperature 
dependence with the Debye model for a solid71 yields a Mössbauer temperature, &M, of 220(20) 
K. It is well known that the Debye and Mössbauer temperatures derived from the fits of the 
temperature dependence of the logarithm of the spectral absorption area and the isomer shift are 
different because the latter probes higher frequency phonons than the former. Hence, it is usual 
to observe a &M that is two to four times higher than &D. Again, the &M of 220(20) K is small for 
an iron(III) coordination complex72 and indicates at best a weak coupling between the iron 
nuclide and the lattice. 

The temperature dependence of the relaxation frequency, ', observed for 5 is shown in 
the center of Figure 3.13. As expected, the frequency increases with increasing temperature and a 
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power law fit, n = aTb, yields a = 0.0535 MHz and b = 1.96. The latter value is characteristic of a 
two-phonon mediated relaxation process73,74 and, as is shown in the center of Figure 3.13, an 
excellent fit is obtained with n = aT2 with a = 0.0446 MHz. 
 
3.3 Concluding Remarks 

We have presented the coordination, redox and nitrene transfer chemistry of [(tpaMes)Fe]–, 
filling out the initial reactivity studies of this metal platform. Although stable as a four-
coordinate trigonal monopyramid, 1 binds small ligands to form trigonal bipyramidal iron(II) 
complexes of the form [(tpaMes)FeL]! with high-spin S = 2 (L = CH3CN) or low-spin S = 1 (L = 
CO) ground states. Furthermore, 1 undergoes a reversible one-electron oxidation in acetonitrile 
by cyclic voltammetry, and the neutral amine-capped iron(III) complex 5 has been isolated and 
structurally characterized. Nitrene transfer from p-methoxyphenyl azide to 1 generates two 
distinct amido products 8 and 9, resulting from intra- and intermolecular oxidation reactions, 
respectively. Ligand functionalized 8 can be generated exclusively and isolated under 
appropriate reaction conditions. Further studies are geared towards enhancing the stability of the 
steric pickets towards oxidation and pyrrolide/pyridine scaffolds with reduced charge and 
stronger ligand fields in order to stabilize potential high-valent intermediates in the group-
transfer chemistry we have elucidated thus far. 
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3.4 Experimental Section 
3.4.1 Synthetic Methods and Materials. 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at ambient temperature under 
an atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetonitrile and diethyl ether were 
collected from Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purifier modules. All deuterated solvents were 
purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. THF-d8 was vacuum transferred from purple 
sodium benzophenone ketyl. Acetonitrile-d3 was degassed and distilled over calcium hydride. 
H3tpaMes, K[(tpaMes)Fe] (1) K[(tpaMes)Fe(OH)] (6) and p-methoxyphenyl azide were prepared 
according to previously published procedures. All other reagents and solvents were purchased 
from chemical suppliers and used as received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker 
spectrometers operating at 300 or 400 MHz as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and 
referenced to residual protiated solvent; coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and 
elemental analyses were performed at the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at 
the University of California, Berkeley. 
 
3.4.2 EPR Spectroscopy. 

Solution EPR spectra were collected at 9.25 GHz (X-band) frequency at 9 K. Spectra 
were collected using a Varian E-109 spectrometer equipped with an E-102 microwave bridge. 
Temperature was controlled by an Air Products Heli-tran liquid helium cryostat. Data were taken 
with 100 kHz magnetic field modulation and 32G modulation amplitude. The microwave 
frequency was calibrated using a standard sample of TEMPO (Aldrich, 30mM, 50 v/v% glycerol 
solution). 
3.4.3 Mössbauer Spectra. 

The Mössbauer spectra of 5, 6, and 8 have been measured at various temperatures 
between 10 and 295 K in a Janis Supervaritemp cryostat with a constant-acceleration 
spectrometer which utilized a rhodium matrix cobalt-57 source and was calibrated at 295 K with 
a-iron powder. The Mössbauer spectral absorber contained ca. 50 mg/cm2 of powder mixed with 
boron nitride. The absorbers were prepared and inserted into the cryostat under dry dinitrogen 
and the spectra were obtained starting at 10 or 85 K followed by subsequent warming to higher 
temperatures. The relative statistical errors associated with the fit parameters are given below; 
the absolute errors of these parameters are approximately twice the statistical errors. 
 
3.4.4 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. 

X-ray absorption spectra were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 
Lightsource (SSRL) on beamlines 7-3 at an electron energy of 3.0 GeV with an average 
current of 90 mA. The radiation was monochromatized by a Si(220) double-crystal 
monochromator. The intensity of the incident X-ray was monitored by an N2-filled ion 
chamber (I0) in front of the sample. XAS samples were prepared by rapidly syringing a 
solution of the desired compound onto a plastic sample holder under a flow of nitrogen and 
immediately freezing it in a liquid nitrogen bath. Samples were stored in liquid nitrogen until 
analysis. Data were collected as a fluorescence excitation spectra with a 30-element Ge 
detector (Canberra). Energy was calibrated using an Fe foil standard, assigning the first 
inflection point to 7111.2 eV for Fe XAS. The X-ray flux at 7200 eV measured at I0 was 
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about 8 x 109 photons s-1mm-2. Solution spectra were measured at cryogenic temperature 
(10K) using an Oxford cryostat. 

Data reduction of the EXAFS spectra was performed using EXAFSPAK (Drs. Graham 
George and Ingrid Pickering, SSRL). Pre-edge and post-edge backgrounds were subtracted from 
the XAS spectra, and the results were normalized with respect to edge height. Background 
removal in k-space was achieved through a five-domain cubic spline. Curve fitting was 
performed with Artemis and IFEFFIT software using ab initio-calculated phases and amplitudes 
from the program FEFF 8.2.75,76 These ab initio phases and amplitudes were used in the EXAFS 
equation: 

                     

(1) 

 
The neighboring atoms to the central atom(s) are divided into j shells, with all atoms with the 
same atomic number and distance from the central atom grouped into a single shell. Within each 
shell, the coordination number Nj denotes the number of neighboring atoms in shell j at a 

distance of Rj from the central atom.  is the ab initio amplitude function for shell j, 
and the Debye-Waller term e–2(j

2k2
 accounts for damping due to static and thermal disorder in 

absorber-backscatterer distances. The mean free path term e–2Rj / ) j (k) reflects losses due to 
inelastic scattering, where )j(k) is the electron mean free path. The oscillations in the EXAFS 
spectrum are reflected in the sinusoidal term, sin(2kRj + fij(k)) where fij(k) is the ab initio phase 
function for shell j. S0

2 is an amplitude reduction factor due to shake-up/shake-off processes at 
the central atom(s). The EXAFS equation was used to fit the experimental data using N, R, and 
the EXAFS Debye-Waller factor ((2) as variable parameters. For the energy (eV) to wave vector 
(k, Å–1) axis conversion, E0 was defined as 7120 eV. EXAFS curve-fitting procedure is described 
in detail in the Supporting Information. 
 
3.4.5 [Na(Et2O)][(tpaMes)Fe(CH3CN)] (3). 

To a solution of H3tpaMes in THF (5 mL) was added NaN(SiMe3)2, and the solution was 
stirred for one hour. The volatiles were removed in vacuo and the residual solid redissolved in 
THF. Solid FeCl2 was added and the resultant mixture stirred overnight. After filtration to 
remove NaCl, the filtrate was concentrated to near dryness and taken up in minimal DME. 
Layering of this solution with pentane afforded pale yellow crystals of [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Fe]. 
Dissolution of this material in a minimal amount of CH3CN followed by layering with Et2O 
afforded colorless single crystals of the title compound suitable for x-ray diffraction. 
 
3.4.6 [K(DME)2][(tpaMes)Fe(CO)] (4). 

A pale yellow solution of 1 (285 mg, 0.323 mmol) in THF (5 mL) was frozen inside of a 
Schlenk tube in a liquid nitrogen bath and the tube evacuated. The headspace was then refilled 
with CO (1 atm) and allowed to warm to ambient temperature resulting in a color change to deep 
turquoise. The solution was concentrated to ~1 mL in vacuo, filtered through a short celite plug, 

! 
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combined with 1 mL of DME and layered with pentane to yield green/blue blade-shaped crystals 
which were washed with pentane and dried briefly in vacuo to yield 199 mg (68%) of a dark 
turquoise microcrystalline solid. A single crystal taken from the bulk material before drying was 
suitable for x-ray diffraction. FTIR (Nujol) nCO = 1951 cm-1. Anal. Calcd for C51H65FeKN4O5: C, 
67.38; H, 7.21; N, 6.16. Found: C, 67.33; H, 6.90; N, 5.98. 
 
3.4.7 (tpaMes)Fe(i-PrNH2) (5). 

To a solution of 1 (138 mg, 0.157 mmol) in DME (5 mL) was added i-PrNH2 (50 mg, 
0.85 mmol) resulting in a color change from yellow to colorless. A DME (1 mL) solution of 
AgOTf (40.3 mg, 0.157 mmol) was added dropwise resulting in a color change to dark brown 
and the formation of silver mirror. The reaction mixture was stirred overnight and the volatiles 
removed under reduced pressure. The solid residue was triturated with pentane and the extracts 
filtered through celite. Concentration and cooling of the pentane filtrate to !35° C resulted in the 
formation of brown needles that were washed with cold pentane and dried in vacuo. A second 
crop was collected by a similar procedure for a total yield of 99 mg (87%). A crystal taken from 
the bulk mixture before drying was suitable for x-ray diffraction. Anal. Calcd for C45H54N5Fe: C, 
74.98; H, 7.55; N, 9.72. Found: C, 74.72; H, 7.90; N, 9.79. 
 
3.4.8 [PPh4][(tpaMes)Fe(OH)] (7). 

Approximately 20 mg of 6 was dissolved in DME and stirred with an excess of Ph4PCl 
for 1 h. The mixture was filtered and the filtrate layered under pentane to afford single crystals of 
the title compound for x-ray diffraction. 
 
3.4.9 Reaction of 1 with p-methoxyphenyl azide. 

To a stirring solution of 1 in DME was added a solution p-methoxyphenyl azide in DME 
resulting in a color change to dark brown. Monitoring the reaction by UV/Vis spectroscopy 
indicates complete conversion to a deep forest green species over the course of 6 h. An aliquot of 
this solution was diluted to a concentration of approximately 10 micromolar interrogated by 
negative mode ESIMS. 

 
3.4.10 General Methods for X-Ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data integration 
was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction were 
performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution by direct methods was 
performed using SIR2004, and the resulting solution refined using SHEL-XL. Hydrogen atoms 
were included in calculated positions but not refined. 
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3.6 Figures, Schemes, and Tables 
 
Figure 3.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the iron complex in 3. Orange, blue and gray 
ellipsoids correspond to iron, nitrogen and carbon atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and 
solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 3.2. UV-visible absorbance spectrum of a DME solution of 1 (black) followed by the spectrum of 
the same solution after exposure to 1 atm carbon monoxide to generate 4 (blue). 
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Figure 3.3. Top: Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the iron complex in 4. Orange, blue, red and 
gray ellipsoids correspond to iron, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, 
counterions and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity. Bottom: Qualitative d orbital splitting 
diagram illustrating the conversion from high-spin (S = 2) trigonal monopyramidal geometry to low-spin (S 
= 1) trigonal bipyramidal geometry upon CO binding by iron(II). 
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Figure 3.4. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 dissolved in acetonitrile at 100 mV/s scan rate with 0.1 M [n-
Bu4N][PF6] as the supporting electrolyte. The potential is referenced to Fc/Fc+. 
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Figure 3.5. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the iron complex in 5 ! C5H12. Orange, blue and 
gray ellipsoids correspond to iron, nitrogen and carbon atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms bonded to 
carbon, counterions and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 3.6. Negative mode electrospray mass spectrum of the reaction of 1 with p-methoxyphenyl azide 
followed by exposure to moist air (as described in the text). The inset contains an expanded view of the 
peak cluster corresponding to the molecular anions of 7 and 8 (upper, black) along with the simulations of 
the expected peak clusters for 8 (middle, red) and 7 (lower, blue). 
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Figure 3.7. Negative mode electrospray mass spectrum of the reaction of 1 with p-methoxyphenyl azide. 
The inset contains an expanded view of the peak cluster corresponding to the molecular anion of 8 
(upper) along with the simulation of the expected peak cluster (lower). 
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Figure 3.8. The X-band EPR spectra of compounds 8 (top) and 6 (bottom) recorded at 7 K. 
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Figure 3.9. Top: X-ray absorption spectrum of 6 (solid line) and 8 (dashed line) measured in frozen 
solution at 10 K. Bottom: Extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectra after Fourier transform for 6 
(solid line) and 8 (dashed line). The untransformed data is shown in the inset. 
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Figure 3.10. The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra of 5, 6, and 8 obtained at 85 K. The rapidly relaxing 
paramagnetic iron(III) component is shown in black and the more slowly relaxing iron(III) component is 
shown in red. 
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Figure 3.11. The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra of 5 obtained at the indicated temperatures. The rapidly 
relaxing paramagnetic iron(III) component is shown in black and the more slowly relaxing iron(III) 
component is shown in red. 
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Figure 3.12. The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra of 8 obtained at the indicated temperatures. The rapidly 
relaxing paramagnetic iron(III) component is shown in black and the more slowly relaxing iron(III) 
component is shown in red. 
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Figure 3.13. The temperature dependence of the Mössbauer spectral isomer shift, top, the relaxation 
frequency, n, center, and the logarithm of the absorption area, bottom, observed for 5. The isomer shift 
and the logarithm of the spectral absorption area have been fit with the Debye model for a solid and the 
frequency with a power law ependence. 
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Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of Trigonal Bipyramidal [tpaMesFe(L)]n Complexes. 
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Scheme 3.2. Synthesis and Hydrolysis of Amido Complexes from Aryl Azides. 
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Table 3.1. Crystallographic Data for Complexes 3, 4, 5 and 7. 
 

 3 '  Et2O 4 '  2 DME 5 '  C5H12 7 '  1.5 DME 
chemical formula C48H58FeN5NaO C51H65FeKN4O5 C46.25H57 FeN5 C72H82FeN4O4P 
formula weight 799.84 909.02 738.84 1154.24 

T (K) 168 133 147 135 
l (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic tetragonal triclinic 
space group P21 (#4) P21 (#4) I!4 (#82) P!1 (#2) 

a (Å) 10.158(1) 14.455(2) 27.0589(13) 11.588(4) 
b (Å) 18.276(3) 8.9626(13) 27.0589(13) 13.936(5) 
c (Å) 12.736(2) 18.458(3) 11.0958(8) 20.026(8) 
! (deg) 90 90 90 98.011(5) 
" (deg) 111.000(2) 95.293(2) 90 92.367(5) 
" (deg) 90 90 90 101.833(5) 
V (Å3) 2207.1(5) 2381.2(6) 8124.2(8) 3126(2) 

Z 2 2 8 2 
rcalcd (g/cm3) 1.20 1.27 1.18 1.23 
R, Rw, Rall 0.050, 0.122, 0.064 0.031, 0.074, 0.038 0.033, 0.078, 0.038 0.059, 0.148, 0.092 

GOF 1.00 1.02 0.98 1.07 
max shift/error 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 3.2. Metrical parameters of from EXAFS (6 and 8) and single crystal x-ray diffraction. 
 

K[(tpaMes)Fe(OH)] 7 
XRD EXAFS EXAFS 

Path R (Å) N Path R (Å) N Path R(Å) N 
Fe-O 1.87 1 
Fe-N 2.00-2.01 3 
Fe-N 2.25 1 

Fe-O/N 1.97 5 Fe-N 2.01 5 

Fe-C 2.89-3.15 9 Fe-C 2.95 9 Fe-C 2.94 9 
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Table 3.3. Summary of EXAFS curve fitting for 6. 
 

Fit # Path R 
(Å) N s2 (Å-2) c c2 R factor 

(%) 
1 Fe-O/N 1.95 5 0.006 352 24 19.5 

Fe-O 1.78 1 0.0004 2 Fe-N 1.96 4 0.002 335 26 17.9 

Fe-O/N 1.98 4 0.004 3 Fe-N 2.26 1 0.005 343 27 18.5 
 

Fe-O/N 1.97 5 0.006 4 Fe-C 2.95 9 0.011 156 12 9.7 
 

Fe-O/N 1.97 5 0.006 
Fe-C 2.95 9 0.013 5 
Fe-C 4.30 8 0.002 

74 7 4.8 
 

Fe-O/N 1.96 5 0.006 
Fe-C 2.95 9 0.013 
Fe-C 3.39 4 0.008 6 

Fe-C 4.30 4 0.001 

54 6 3.8 
 

Fe-O/N 1.97 5 0.006 
Fe-C 2.95 9 0.012 
Fe-C 3.43 4 0.009 7 

Fe-NC 4.22 4 0.001 

74 8 4.6 
 

Fe-O 1.87 1 
Fe-N 2.0 3 
Fe-N 2.25 1 
Fe-C 3.0 9 
Fe-C 3.6 4 
Fe-C 4.0-4.1 7 

XRD 

Fe-NCN 4.2 4 

    

* Fit was done in the R-space (k range: 2.84 – 12.02 (Å-1), R’ range: 1 – 4.3 (Å)). 
* S0

2 was fixed to 0.87. 
* Bold letters show fixed parameters. 
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Table 3.4. Summary of EXAFS curve fitting for 8. 
 

Fit # Path R 
(Å) N s2 

(Å-2) c c2 R factor 
(%) 

1 Fe-N 2.00 5 0.008 261 18 21.0 
Fe-N 2.03 4 0.006 2 Fe-N 2.29 1 0.003 252 20 20.1 

 
Fe-N 2.03 3 0.003 3 Fe-N 2.26 2 0.011 257 20 20.9 

Fe-N 2.01 5 0.008 4 Fe-C 2.93 10 0.012 90 7 8.0 
 

Fe-N 2.01 5 0.008 5 Fe-C 2.93 9 0.011 88 7 7.8 
 

Fe-N 2.01 5 0.008 
Fe-C 2.93 9 0.012 6 
Fe-C 3.47 4 0.047 

87 8 7.7 
 

Fe-N 2.01 5 0.008 
Fe-C 2.93 9 0.012 7 
Fe-C 4.36 8 0.005 

53 5 4.7 
 

Fe-N 2.01 5 0.009 
Fe-C 2.94 9 0.011 
Fe-C 3.32 4 0.017 8 

Fe-C 4.36 8 0.004 

38 4 3.7 
 

* Fit was done in the R-space (k range: 2.84 – 12.02 (Å-1), R’ range: 1–4.3 (Å)). 
* S0

2 was fixed to 0.87. 
* Bold letters show fixed parameters. 
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Table 3.5. Mössbauer Spectral Parametersa 
 

Cpd. 
 

T, 
K 

d, 
mm/sb 

DEQ, 
mm/s 

G, 
mm/s 

n, 
MHz 

Area, 
% 

Area, 
(%#)(mm/s) 

5 295 0.18(1) –0.58(1) 0.74(1) >3000 100 0.42(1) 
 225 0.23(1) –0.58 0.74 2180(260) 100 0.90(2) 
 155 0.28(1) –0.58 0.74 790(17) 100 3.61(3) 
 85 0.32(2) –0.58 0.74 360(12) 100 4.97(8) 
        

6 85 0.32(1) 0.80(1) 0.60 >3000 24(1) 6.42(1) 
  0.32(1) 0.80(1) 0.60 13.3(6) 76(1) - 
        

8 85 0.396(5) 1.01(1) 0.64(1) >3000 100 7.07(1) 
 60 0.400(6) 1.01(1) 0.64 >3000 76(5) 9(5) 
  0.400(6) 1.01(1) 0.64 44(16) 24(5) - 
 30 0.400(5) 1.04(1) 0.64 >3000 68(5) 10.6(4) 
  0.400(5) 1.04(1) 0.64 78(20) 24(5) - 
  0.400(5) 1.04(1) 0.64 9(7) 8(5) - 
 10 0.397(7) 1.09(1) 0.64 >3000 48(3) 12.2(4) 
  0.397(7) 1.09(1) 0.64 66(11) 41(3) - 
  0.397(7) 1.09(1) 0.64 2(1) 11(3) - 

aParameters given without an error have been constrained to the value given. bThe isomer shifts are given 
relative to 295 K a-iron powder. 
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4.1 Introduction 
In recent decades, the chemistry of transition metal imido complexes has been a topic of 

intense investigation.1,2 Beyond the basic insights into structure and bonding provided by these 
species, they have been observed to undergo a range of reactions, including both the activation of 
strong C–H bonds3-11 and NR group transfer reactions.12-14 These processes are of continued 
interest owing to their relevance to basic chemical feedstock synthesis as well as complex 
organic methodology development. Additionally, the oxidative installation of a neutral nitrene 
fragment (“NR”) to generate a transition metal imido species is a redox-coupled bond forming 
process relevant to a number of reactions of energy consequence, including nitrogen fixation 
and, by the isolobal extension, water oxidation. Organic azides are a common nitrene source in 
this type of reaction, where reaction of the azide with a low-valent metal precursor results in 
dinitrogen extrusion and the formation of a metal–imido complex.2 Although metal–azido 
species are proposed as intermediates in the majority of these reactions, to date, only a hand full 
of such complexes have been isolated.15-23 Herein, we describe the synthesis of a terminal 
vanadium(III)–organoazide complex and its thermolysis to the related imidovanadium(V). 
 
4.2 Results 
4.2.1 Synthesis of a Vanadium(III) Complex of [tpaMes]3". 

Deprotonation of the ligand precursor H3tpaMes with n-BuLi followed by salt metathesis 
with VCl3(THF)3 provides the vanadium(III) complex (tpaMes)V(THF) (1), which has been 
characterized by elemental analysis and single crystal x-ray diffraction (Scheme 4.1). Complex 1 
has no observable 1H NMR spectrum at room temperature, consistent with a paramagnetic S = 
3/2 ground state. The solid state molecular structure of 1 is trigonal bipyramidal in which THF is 
coordinated in the apical pocket created by the [tpaMes]3! ligand (Figure 4. 1). Elemental analysis 
confirms that the THF ligand is retained in the bulk material after drying. Given that [tpaMes]3! 
and related ligands are capable of enforcing four-coordinate trigonal monopyramidal 
coordination geometries at iron(II) in the presence of THF,24 the isolation of a five-coordinate, 
THF bound, trigonal bipyramidal structure in this case is noteworthy. Four-coordinate trigonal 
monopyramidal vanadium(III) complexes of bulky triamidoamines have been known since the 
pioneering studies of Schrock and Cummins in the early 90s.25,26 

 
4.2.2 Coordination and Reduction of an Aryl Azide Ligand. 

Treatment of 1 with p-methoxyphenyl azide (N3ArOMe) in toluene at room temperature 
results in an immediate color change from orange to dark orange/black. While the 1H NMR 
spectrum of this material contains some broadening indicative of fluxionality at room 
temperature, clean conversion to a diamagnetic species is evident. Layering of the reaction 
mixture under pentane and subsequent storage at !35 ºC overnight affords dark, block-shaped 
crystals revealed by x-ray diffraction to be the $1-azide adduct (tpaMes)V($1-N3ArOMe) (2) (see 
Scheme 4.1, Figure 4.2). Although complexes of neutral N3R fragments have been isolated in 
both $1 and $2 configurations,15-17,20,23 the diamagnetic 1H NMR spectrum strongly suggests a 
two electron transfer from the vanadium center to the bound ligand to give a 
diazenylimidovanadium(V) species.18,21,22 A strong band in the infrared spectrum (. = xxxx cm–

1) is assigned to an N=N stretch in the diazenylimido ligand. Structurally, the bent geometry at 
the / nitrogen of the aryl azide ((N5–N6–N7 = 118.2(4)º) of 2 supports this formulation. 
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Furthermore, the short V–Nazide bond distance (V1–N5 = 1.693(4) Å) and the near linear 
geometry at the imido nitrogen ((V1–N5–N6 = 170.5(3)) are consistent with a vanadium–
nitrogen triple bond. Isolable transition metal-azide adducts of any type are rare,15-18,20-23 and 2 is 
one of only four systems for which a terminal diazenylimido complex has been isolated.18,19,21,22 

 
4.2.3 Thermolysis of 2 to Give an Imidovanadium(V) Complex. 

Isolated samples of 2 are stable for days as solids or in solution without exposure to air or 
light. However, at elevated temperatures, thermolysis of 2 gives a second diamagnetic species, 
the 1H NMR of which features fully resolved diastereotopic methylene resonances at room 
temperature, indicating a pseudo-C3 symmetric [tpaMes] fragment, and a sharp set of signals 
consistent with a 1,4-disubstituted arene, including satellite peaks indicating coupling to the 51V 
nucleus. X-ray diffraction performed on a single crystal of this species grown from pentane and 
toluene mixtures at !35 °C confirms its identity as the imidovanadium(V) complex 
(tpaMes)V(NArOMe) (3) (see Figure 4.3). The short vanadium–nitrogen distance (V1–N5 = 
1.687(2) Å) and nearly linear arrangement of the imido ligand ((V1–N5–C43 = 177.08(8)º) 
indicate a vanadium–nitrogen triple bond. 

A number of mechanisms may be invoked for the thermal conversion of 2 to 3. In the 
Cp2TaMe(N3Ar) system reported by Proulx and Bergman,21,22 clean first order conversion of the 
azide adduct to the imido is observed. In constrast to this behavior, the vanadium-anilide 
complex V(N3Mes)(I)(NArF)2 reported by Cummins and coworkers was observed to exhibit 
second order behavior in its conversion to the related imido complex.18 In order to study the 
mechanism of the thermal decomposition of 2 into 3, the reaction was monitored by 1H NMR at 
75 ºC. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the thermolysis of 2 exhibits first-order kinetics. Further 
experiments are planned to elucidate the exact mechanism of the conversion of 2 to 3. 

 
4.2.4 Synthesis and Structure of a Anionic Vanadium(III) Azide Complex. 

In order gain further insight in to the bonding and reactivity of 2, the azide anion 
([N=N=N]!) complex was synthesized by the addition of NaN3 to 1 to give the salt 
[Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)V(N3)] (4). Although 4 is can be thought of has having the same 
connectivity and formal electron count as 2, the absence of any resonances in the 1H NMR 
spectrum is indicative of the complex having retained a paramagnetic vanadium(III) center upon 
coordination of [N3]!. The solid state structure of 4 reveals a nearly perfect linear arrangement of 
the [V–N=N=N] unit ((V1–N5–N6 = 177.53(19)º; (N5–N6–N7 = 177.6(3)º, in sharp contrast 
to the recently characterized neutral pseudotetrahedral vanadium(III) azide complex 
(nacnac)V(N3)[N(p-tol)2] which features a bent [V–(N3)] geometry ((V–N=N = 106.56(12)º) 
and a 'N–N–N stretching frequency of 2083 cm!1 versus 2093 cm!1 observed for 4.27 The presence 
of the axial amine donor in 4 may engender electronic differences between the two vanadium 
fragments that explain this difference, although steric effects are likely operative as well. For 
example, the azide complex of the related system with a bulkier diarylamido ligand 
(nacnac)V[N(p-tol)Mes] cannot be observed as it decomposes rapidly into the 
nitrodovanadium(V) complex. These systems and others28 react with [N3]! either spontaneously 
at room temperature or upon heating to generate the corresponding nitridovanadium(V) species. 
In contrast, thermolysis of solutions of 4 in C6D6 fail to generate any diagmagnetic species. 
Given the proposed role of triazametallacyclobutadiene or $2-azido species in the thermal 
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conversion of bound azide ligands into nitrides,27 the steric bulk and geometric inflexibility of 
the [(tpaMes)V] fragment may contribute to the thermal stability of 4. Efforts towards the 
promotion of dinitrogen expulsion and nitride formation from 4 are underway, both by chemical 
and photochemical approaches. 
 
4.2.5 Synthesis of Three-fold Symmetric Vanadium Oxos. 

Along side our study of vanadium–nitrogen multiply bonded species, we also sought to 
uncover the oxo chemistry of the [(tpaMes)V] platform. Vanadium–oxo linkages are of historical 
significance for molecular metal-ligand multiple bonding chemistry, as Ballhausen and Gray 
provided one of the first systematic treatments of the subject in their analysis of the bonding in 
the four-fold symmetric vanadyl ion [(H2O)5VO]2+.29 Crucially, it was demonstrated that a triple 
bond formulation was appropriate in the case of a pseudo-octahedral d1 vanadium(IV) oxo. 
Motivated to map out the corresponding chemistry in three-fold symmetry, we report the 
synthesis and structure of two vanadium(IV) oxo complexes of the form [Li(DME)3][(tpaR)VO] 
(R = Mes, 5; Trip, 7) and the corresponding oxovanadium(V) complexes (tpaR)VO (R = Mes, 6; 
Trip, 8). 

Vanadyl complexes of [tpaMes]3! proved to be most conveniently accessed by 
deprotonation of the ligand precursor with n-BuLi followed by direct metallation with the 
oxovanadium(IV) material (acac)VO. Separation of the Li(acac) and crystallization affords 
bright green 5 in good yield. The solid state structure of 5 determined by x-ray diffraction reveals 
a highly distorted core best described as intermediate between four-coordinate tetrahedral and 
five-coordinate trigonal bipyramidal. Furthermore, the V–O bond vector is canted significantly 
off of the pseudo-three-fold axis of the ligand ((N1–V1–O1 = 171.90(6)). The apical amine 
donor, while still oriented towards the vanadium center, is separated by 2.3456(15) Å. The 
vanadium–oxo bond is short at 1.5909(13) Å–shorter than some octahedral vanadium(IV) oxo29 
species–and consistent with a triple bond interaction. 

Complex 5 reacts with [Cp2Fe][PF6] in THF to give the diamagnetic oxovanadium(V) 
compound (tpaMes)VO (6). Although 6 is clean by 1H NMR and crystalline, crystals produced of 
6 in a range of solvents are uniformly small and diffract poorly. In order to obtain structural 
information about the oxidized N4V)O core, we turned to the tri-isopropylphenyl-substituted 
ligand [tpaTrip]3!. Synthesis of the vanadium(IV) oxo [Li(DME)3][(tpaTrip)VO] (7) proceeds in a 
manner analogous to the synthesis of 5. Although separation of 7 from the Li(acac) byproduct is 
difficult, analytically pure material can be isolated, and the single crystal x-ray structure was 
determined. The [Li(DME)3]+ cation in 7 resides on a special position of the space group I41/a 
and suffers from severe disorder, compromising the overall quality of the structure of 7. 
However, the vanadium complex is relatively well ordered, the same basic structural features of 
5 are observed. Given the difficulty in isolating large quantities of pure 7, a one pot procedure 
was developed in which 7 is generated in situ and oxidized with AgOTf to give the pentane 
soluble oxovanadium(V) complex (tpaTrip)VO (8). The isolated yield of 8 is low primarily due to 
the high solubility of the complex in alkane solvents. The 1H NMR spectrum of 8 is indicative of 
static C3 symmetry in solution at room temperature, featuring three fully resolved septets and six 
distinct methyl resonances. Slow evaporation of a pentane solution of 8 yields single crystals 
amenable to x-ray diffraction. The solid state structure reveals an approximately trigonal 
bipyramidal arrangement in which the vanadium center is elevated out of the equatorial plane 
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towards the oxo ligand, but significantly less so than in 5 or 7. Notably, the vanadium–oxo 
distance (~1.596 Å) is lengthened slightly relative to the vanadium(IV) oxo complex. This 
supports the formulation of a V–O triple bond for both species, and suggests that the lone d 
electron in the vanadium(IV) oxo complex resides in an orbital orthogonal to the V–O % system: 
qualitatively, dxy or dx2-y2 for a coordinate system in which the pseudo-three-fold axis of the 
molecule is co-linear with the z Cartesian axis. The dramatic shortening of the equatorial 
vanadium–nitrogen distances (-d = ~0.1 Å) suggests primarily , antibonding character of this 
orbital with respect to the ligands in the equatorial plane. 
 
4.3 Concluding Remarks 
 To conclude, we have isolated and fully characterized the vanadium(V) diazenylimido 
complex 2 which is formed by organoazide coordination and subsequent reduction by the 
vanadium(III) complex 1, one of only four known examples of this structural type. This species 
extrudes dinitrogen thermally according to first order kinetics to give the corresponding 
vanadium(V) imido complex 3 which has also been fully characterized. In addition, the related 
vanadium(III) azide anion complex 4 has been synthesized, which, in stark contrast to both 2 and 
related vanadium(III) systems in the literature, does not undergo thermal dinitrogen extrusion. To 
further explore the nature of the % interactions in these species, related vanadium oxos, both in 
vanadium(IV) and vanadium(V) oxidation states were synthesized. The dramatic structural 
distortion and short V–O distance in vanadium(IV) oxo 5 reveals the preference in this system of 
the formation of an axial triple bond and concomitant tetrahedral distortion, even in the d1 
system. Oxidation to the vanadium(V) oxo relieves the geometric constraints of the occupied d 
orbital, resulting in a relaxation to an undistorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry. 
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4.4 Experimental Section 
4.4.1 Synthetic Materials and Methods. 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were deoxygenated 
by sparging with dinitrogen and dried via Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purification system. 
Benzene-d6 was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, degassed and stored over 
sieves. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of H3tpaMes (1), p-methoxyphenyl 
azide, phenyl azide and &-15N-phenyl azide. 15N-aniline was purchased from Aldrich and used as 
received. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from chemical suppliers and used as 
received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometers operating at 300, 400 or 500 
MHz as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to residual protiated solvent; 
coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and elemental analyses were performed at 
the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at the University of California, Berkeley.  
 
4.4.2 General Methods for X-Ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data integration 
was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction were 
performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution by direct methods was 
performed using SIR2004, and the resulting solution refined using SHEL-XL. Hydrogen atoms 
were included in calculated positions but not refined. 
 
4.4.3 (tpaMes)V(THF) (1). 

A solution of H3tpaMes (554 mg, 0.910 mmol) in Et2O (10 mL) was cooled to !78 ºC and 
n-BuLi (1.75 mL of a 1.6 M solution in hexanes, 2.80 mmol) was added dropwise with stirring. 
After warming to room temperature and stirring for 15 min, this solution along with a slurry of 
VCl3(THF)3 (337 mg, 0.910 mmol) in Et2O (5 mL) were frozen in separate scintillation vials 
inside of a liquid nitrogen cooled cold well. As the two vials were allowed to warm to room 
temperature, the thawing solution of 2 was added dropwise to the stirred, thawing slurry of 
VCl3(THF)3. After reaching room temperature, the resulting mixture was allowed to stir 
overnight, filtered through celite and the orange-brown filtrate concentrated to dryness in vacuo. 
The resulting solid residue was dissolved in Et2O (10 mL), diluted with pentane (50 mL), cooled 
to !35 ºC and filtered again through celite. Removal of the volatiles from this filtrate gave the 
title compound as an orange powder (463 mg, 70%). Single crystals for x-ray diffraction were 
obtained from a saturated Et2O solution stored at !35 ºC for 3 days. Anal. Calcd for 
C46H52N4OV: C, 75.91; H, 7.20; N, 7.70. Found: C, 75.82; H, 7.25; N, 7.96. 
 
4.4.4 (tpaMes)V(N3ArOMe) (2). 

A solution of p-methoxyphenyl azide (21 mg, 0.14 mmol) in toluene was added dropwise 
to a stirred solution of 3 (102 mg, 0.140 mmol) in toluene at room temperature in a foil-wrapped 
vial resulting in an immediate color change from orange to dark-red/black. After stirring for 10 
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minutes, the solution was concentrated in vacuo to ~2 mL, layered with pentane (15 mL) and 
stored at !35 ºC overnight to furnish red-black block-shaped crystals of the title compound (75 
mg, 71%). A single crystal selected from the bulk proved suitable for x-ray diffraction. 1H NMR 
(300 MHz, C6D6): % 7.00 (br d, 2H), 6.78 (br d, J = 8.1, 2H), 6.65 (s, 3H), 6.49 (s, 3H), 6.09 (br 
s, 3H), 5.96 (d, J = 2.1, 3H), 4.31 (br d, J = 13, 3H), 3.51 (br d, J = 13, 3H), 3.28 (s, 3H), 2.37 (s, 
9H), 1.97 (s, 9H), 1.69 (s, 9H). IR (ATR): 'N–N 2103 cm!1. 
 
4.4.5 (tpaMes)V(NArOMe) (3). 

A solution of 4 (100 mg, 0.124 mmol) in benzene (20 mL) was heated in a Schlenk flask 
under nitrogen to reflux for 90 minutes. The solution was concentrated to ~2 mL, layered with 
pentane (15 mL) and stored at !35 ºC overnight to furnish red-black block-shaped crystals of the 
title compound (69 mg, 71%). A single crystal selected from the bulk proved suitable for x-ray 
diffraction. 1H NMR (300 MHz, C6D6): % 6.59 (s, 3H), 6.47 (s, 3H), 6.06 (d, J = 3, 3H), 6.01 (d, J 
= 3, 3H), 5.86 (d, J = 9.0, 2H), 5.20 (d, J = 9.0, 2H), 4.20 (3, J = 12.9, 3H), 3.40 (d, J = 14, 3H), 
3.25 (s, 3H), 2.39 (s, 9H), 2.01 (s, 9H), 1.77 (s, 9H). HRESIMS ([M+1]+) m/z calcd for 
C49H53ON5V: 778.3684. Found: 778.3663.  
 
4.4.6 [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)V(N3)] (4). 

To an orange solution of 1 (199 mg, 0.273 mmol) in DME (10 mL) was added solid 
NaN3 and the resulting slurry stirred overnight. The now red mixture was filtered and layered 
with pentane (10 mL) to give red crystals that were washed with pentane and dried in vacuo to 
give 200 mg (74%) a red microcrystalline solid. A single crystal selected from the bulk proved 
suitable for x-ray diffraction. IR (ATR): 'N–N 2093 cm!1 
 
4.4.7 [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)VO] (5) 

A stirring solution of H3tpaMes (723 mg, 1.19 mmol) in Et2O (20 mL) was cooled to !78 
ºC and 1.6 M n-BuLi in hexanes (2.3 mL, 3.68 mmol) was added dropwise. After warming to 
room temperature and stirring for 15 minutes, the volatiles were removed in vacuo, and the 
residue was redissolved in DME (15 mL). This solution was frozen in a liquid nitrogen cooled 
cold well, and solid (acac)2VO (315 mg, 1.19 mmol) added immediately upon thawing. The 
resulting suspension was stirred overnight and filtered through celite. The filtrate was 
concentrated in vacuo to ~10 mL, and pentane (50 mL) was added, resulting in a bright green 
precipitate that was collected by filtration and dried in vacuo to give 722 mg (64%) of a bright 
green microcrystalline solid. Single crystals for x-ray diffraction were grown by layering a DME 
solution of the complex with pentane. Anal. Calcd for C54H75LiN4O7V: C, 68.27; H, 7.96; N, 
5.90. Found: C, 68.31; H, 8.03; N, 5.50. HRESIMS (M!) m/z calcd for C42H45ON4V: 672.3038. 
Found: 672.3053. 

 
4.4.8 (tpaMes)VO (6). 

A solution of [Cp2Fe][PF6] (27 mg, 0.083 mmol) in THF (2 mL) was added dropwise to a 
stirring solution of 5 (79 mg, 0.083 mmol) in THF (2 mL). After 15 min, the volatiles were 
removed in vacuo, and the residue was washed thoroughly with pentane (10 mL) and Et2O (2 
mL). The remaining solid was taken up in minimal CH2Cl2 and filtered through celite. The 
filtrate was then layered with pentane and stored at !35 ºC to give dark microcrystals that were 
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washed with pentane and dried in vacuo to give 45 mg (80%) of a black powder. 1H NMR (400 
MHz, CD2Cl2): % 6.65 (s, 6H), 5.97 (d, J = 2.8, 3H), 5.60 (d, J = 2.8, 3H), 4.19 (s, 6H), 2.21 (s, 
9H), 1.64 (br s, 18H). 
4.4.9 [Li(DME)3][(tpaTrip)VO] (7). 

A stirring solution of H3tpaTrip (250 mg, 0.290 mmol) in Et2O (10 mL) was cooled to !78 
ºC and 1.6 M n-BuLi in hexanes (0.56 mL, 0.90 mmol) was added dropwise. After warming to 
room temperature and stirring for 15 minutes, the volatiles were removed in vacuo, and the 
residue was redissolved in THF (10 mL). This solution was frozen in a liquid nitrogen cooled 
cold well, and solid (acac)2VO (77 mg, 0.29 mmol) added immediately upon thawing. The 
resulting suspension was stirred overnight. Due to the insolubility of both the product and 
Li(acac) in DME, the two were not readily separable. Layering THF/DME solutions of this 
mixture with pentane afforded large bright green crystals of the product and a white powder. 
Mechanical separation of the crystals and serial washing with pentane allowed for the isolation 
of analytically pure material. A single crystal taken from the bulk before drying was suitable for 
x-ray diffraction. Anal. Calcd for C72H111LiN4O7V: C, 71.91; H, 9.30; N, 4.66. Found: C, 72.05; 
H, 9.21; N, 4.65. 

 
4.4.10 (tpaTrip)VO (8). 

A stirring solution of H3tpaTrip (214 mg, 0.248 mmol) in Et2O (10 mL) was cooled to !78 
ºC and 1.6 M n-BuLi in hexanes (0.47 mL, 0.75 mmol) was added dropwise. After warming to 
room temperature and stirring for 15 minutes, the volatiles were removed in vacuo, and the 
residue was redissolved in THF (10 mL). This solution was frozen in a liquid nitrogen cooled 
cold well, and solid (acac)2VO (66 mg, 0.25 mmol) added immediately upon thawing. The 
resulting suspension was stirred overnight, and a solution of AgOTf (48 mg, 0.19 mmol) was 
added resulting in a color change to dark black. After stirring for 10 min, the volatiles were 
removed in vacuo and the solid residue extracted with pentane (5 mL). Filtration of the extracts 
followed by cooling of the filtrate to !35 ºC resulted in the formation of dark crystals were 
which dried in vacuo to give 50 mg (22%) of a dark microcrystalline solid. The yield of this 
reaction is limited primarily by the solubility of the product in pentane. Single crystals for x-ray 
diffraction were grown by slow evaporation of a pentane solution. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2): 
% 6.84 (d, J = 1.2, 3H), 6.78 (d, J = 2.0, 3H), 5.91 (br s, 3H), 5.53 (d, J = 2.8, 3H), 4.34 (dd, J = 
1.2, 14.4, 3H), 4.14 (d, J = 14.4, 3H), 2.83 (sept, J = 6.8, 3H), 2.73 (sept, J = 6.8, 3H), 1.71 (sept, 
J = 6.8, 3H), 1.23 (t, J = 6.8, 18H), 0.87 (t, J = 7.2, 18H), 0.56 (d, J = 6.8, 9H), 0.17 (d, J = 6.8, 
9H). HRFABMS (M+) m/z calcd for C60H81ON4V: 924.5845. Found: 924.5846. 
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4.6 Figures, Schemes, and Tables 
 
Figure 4.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 1. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
vanadium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 4.2. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 2. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
vanadium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Only one of two crystallographically distinct but 
chemically equivalent molecules present in the asymmetric unit is shown. Hydrogen atoms have been 
omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 4.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 3. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
vanadium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 4.4. Natural log plot of the disappearance of 2 as a function of time at 75 ºC as determined by 1H 
NMR in C6D6. 
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Figure 4.5. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 4. Pink, blue and gray ellipsoids represent 
vanadium, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent molecules have 
been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 4.6. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 5. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
vanadium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 4.7. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 7. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
vanadium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Scheme 4.1. 
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Scheme 4.2. 
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Scheme 4.3. 
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Table 4.1. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 1, 2, and 3. 
 

 1 2 3 
formula C46H53N4OV C52.5H56N7OV C49H52N5OV 

formula weight 728.86 851.98 777.90 
T (K) 123(2) 105(2) 106(2) 
+  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system monoclinic triclinic monoclinic 
space group P21 (#4) P!1 (#2) P21/c (#14) 

a (Å) 10.910(7) 12.894(3) 17.7450(17) 
b (Å) 11.252(7) 19.227(5) 10.8070(10) 
c (Å) 16.024(10) 19.880(5) 21.763(2) 
&  (deg) 90 98.938(4) 90 
!  (deg) 93.368(10) 99.085(4) 96.6010(10) 
,  (deg) 90 109.141(4) 90 
V (Å3) 1964(2) 4483(2) 4145.8(7) 

Z 2 4 4 
-calcd (g/cm3) 1.233 1.262 1.246 
µ(mm-1) 0.293 0.268 0.282 
F(000) 776 1804 1648 

reflctns collected 11544 34286 27622 
ind reflctns (Rint) 7101 (0.024) 16221 (0.063) 7484 (0.037) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.91 0.93 0.93 
data/restr/params 7101/1/478 16221/0/1111 7484/0/515 

R, Rw, Rall 0.038, 0.079, 0.052 0.075, 0.165, 0.176 0.042, 0.093, 0.071 
GOF 1.03 0.97 1.02 

max shift/error 0.00 0.01 0.00 
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Table 4.2. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 4 and 5. 
 

 4 5 
formula C54H75N7NaO6V C54H75LiN4OV 

formula weight 992.14 854.06 
T (K) 130(2) 122(2) 
+  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system triclinic monoclinic 
space group P!1 (#2) Cc 

a (Å) 11.426(4) 18.429(2) 
b (Å) 14.672(6) 12.9320(15) 
c (Å) 17.000(6) 23.119(4) 
&  (deg) 84.445(5) 90 
!  (deg) 77.019(5) 109.2410(10) 
,  (deg) 86.935(5) 90 
V (Å3) 2762.5(18) 5202.0(12) 

Z 2 4 
-calcd (g/cm3) 1.193 1.090 
µ(mm-1) 0.240 0.229 
F(000) 1060 1844 

reflctns collected 29904 18227 
ind reflctns (Rint) 10372 (0.037) 8801 (0.021) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.91 0.91 
data/restr/params 10372/0/637 8801/2/619 

R, Rw, Rall 0.049, 0.121, 0.074 0.029, 0.070, 0.034 
GOF 1.03 1.03 

max shift/error 0.00 0.00 
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Synthesis, Structure, Redox Chemistry and Reactivity of 
Three-fold Symmetric Chromium Pyrrolide Complexes 
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5.1 Introduction 
As issues of sustainability and clean energy have moved to the forefront of public 

concern, the multi-electron reactions of energy consequence (e.g. proton reduction, carbon 
dioxide reduction and water oxidation) have become the subject of intense investigation.1 In turn, 
transition metal systems capable of mediating multi-electron chemistry are of special interest due 
to their promise in the development of cheap, efficient catalysts for these crucial reactions. A 
number of systems featuring metal–ligand multiple bonds have emerged which exhibit 
reactivities directly related to these goals, including some capable of water oxidation,2 proton 
reduction3 and carbon dioxide fixation.4 With an eye towards expanding the state of the art in 
these areas, we are investigating redox-rich systems containing metal-ligand multiple bonds in 
the hope of elucidating the fundamental chemistry of various redox-coupled small molecule 
activations. 

The broad scope of chromium–multiple bond chemistry, both with other metals5 and with 
main group elements,6 is now well established. Furthermore, owing to its central position in the 
3d series, chromium can access a range of oxidation and spin states.7 Given our work in to the 
group transfer chemistry of three-fold symmetric iron–pyrrolide complexes,8 the analogous 
chromium system presented a logical venue in which to explore similar geometries with lower d 
electron counts. Herein we report the synthesis and structure of both oxo and imido complexes of 
the [(tpaMes)Cr] fragment, as well as their redox chemistry.  
 
5.2 Results 
5.2.1 Syntheses and Properties of Five-Coordinate Complexes of Chromium(II) and 
Chromium(III). 

Salt metathesis reactions with Li3tpaMes, generated in situ from H3tpaMes and n-BuLi, 
provide access to a [tpaMes]3! complexes of chromium(II) and chromium(III). Metallation of 
CrCl3(THF)3 in Et2O affords the neutral chromium(III) complex (tpaMes)Cr(THF) (1) (Scheme 
5.1). The solid-state structure of 1 reveals a coordination geometry at chromium that is nominally 
trigonal bipyramidal (Figure 5.1). However, close inspection of the metal-ligand bond angles in 
the equatorial plane reveal a significant distortion from three-fold symmetry, and the axial Cr–O 
bond vector is canted away from linearity with the second axial bond vector, Cr–Namine. In 
quantitative terms, 1 has a " value of 0.65, where " = 1 corresponds to an ideal trigonal bipyramid 
and " = 0 an ideal square pyramid. As such, 1 is the most distorted of the [tpaMes]3! complexes 
we have synthesized, most of which have " values between 0.9 and 1.0. Consideration of the 
qualitative d orbital splitting of an high-spin d3 transition metal ion in trigonal bipyramidal ligand 
field suggests an electronic origin for this pronounced distortion. A single electron resides in one 
orbital of a degenerate set corresponding to dxy and dx2-y2 and having # antibonding character. By 
undergoing a Jahn-Teller distortion towards square pyramidal, this degeneracy is lifted, 
stabilizing the occupied orbital. 
 In addition to the chromium(III) complex described above, metallation of Li3tpaMes with 
CrCl2 in THF followed by crystallization from DME affords the pale turquoise chromium(II) 
complex [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr($1-DME)] (2) (Scheme 5.1). The solid-state structure of 2 
reveals a monodentate DME molecule in the fifth coordination site of a distorted trigonal 
bipyramid (Figure 5.2). As expected, the apical DME molecule is not tightly bound. When 2 is 
dissolved in toluene or Et2O a pale purple solution results, and in THF, a pale blue solution. 
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Removal of the solvent in each case followed by recrystallization from DME returns turquoise 2. 
The solvatochromism observed for 2 is consistent with ligand displacement at the apical site and 
subsequent tuning of the d–d absorption, but we have been unsuccessful in crystallizing the 
purple or blue species mentioned above.  
 
5.2.2 Oxygen Atom and Nitrene Group Transfer Reactivity. 

Treatment of 2 with pyridine-N-oxide in DME results in an immediate color change from 
pale turquoise to dark green. Over the course of ~30 minutes, the dark green solution becomes 
brown, and crystals of the orange complex [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)CrO] (3) can be isolated (Scheme 
5.2). The x-ray structure of 3 shown in Figure 5.3, reveals a three-fold symmetric trigonal 
bipyramidal complex in which the oxo ligand occupies an axial site. The chromium–oxo distance 
is short (Cr1–O1 = 1.586(3) Å), suggesting a triple bond interaction between the two atoms. A 
related trigonal bipyramidal chromium(IV) oxo complex, [Tpt-Bu,MeCrO(pz’H)]+, has been 
reported in which the oxo ligand occupies an equatorial site.9 Notably, the chromium–oxo bond 
in this molecule is longer at 1.602(2) Å, and this species undergoes rapid hydrogen atom 
abstraction from ether solvents to yield the analogous chromium(III) hydroxide. Whether this 
difference is the result of “radical character” at the chromium–oxo linkage in the latter case or a 
result of the more oxidizing character of the cationic species is not clear. In any case, 3 does not 
react rapidly with ether solvents, as it is prepared in DME solution.  
 Nitrene group transfer reactivity is also observed for 2. The addition of p-methoxyphenyl 
azide, (N3ArOMe) to 2 results in an immediate color change to dark green and vigorous 
effervescence due to the release of dinitrogen. Crystallization from DME affords the anionic 
chromium(IV) imido complex [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe)] (4) (Scheme 5.2). The lack of 
any resonances in the 1H NMR spectrum of 4 is strongly suggestive of an S = 1 paramagnetic 
ground state, as predicted for a three-fold symmetric d2 species. Figure 5.4 shows the x-ray 
structure of 4, which is a trigonal bipyramidal structure in which the imido occupies an axial site 
and a short chromium–imido distance (Cr1–N5 = 1.668(3) Å). As with oxo 3, imido 4 does not 
exhibit hydrogen atom abstraction reactivity with ether solvents. In addition to N3ArOMe, 2 reacts 
with adamantyl azide to form the analogous compound [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr(NAd)] (5). Aside 
from the substituent on the imido, the geometry of 5 revealed by x-ray diffraction does not differ 
markedly from 4 (see Figure 5.5). The chromium–imido distance is slightly shorter (Cr1–N5 = 
1.648(2) Å). 
 
5.2.3 Redox Chemistry of [(tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe)]n. 

If indeed the chromium–imido interaction in 4 is a triple bond, the d electrons should 
reside in essentially non-bonding orbitals with respect to the chromium–imido interaction, and 
oxidation should result in only small perturbations to the [Cr(NArOMe)] unit. Cyclic voltammetry 
of 4 in acetonitrile reveals the presence of a fully reversible redox process at !770 mV versus 
Fc/Fc+ which we assign to the chromium(IV)/chromium(V) couple (Figure 5.6, bottom). In order 
to determine the identity of the oxidized species and the state of the chromium–imido linkage, 4 
was oxidized chemically with [(Me5Cp)2Fe][OTf], resulting in the formation of a dark purple 
species with an X-band EPR spectrum strongly suggestive of a d1 species (Scheme 5.3, Figure 
5.7). The x-ray crystal structure of this material is shown in Figure 5.8 and confirms it to be the 
chromium(V) imido complex (tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe) (6). As predicted based on the qualitative d 
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orbital splitting discussed above, no change in the chromium–imido distance is observed upon 
oxidation to 6 (Cr1–N5 = 1.666(2) Å). Taken together, these results lend strong support to the 
existence of a chromium–element triple bond in 3, 4 and 6.  
 In addition to the reversible chromium(IV/V) process observed in the CV of 4, a second, 
pseudoreversible process is observed centered at 180 mV versus Fc/Fc+ (Figure 5.6, bottom). 
This event corresponds to the oxidation of 6 to the cationic complex [(tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe)]+, 
however, the return cathodic wave is slightly asymmetric, suggesting some decomposition of this 
species on the timescale of the experiment (100 mV/s). To probe this chemically, 6 was treated 
with silver(I) salts in CD2Cl2. Even at low temperature, the addition of AgOTf or AgPF6 to 
solutions of 6 results in the formation of silver mirror and black/brown intractable paramagnetic 
species. Given the successful use of bulky, fluorinated tetraaryl borate anions in the generation 
and isolation of reactive cations, we turned to the silver(I) salt AgBArF

4 (ArF = 3,5-bis-
trifluoromethylphenyl). The addition of AgBArF

4 to a thawing CD2Cl2 solution of 6 results in the 
formation of a dark green, thermally sensitive species. Separation of the metallic silver 
byproduct an analysis by 1H NMR reveal a diamagnetic species consistent with a C3 symmetric 
[(tpaMes)Cr] fragment bearing a highly electron deficient p-methoxyphenylimido ligand, namely, 
[(tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe)][BArF

4] (7) (Scheme 5.3, Figure 5.9). While the diamagnetic character of 7 
is consistent with a chromium(VI) imido species, we cannot rule out an electronic structure in 
which a spin centered on a chromium(V) center is coupled antiferromagnetically to an oxidized 
arylimido ligand. Of relevance to this question is the irreversibility of the chromium(V/VI) 
couple in the cyclic voltammogram of adamantyl imido 5 (Figure 5.6, top). Efforts to crystallize 
7 and understand its decomposition pathway are currently underway, as are x-ray absorption 
measurements to probe the oxidation state of the chromium in this isostructural electron transfer 
series. 
5.3 Concluding Remarks 
 In sum, we have disclosed a new trispyrrolide–chromium platform with rich group 
transfer and redox chemistry. Both trivalent 1 and divalent 2 are accessible from Li3tpaMes and 
chromium halides via salt metathesis. The 2 reacts with oxygen atom transfer reagents and 
organic azides via two electron processes to produce the oxochromium(IV) complex 3 and the 
imidochromium(IV) complexes 4 and 5, respectively. Both imido complexes exhibit reversible 
chromium(IV/V) couples, and in the case of the arylimido complex, the neutral chromium(V) 
imido resultant from this oxidation, 6 has been isolated and structurally characterized. 
Furthermore, 6 is shown to undergo a further pseudo-reversible oxidation by cyclic voltammetry 
to the formally chromium(VI) imido 7. Chemical oxidation of 6 at low temperature with 
AgBArF

4 results in the generation of this highly reactive diamagnetic species and allows for its 
observation by 1H NMR. Together, these results establish the remarkably rich redox chemistry of 
the [(tpaMes)Cr] platform, thus far having isolated or spectroscopically observed five formal 
oxidation states of chromium in this system. The existence of isostructral imidos in three formal 
oxidation states provides a unique opportunity to examine the effects of charge, d electron count 
and oxidation state on a range of imido-mediated chemical reactions. In addition, the extension 
of this chemistry to the oxo complex 3 may provide similar insight towards the generation of 
highly electrophilic oxo species. 
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5.4 Experimental Section 
5.4.1 Synthetic Materials and Methods. 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were deoxygenated 
by sparging with dinitrogen and dried via Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purification system. 
Diisopropyl ether was distilled from purple sodium/benzophenone ketyl. Dry 1,2-dichloroethane 
was purchased from Acros, and FeCl2 beads were purchased from Strem. Potassium hydride was 
purchased as a suspension in mineral oil, washed with pentane and used as a dry solid inside the 
glove box. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of H3tpaMes, AgBArF

4, 
CrCl3(THF)3 and p-methoxyphenyl azide. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from 
chemical suppliers and used as received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometers 
operating at 300 or 400 MHz as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to 
residual protiated solvent; coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and elemental 
analyses were performed at the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at the 
University of California, Berkeley.  
 
5.4.2 General Methods for X-Ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
SMART diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data 
integration was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction 
were performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution by direct methods 
was performed using SIR2004, and the resulting solution refined using SHELX. Hydrogen atoms 
were included in calculated positions.  
 
5.4.3 (tpaMes)Cr(THF) (1). 

A solution of H3tpaMes in THF was cooled to !78 ºC and n-BuLi was added dropwise 
with stirring. After the addition was complete, the flask was allowed to reach room temperature 
and the volatiles removed in vacuo. The colorless residue was redissolved in Et2O and added 
dropwise to a stirring suspension of CrCl3(THF)3 in Et2O resulting in an immediate color change 
to greenish brown. After stirring for 6 hours, the reaction mixture was filtered through celite and 
the filtrate concentrated in vacuo. Subsequent cooling of the filtrate gave brown crystals that 
were dried in vacuo to give a brown microcrystalline solid. A single crystal taken from the bulk 
before drying was suitable for x-ray diffraction. 
 
5.4.4 [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr(DME)] (2). 

A solution of H3tpaMes (1.49 g, 2.45 mmol) in THF (30 mL) was cooled to !78 ºC and 1.6 
M n-BuLi in hexanes (4.6 mL, 0.73 mmol) was added dropwise with stirring. After the addition 
was complete, the flask was allowed to reach room temperature and CrCl2 (301 mg, 0.245 mmol) 
was added as a solid. The resulting suspension was stirred vigorously overnight and the volatiles 
removed in vacuo. The solid residue was extracted thoroughly with Et2O (100 mL) and filtered 
through celite to remove precipitated LiCl. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo to a pale 
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purple glaze, redissolved in minimal DME (~4 mL) and layered with pentane to afford pale 
turquoise crystals that were dried in vacuo to give 1.65 g (66%) of a pale turquoise powder. A 
single crystal taken from the bulk before drying was suitable for x-ray diffraction. Anal. Calcd 
for C58H85CrLiN4O8: C, 67.95; H, 8.36; N, 5.46. Found: C, 67.71; H, 8.46; N, 5.57. 
 
5.4.5 [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)CrO] (3). 

A solution of pyridine-N-oxide (21 mg, 0.22 mmol) in DME (1 mL) was added dropwise 
to a stirring solution of 1 (162 mg, 0.158 mmol) in DME (5 mL) resulting in an immediate color 
change from pale turquoise to dark green. After stirring for 30 min at room temperature, the 
reaction had become orange-brown. The reaction was concentrated in vacuo to ~2 mL and 
layered with pentane to give orange-brown needles which were dried in vacuo to yield 46 mg 
(31%) of an orange-brown microcrystalline solid. A single crystal taken from the bulk before 
drying was suitable for x-ray diffraction. 
 
5.4.6 [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe)] (4). 

A solution of p-methoxyphenyl azide (48 mg, 0.32 mmol) in DME (2 mL) was added 
dropwise to a stirring solution of 1 (325 mg, 0.317 mmol) in DME (8 mL) resulting in 
effervescence and an immediate color change from pale turquoise to dark green. After stirring 
for 10 min at room temperature, the reaction was filtered and layers with pentane (~10 mL) to 
give very large dark green crystals which were washed with pentane and dried in vacuo to yield 
296 mg (88%) of a green microcrystalline solid. A single crystal taken from the bulk material 
before drying was suitable for x-ray diffraction. Anal. Calcd for C61H82CrLiN5O7: C, 69.36; H, 
7.82; N, 6.63. Found: C, 69.55; H, 7.84; N, 6.93. 
 
5.4.7 [Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr(NAd)] (5). 

A solution of adamantyl azide in DME was added dropwise to a stirring solution of 1 in 
DME resulting in effervescence and an immediate color change from pale turquoise to dark 
turquoise. After stirring for 10 min at room temperature, the reaction was concentrated in vacuo 
to ~1 mL and layered with pentane to give very large turquoise needles which were dried in 
vacuo to yield a turquoise microcrystalline solid. A single crystal taken from the bulk before 
drying was suitable for x-ray diffraction. 
 
5.4.8 (tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe) (6). 

A solution of AgOTf (45.2 mg, 0.176 mmol) in THF (1 mL) was added to a solution of 
Cp*2Fe (57.4 mg 0.176 mmol) in THF (1 mL), and the mixture was stirred for 1 min. The 
resulting suspension was then added to a stirring solution of 4 (186 mg, 0.176 mmol). After 
stirring for 30 minutes, the mixture was filtered to remove Ag metal. The volatiles were then 
removed from the deep purple filtrate in vacuo, and the solid residue was washed thoroughly 
with pentane (15 mL) and Et2O (5 mL) to remove Cp*2Fe. The resulting purple solid was dried 
in vacuo to give 124 mg (90%) of a purple microcrystalline solid. X-ray quality crystals were 
grown by slow evaporation of a THF solution. Anal. Calcd for C49H52CrN5O: C, 75.55; H, 6.73; 
N, 8.99. Found: C, 75.40; H, 6.69; N, 8.87. 
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5.4.9 [(tpaMes)Cr(NArOMe)][BArF
4] (7). 

Separate solutions of 5 and AgBArF
4 in CD2Cl2 were frozen in a liquid nitrogen cooled 

cold well. As the solutions thawed, they were mixed together by pipette and stirred for 5 minutes 
resulting in a color change from dark purple to dark green. The reaction mixture was filtered to 
remove silver metal and the resulting solution was analyzed by 1H NMR and XAS, as described 
in the text. 
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5.6 Figures, Schemes, and Tables 
 
Figure 5.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 1. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
chromium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms solvent molecules have been 
omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 5.2. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 2. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
chromium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 5.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 3. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
chromium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 5.4. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 4. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
chromium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 5.5. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 5. Pink, blue and gray ellipsoids represent 
chromium, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvent molecules have 
been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 5.6. Cyclic voltammograms of 4 (bottom) and 5 (top) with 0.1 M [n-Bu4N][PF6] in acetonitrile at 100 
mV/s. 
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Figure 5.7. X-band EPR spectrum of 6 in a toluene glass at 7 K. 
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Figure 5.8. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 6. Pink, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
chromium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 5.9. 1H NMR spectrum of the reaction of 6 with AgBArF
4 in CD2Cl2. 
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Scheme 5.1. 
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Scheme 5.2. 
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Scheme 5.3. 
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Table 5.1. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 1–3. 
 

 1 % & C5H12 2 3 
formula C48.5H59CrN4O C58H85CrLiN4O8 C54H75CrLiN4O7 

formula weight 766.00 1025.24 951.12 
T (K) 158(2) 128(2) 126(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic 
space group P21/n (#14) P21/n (#14) Cc (#9) 

a (Å) 10.9321(8) 12.1630(18) 18.496(12) 
b (Å) 18.1213(13) 12.4220(19) 12.958(7) 
c (Å) 21.1766(16) 37.747(6) 23.142(15) 
"  (deg) 90 90 90 
#  (deg) 94.4090(10) 92.529(2) 109.010(14) 
$  (deg) 90 90 90 
V (Å3) 4182.8(5) 5697.6(15) 5244(6) 

Z 4 4 4 
% calcd (g/cm3) 1.216 1.195 1.205 
µ(mm-1) 0.314 0.256 0.271 
F(000) 1640 2208 2040 

reflctns collected 23617 43026 19273 
ind reflctns (Rint) 8544 (0.032) 10884 (0.076) 8110 (0.071) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.88 0.88 0.92 
data/restr/params 8544/0/505 10884/0/666 8110/2/619 

R, Rw, Rall 0.052, 0.134, 0.079 0.064, 0.137, 0.111 0.049, 0.082, 0.099 
GOF 1.02 1.02 0.984 

max shift/error 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 5.2. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 4–6. 
 

 4 5 6 
formula C61H82CrLiN5O7 C64H90CrLiN5O6 C49H52CrN5O 

formula weight 1056.26 1084.35 778.96 
T (K) 128(2) 132(2) 131(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system monoclinic triclinic monoclinic 
space group P21/n (#14) P!1 (#2) P21/c (#14) 

a (Å) 15.408(2) 14.5948(13) 17.6650(16) 
b (Å) 20.846(3) 18.4073(16) 10.6480(10) 
c (Å) 18.569(3) 23.547(2) 21.709(2) 
"  (deg) 90 77.843(2) 90 
#  (deg) 90.037(3) 87.194(2) 96.862(2) 
$  (deg) 90 87.412(2) 90 
V (Å3) 5964.3(15) 6172.6(9) 4054.1(6) 

Z 4 4 4 
% calcd (g/cm3) 1.176 1.167 1.276 
µ(mm-1) 0.245 0.238 0.326 
F(000) 2264 2336 1652 

reflctns collected 28036 64167 21649 
ind reflctns (Rint) 10034 (0.079) 22405 (0.057) 7424 

Tmin/Tmax 0.90 0.90 0.89 
data/restr/params 10034/0/691 22405/0/1240 7424/0/515 

R, Rw, Rall 0.059, 0.111, 0.1321 0.054, 0.122, 0.095 0.049, 0.112, 0.083 
GOF 1.01 0.90 1.02 

max shift/error 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Appendix 1. Divalent First Row Metal Complexes of [tpat-Bu]3! 
 
A1.1 Synthesis of Metal Complexes. 

According to the method used for the preparation of [Na(THF)][(tpat-Bu)Fe] (1), 
deprotonation of ligand precursor H3tpat-Bu with NaN(SiMe3)2 in THF followed by salt 
metathesis with the in situ generated Na3tpat-Bu and a divalent metal chloride MCl2 provides the 
complexes [Na(THF)][(tpat-Bu)M] (M = Co, 2; Ni, 3; and Zn, 4) as turquoise, orange and 
colorless tetrahedral crystals, respectively. The yield of this reaction is good (> 50%) except for 
M = Ni, where significant precipitation of nickel metal is noted as the reaction proceeds, leading 
to very poor isolated yield of 3.  
 
A1.2 Solid-State Structures. 

Saturated THF solutions of 3 and 4 layered with pentane provide single crystals of the 
complexes as THF solvates. Complex 2 was crystallized by cooling a saturated THF/Et2O (1:9) 
solution to !35 ºC for 2 days (note). X-ray diffraction studies reveal that all 3 and 4 complexes 
are isomorphous with the related iron(II) complex [Na(THF)][(tpat-Bu)Fe]. Crystallizing in the 
cubic space group P213, the asymmetric unit is composed of one-third of the complex, with both 
the transition metal and the sodium cation on crystallographic three-fold axes. The THF 
molecule coordinated to the sodium cation is disordered over a three-fold axis.  In the anionic 
portion of the crystal, there is no significant disorder, and the thermal parameters for the atoms 
are small, demonstrating that the potential rotational disorder in the complex is negligible. The 
preceding analysis is essentially the same for 2, with the exception that a disordered Et2O 
molecule coordinates the sodium cation rather than a disordered THF molecule. 
 
A1.3 Experimental Details 
A1.3.1 General Synthesis of [Na(THF)][(tpat-Bu)M] (M = Co (2), Ni (3), Zn (4)). 

These complexes were prepared according to the procedure for the synthesis of 1 
(Chapter 2), substituting the appropriate divalent metal chloride for FeCl2.  Representative yields 
were greater than 50% except in the case of 3, where only sufficient material for x-ray studies 
was obtained. 

 
A1.3.2 General Methods for X-ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
SMART diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data 
integration was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction 
were performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution was performed in 
the WinGX package by direct methods (SIR2004) and the resulting solution expanded by Fourier 
techniques and refined by full-matrix least squares on F2 (SHELXL-97). All nonhydrogen atoms 
were refined anisotropically except when specified below. Hydrogen atoms were included in 
calculated positions but not refined. Specific details of the data collection and refinement of 2, 3 
and 4 can be found in Table A1.1.  
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A1.4 Figures, Schemes, Tables 
 
Figure A1.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the cobalt complex in 2. Green, blue and gray 
ellipsoids represent cobalt, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvate 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A1.2. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the nickel complex in 3. Turquoise, blue and 
gray ellipsoids represent nickel, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and 
solvate molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A1.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the zinc complex in 4. Pink, blue and gray 
ellipsoids represent zinc, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvate 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Scheme A1.1. 
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Table A.1. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 2, 3 and 4. 
 

 2 3 4 
formula C31H49N4ONaCo C31H47N4NaNiO C31H47N4NaOZn 

formula weight 575.68 573.41 580.10 
T (K) 120(2) 118(2) 149(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system cubic cubic cubic 
space group P213 (#198) P213 (#198) P213 (#198) 

a (Å) 14.7734(8) 14.726(6) 14.7627(8) 
b (Å) 14.7734(8) 14.726(6) 14.7627(8) 
c (Å) 14.7734(8) 14.726(6) 14.7627(8) 
"  (deg) 90 90 90 
#  (deg) 90 90 90 
$  (deg) 90 90 90 
V (Å3) 3224.3(3) 3294(2) 3217.3(3) 

Z 4 4 4 
%calcd (g/cm3) 1.186 1.193 1.198 
µ(mm-1) 0.574 0.649 0.805 
F(000) 1236.00 1232.00 1240.00 

reflctns collected 20700 14315 18395 
ind reflctns (Rint) 2256 (0.029) 1838 (0.019) 2203 (0.027) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.80 0.93 0.89 
data/restr/params 2375/0/121 1838/0/124 2203/0/130 

R, Rw, Rall 0.030, 0.039, 0.035 0.028, 0.0767, 0.030 0.0276, 0.0706, 0.0291 
GOF 1.68 1.07 1.10 

max shift/error 0.00 0.06 0.03 
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Appendix 2. Cobalt, Manganese and Zinc Complexes of [tpaMes]3! 
 
A2.1 Synthesis and Structure of Metal Complexes. 

The syntheses of four-coordinate [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Co] (1) and five-coordinate 
[Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Mn(!1-DME)] (2) have been previously described. In summary, 
deprotonation of H3tpaMes with NaN(SiMe3)2 followed by metallation with CoCl2 or MnCl2 and 
recrystallization from DME at !35 ºC yields 1 or 2, respectively, as DME solvates. Of note is the 
five-coordinate, DME bound structure of 2, a departure from the four coordinate structures 
observed for 1 and the related iron(II) complex [K(DME)4][(tpaMes)Fe] (3). 

Subsequent studies reveal that when saturated solutions of 2 are layered with pentane, 
colorless crystals of the four-coordinate manganese(II) complex [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Mn] (4) are 
obtained. Manganese(II) thus represents a tipping point of sorts, in that a four-coordinate 
structure is isolated at room temperature from DME and a five-coordinate structure is isolated 
DME solution at !35 ºC. Analogous crystallization conditions at !35 ºC lead to the four-
coordinate iron compound 3, and the five-coordinate chromium(II) complex 
[Li(DME)3][(tpaMes)Cr(!1-DME)] (5) is formed at room temperature. Though structurally similar 
to 1 which possesses no crystallographically imposed symmetry, 4 resides on a three-fold axis of 
the trigonal space group R3c. 

To assess the possibility of oxygen atom transfer to 4, it was reacted with pyridine-N-
oxide in DME at room temperature. Pentane layering of this solution affords single crystals of a 
pale yellow species revealed by x-ray crystallography to be the five-coordinate pyridine-N-oxide 
adduct [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Mn(O–NC5H5)] (6). In contrast to the related iron system 3 which 
undergoes rapid oxidation by pyridine-N-oxide, no redox reaction takes place between 4 and 
pyridine-N-oxide. Instead, simple ligand binding is observed. 

Although four-coordinate 1 is readily isolated from DME solutions, exposure to 
acetonitrile results in rapid conversion to a pink-purple species. X-ray diffraction performed on 
crystals of this species obtained from saturated acetonitrile solutions layered with diethyl ether 
reveal it to be the five-coordinate acetonitrile adduct [Na(CH3CN)2][(tpaMes)Co(CH3CN)] (7). 
This reactivity parallels that of 3, for which the analogous acetonitrile complex is similarly 
isolable. 

In order to provide a diamagnetic analog to the paramagnetic [tpaMes]3! complexes of 
divalent, first-row transition metal complexes, the zinc(II) complex was synthesized by a 
procedure analogous to that for 3. Subsequent crystallization from DME at !35 ºC provides 
[K(DME)4][(tpaMes)Zn] (8) as determined by x-ray crystallography. Complex 8 crystallizes in the 
monoclinic space group P21/c and is isomorphous with 3. Though chiral in the solid state, the 
room temperature 1H NMR spectrum of 8 reveals an averaged C3v structure, suggestive of a rapid 
epimerization process in solution. 
 
A2.2 Experimental Section 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were deoxygenated 
by sparging with dinitrogen and dried via Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purification system. 
Potassium hydride was purchased as a suspension in mineral oil, washed with pentane and used 
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as a dry solid inside the glove box. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of 1, 2 
and H3tpaMes. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from chemical suppliers and used 
as received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometers operating at 300 or 400 MHz 
as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to residual protiated solvent; 
coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and elemental analyses were performed at 
the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at the University of California, Berkeley. 

 
A2.2.1 [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Mn] (4). 

In a 20 mL scintillation vial, 2 (~50 mg) was dissolved in DME (3 mL) resulting in a 
colorless solution. This solution was layered with pentane (15 mL) at room temperature. 
Following slow diffusion of the two layers overnight, colorless crystals of the title were 
deposited. A single crystal was selected, coated in Paratone-N and mounted on a goniometer 
head for x-ray diffraction studies. 

 
A2.2.2 [Na(DME)3][(tpaMes)Mn(O–NC5H5)] (6). 

In a 20 mL scintillation vial, 2 (75 mg, 0.072 mmol) and pyridine-N-oxide were dissolved 
in DME (2 mL) resulting in a yellow solution which was layered with pentane (10 mL) at room 
temperature to afford crystals of the title complex, as confirmed by x-ray crystallography. 
 
A2.2.3 [Na(CH3CN)2][(tpaMes)Co(CH3CN)] (7).  
 This compound was prepared using the same procedure as that for 
[Na(Et2O)][(tpaMes)Fe(CH3CN)] (Chapter 3), substituting CoCl2 for FeCl2. 
 
A2.2.4 [K(DME)3][(tpaMes)Zn] (8).  
 This compound was prepared using the same procedure as that for 
[K(DME)3][(tpaMes)Fe] (Chapter 3), substituting ZnCl2 for FeCl2. 
 
A2.2.5 General Methods for X-ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
SMART diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data 
integration was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction 
were performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution was performed in 
the WinGX package by direct methods (SIR2004) and the resulting solution expanded by Fourier 
techniques and refined by full-matrix least squares on F2 (SHELXL-97). All nonhydrogen atoms 
were refined anisotropically except when specified below. Hydrogen atoms were included in 
calculated positions but not refined. Specific details of the data collection and refinement of 4, 6, 
7 and 8 can be found in Table 1.1.  

Complexes 4, 6 and 8 crystallize as well-ordered salts of DME solvated sodium or 
potassium ions. In the case of complex 7, the sodium countercation is ligated by a pyrrolic ring 
of the cobalt complex as well as two acetonitrile molecules disordered over four possible 
positions. This disorder is further complicated by being located on the inversion center of the 
unit cell. The disorder model therefore contains four half-occupancy nitrogens, four half-
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occupancy sp2 carbons and two full occupancy methyl carbons resulting from coincidental 
overlap due to the inversion center. Hydrogen atoms were not included on these methyl groups. 
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A2.3 Figures, Schemes and Tables 
 
Figure A2.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the manganese complex in 4. Pink, blue and 
gray ellipsoids represent manganese, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions 
and solvate molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A2.2. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the manganese complex in 6. Pink, blue, red and 
gray ellipsoids represent manganese, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, 
counterions and solvate molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A2.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the cobalt complex in 7. Green, blue and gray 
ellipsoids represent cobalt, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvate 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A2.4. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the zinc complex in 8. Pink, blue and gray 
ellipsoids represent zinc, nitrogen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions and solvate 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Table A2.1. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 4, 6, 7 and 8. 
 

 4 6 7 8 
formula C54H75MnN4NaO6 C59H80MnN5NaO7 C48H54CoN7Na C58H85KN4O8Zn 

formula weight 954.12 1049.22 810.91 1070.80 
T (K) 165(2) 153(2) 160(2) 154(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system trigonal monoclinic triclinic monoclinic 
space group R3c (#161) P21/n (#14) P!1 (#2) P21/c (#14) 

a (Å) 15.0244(11) 12.006(2) 10.6950(12) 17.6350(16) 
b (Å) 15.0244(11) 12.607(2) 10.7640(12) 13.8560(13) 
c (Å) 41.178(3) 38.611(7) 22.190(3) 24.137(2) 
"  (deg) 90 90 90.531(2) 90 
#  (deg) 90 91.001(3) 103.622(2) 95.985(2) 
$  (deg) 120 90 18.939(2) 90 
V (Å3) 8049.9(10) 5843.3(19) 2149.8(4) 5865.7(9) 

Z 6 4 2 4 
%calcd (g/cm3) 1.181 1.193 1.243 1.213 
µ(mm-1) 0.304 0.287 0.451 0.543 
F(000) 3066 2244 858 2296 

reflctns collected 14493 36808 13969 32788 
ind reflctns (Rint) 3353 (0.026) 11914 (0.046) 8534 (0.040) 11922 (0.030) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.84 
data/restr/params 3353/1/204 11914/0/669 8534/0/559 11922/0/665 

R, Rw, Rall 0.033, 0.085, 0.036 0.061, 0.154, 0.100 0.058, 0.122, 0.110 0.040, 0.100, 0.058 
GOF 1.04 1.02 0.96 1.03 

max shift/error 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 
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Appendix 3. Hybrid Tripodal Pyrrolide Ligands and their Iron Chemistry 
 
A3.1 Results and Discussion 
A3.1.1 Hybrid Ligand Design and Synthesis of Key Di(pyrrolylmethyl)amine Intermediate. 

In our studies of tripodal pyrrolide ligands and their complexes of redox-active first-row 
metals, the fully symmetric [tpaR]3! ligand family has proven to be a fertile platform, and certain 
iron(II) complexes of these ligands exhibit novel reactivity and magnetic properties. The 
tunability of the ' substituents of the ligand has enabled the systematic variation of both 
structural and electronic properties of the respective complexes, shedding light on the subtleties 
of these novel properties. 

In order to take the modularity of this ligand platform further, a strategy for asymmetric 
variants was needed. This in principle allows for asymmetrically substituted trispyrrolide 
platforms as well as the substituition of a pyrrolide ligand for another donor. To this end, the 
synthesis of H2dpaMes was devised, in which a protecting group strategy allows for the unveiling 
of a reactive site at the anchoring amine group for the installation of an additional donor type. As 
shown in Scheme A3.1, Mannich reaction of 2-mesitylpyrrole, formaldehyde and benzylamine 
hydrochloride in an ethanol/water mixture provides the benzyl-protected dipyrrolylmethylamine 
(1) after basic workup. Subsequent hydrogenolysis of the benzyl protecting group in acetic acid 
delivers the key secondary amine unit, H2dpaMes (2). 
 
A3.1.2 Synthesis of an Asymmetric [tpaR]3! Ligand and Iron(II) Complex. 

With secondary amine 2 in hand, we first pursued an asymmetrically substituted [tpaR]3!. 
To this end, exposure of H2dpaMes % HCl (3) to 2-phenyl pyrrole and formaldehyde yields the 
asymmetrically substituted trispyrrolide ligand precursor H3tpaMes

2
Ph (4) (see Scheme A3.2). To 

explore the effects of this subtle change, the iron(II) complex [K(DME)2][(tpaMes
2
Ph)Fe] (5) was 

synthesized by a modification of the procedure developed for the iron(II) complexes of the 
symmetrical derivatives according to Scheme A3.3. While crystallographic studies have not been 
carried out on this material, its yellow color and reactivity (vide infra) are indicative of a four-
coordinate structure, as in other [(tpaR)Fe]! complexes. 
 
A3.1.3 Oxygen Atom Transfer Chemistry of the [(tpaMes

2
Ph)Fe] Platform. 

In the case of the fully symmetric phenyl and mesityl derivatives of 5, arene 
hydroxylation and intermolecular hydrogen atom abstraction are observed, respectively, upon the 
addition of oxygen atom donors, strongly suggesting the intermediacy of a high-valent ferryl 
species. Upon addition of pyridine-N-oxide to a DME solution of 5, a brown color develops 
immediately. X-ray diffraction on a crystal grown from this solution reveals the iron(III) 
alkoxide species [K(DME)4][(tpaMes*

2
Ph)Fe] (6) in which the ortho methyl group of a mesityl 

substituent has undergone benzylic hydroxylation and is now coordinated to the iron center (see 
Figure A3.1 and Scheme A3.4). This formally three electron oxidation reaction can be 
envisioned as the insertion of an iron(IV) oxo into the C–H bond of the methyl group followed 
by hydrogen atom loss from the resulting iron(II) alcohol complex. This result constitutes the 
third mode of oxygen atom transfer chemistry from the conserved trispyrrolide iron(II) core of 
the [(tpaR)Fe]! family. 
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A3.1.4 Synthesis of Hybrid Pyrrolide/Pyridine Ligands. 
A second strategy for tuning the chemistry so far discovered for the [tpaR]3! consists in 

the replacement of a single pyrrolide donor with a pyridine. This substitution has the effect of 
reducing the overall charge on the ligand by one while increasing the overall field strength of the 
ligand, as pyridine is a stronger field ligand that the pyrrolide anion. To realize this strategy, 2 
was treated with 2-chloromethylpyridine hydrochloride in the presence of K2CO3 to give the 
hybrid ligand H2dpaMesPy (7). This synthetic strategy proved general to substituted pyridines, as 
well, providing for the synthesis of the related ligand H2dpaMesPyAt-Bu (8) featuring a potential 
hydrogen bond donor. 

 
A3.1.5 Iron(II) Complexes of Hybrid Pyrrolide/Pyridine Ligands. 

The dipotassium salt of 7, K2dpaMesPy (9), is readily accessible by deprotonation with 
KH in DME, and its x-ray crystal structure has been determined (see Figure A3.2 and Scheme 
A3.5). One of the potassium cations resides within the pocket of the ligand, while the second is 
bound (5 to a pyrrolic face of two adjacent ligands, resulting in a 1-D chain within the crystal. 
Treatment of 9 with FeCl2 in DME gives an iron(II) complex that we have as yet been unable to 
isolate. However, treatment of this crude material with one equivalent of water gives a purple 
solution from which the iron(II) hydroxide complex K[(dpaMesPy)Fe(OH)] (10) can be isolated 
as purple crystals (see Scheme A3.5). The x-ray structure of 10 reveals a distorted trigonal 
bipyramidal geometry with the hydroxide ligand in an apical position. Also noteworthy is the 
situation of the potassium cation between the mesityl rings and coordinated to the hydroxide 
ligand. 

Hydrogen bonding platform 8 can likewise be doubly deprotonated with NaN(SiMe3)2 
and treated with FeCl2 to give the iron complex (dpaMesPyAt-Bu)Fe (11) (see Scheme A3.6). The 
x-ray crystal structure of 11 reveals that the oxygen of the amido substituent has coordinated to 
the iron(II) center, giving an overall geometry close to trigonal bipyramidal. 

 
A3.2 Experimental Section 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were deoxygenated 
by sparging with dinitrogen and dried via Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purification system. 
Potassium hydride was purchased as a suspension in mineral oil, washed with pentane and used 
as a dry solid inside the glove box. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of 1, 2 
and H3tpaMes. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from chemical suppliers and used 
as received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometers operating at 300 or 400 MHz 
as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to residual protiated solvent; 
coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and elemental analyses were performed at 
the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at the University of California, Berkeley.  
 
A3.2.1 General Methods for X-ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
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SMART diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data 
integration was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction 
were performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution was performed in 
the WinGX package by direct methods (SIR2004) and the resulting solution expanded by Fourier 
techniques and refined by full-matrix least squares on F2 (SHELXL-97). All nonhydrogen atoms 
were refined anisotropically except when specified below. Hydrogen atoms were included in 
calculated positions but not refined. Specific details of the data collection and refinement of 4, 6, 
7 and 8 can be found in Table A3.1. 
 
A3.2.2 N-benzyl-1-(5-mesityl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)-N-((5-mesityl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methyl)methan-
amine, BnH2dpaMes, 1. 

Aqueous formaldehyde (3.27 g, 37 wt. %, 40.3 mmol) and 2-mesitylpyrrole (7.46g, 40.3 
mmol) were added sequentially to a stirring solution of benzylamine hydrochloride (2.89 g, 20.1 
mmol) in a 1:1 mixture of EtOH (100 mL) and water (100 mL), resulting in the formation of a 
fine precipitate over several hours. The reaction was stirred for 24 h and the fine white 
precipitate collected by filtration. The solid material was then suspended in CH2Cl2 (250 mL), 
transferred to a separatory funnel and shaken with 20% aqueous NaOH (300 mL) until no solid 
remained. The organic layer was separated and the aqueous phase extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 ) 
200 mL). The combined organic fractions were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo to 
a colorless foam which was recrystallized from hexanes at !20 ºC to afford colorless crystals that 
were collected by filtration and dried in vacuo to afford 7.35 g (73%) of a colorless powder. 1H 
NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): & 7.91 (s, 2 H), 7.39 – 7.28 (m, 5 H), 6.97 (s, 4H), 6.16 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 
2 H), 5.99 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 2H), 3.66 (s, 2 H), 3.65 (s, 4 H), 2.36 (s, 6 H), 2.16 (s, 12 H). 13C NMR 
(75 MHz, CDCl3) & 139.3, 138.6, 137.7, 131.0, 129.2, 129.0, 128.5, 128.2, 128.0, 127.2, 108.3, 
108.2, 57.6, 49.9, 21.2, 20.7. 

 
A3.2.3. Bis((5-mesityl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methyl)amine, H2dpaMes, 2. 

A solution of 1 in acetic acid and Pd/C (10 wt. %) were combined in a Schlenk flask 
fitted with a balloon. The flask was purged thoroughly with H2 gas and stirred overnight. The 
mixture was filtered through celite and the volatiles removed from the filtrate in vacuo. The 
residue was dissolved in CH2Cl2, added to a separatory funnel and shaken with 20% NaOH. The 
organic phase was separated and the aqueous phase extracted with CH2Cl2. The combine organic 
fractions were dried of Na2SO4 and the volatiles removed in vacuo. The residue was taken up in 
minimal Et2O and recrystallized at !20 ºC to afford colorless crystals. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3): & 8.30 (s, 2 H), 7.17 (s, 4 H), 6.05 (t, J = x.x Hz, 2 H), 5.93 (t, J = x.x Hz, 2 H), 3.73 (s, 
4 H), 2.16 (s, 6 H), 2.13 (s, 12 H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): & 138.6, 137.7, 131.1, 129.6, 
129.3, 128.3, 108.3, 107.0, 45.47, 21.2, 20.8. 
 
A3.2.4 H2dpaMes • HCl, 3. 

A solution of 2 (2.00, 4.86 mmol) in Et2O (100 mL) was cooled in an ice bath and 
sparged with HCl gas for 10 min. The resulting precipitate was collected by filtration and air 
dried to afford a white solid in quantitative yield that was used without further purification. 1H 
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): & 9.52 (s, 2 H), 9.35 (s, 2 H), 6.87 (s, 4 H), 6.27 (t, J = 2.8, 2 H), 5.96 
(t, J = 2.8, 2 H), 3.99 (s, 4 H), 2.29 (s, 6 H), 2.12 (s, 12 H). 
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A3.2.5 H3tpaMes

2
Ph 4. 

Aqueous formaldehyde (0.271 g, 3.34 mmol) and 2-phenylpyrrole (0.479 g, 3.34 mmol) 
were added to a solution of 3 (1.50 g, 3.34 mmol) in a mixture of 2:1 ethanol (30 mL) and water 
(15 mL) and stirred for 2 days resulting in the formation of a white precipitate. The precipitate 
was collected by filtration, suspended in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and shaken in a separatory funnel 
with 20% aqueous NaOH (150 mL) until no solid remained. The organic phase was separated 
and the aqueous phase extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 ) 75 mL). The combined organic fractions were 
dried of Na2SO4 and the volatiles removed in vacuo. The residue was recrystallized from 
hexanes at !20 ºC, collected by filtration and dried in vacuo to give 1.15 g (61%) of a white 
powder. 
 
A3.2.6 [K(DME)2][(tpaMes

2
Ph)Fe] 5. 

A suspension of KH (250 mg, 6.23 mmol) in THF was added to a solution of 4 (350 mg, 
0.618 mmol) in THF and stirred at room temperature for 1 h at which point effervescence had 
ceased. The mixture was filtered to remove excess KH, and solid FeCl2 (78 mg, 0.62 mmol) was 
added to the filtrate. The resulting mixture was stirred overnight and filtered to remove 
precipitated KCl. The volatiles were removed from the filtrate in vacuo, and the yellow residue 
was taken up in minimal DME and cooled to !35 ºC to afford yellow crystals which were 
washed with cold DME and dried in vacuo to give a 320 mg (62%) of a yellow powder. 

 
A3.2.7 [K(DME)4][(tpaMes

2
*Ph)Fe] 6. 

A solution of pyridine-N-oxide (30 mg, 0.32 mmol) in DME was added dropwise to a 
solution of 5 (41 mg, 0.049 mmol) in DME resulting in an immediate color change from yellow 
to brown. The solution was allowed to stand at room temperature overnight to give 20 mg (40%) 
of brown, rhombic crystals that were washed with pentane. A single crystal taken from the bulk 
material proved suitable for x-ray diffraction. 

 
A3.2.8 H2dpaMesPy 7. 

Acetonitrile (50 mL), 2 (1.00 g, 2.43 mmol), potassium carbonate (1.68 g, 12.2 mmol) 
and 2-chloromethylpyridine hydrochloride (0.400 g, 2.44 mmol) were combined in a round-
bottomed flask, brought to reflux and stirred overnight. After allowing to reach room 
temperature, the volatiles were removed by rotary evaporation. Water was added (100 mL), and 
the resulting mixture was extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 ) 75 mL). The combined organic portions 
were dried over sodium sulfate and concentrated to dryness by rotary evaporation. The resulting 
residue was purified by chromatography on neutral alumina using 9:1 hexanes/ethyl acetate to 
give 450 mg (37%) of a colorless solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): & 9.11 (s, 2 H), 8.46 (d, J = 
7.8, 1 H), 7.64 (td, J = 7.8, 1.8, 1 H), 7.30 (d, J = 7.8, 1 H), 7.16 (t, J = 6.0, 1 H), 6.91 (s, 2 H), 
6.10 (t, J = 3.0, 2 H), 5.94 (t, J = 3.0, 2 H), 3.70 (s, 2 H), 3.62 (s, 4 H), 2.30 (s, 6 H), 2.15 (s, 12 
H). 
 
A3.2.9 H2dpaMesPyAt-Bu 8. 

Acetonitrile (30 mL), sodium iodide (68.3 mg, 0.456 mmol), sodium carbonate (1.21 g, 
11.4 mmol), 2 (940 mg, 2.28 mmol) and N-(6-(bromomethyl)pyridin-2-yl)pivalamide (619 mg, 
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2.28 mmol) were added to a round-bottomed flask and stirred overnight at room temperature. 
The volatiles were then removed by rotary evaporation, and water (150 mL) was added. The 
resulting suspension was extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 ) 150 mL), and the combined organic 
fractions were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated to dryness by rotary evaporation. The 
resulting residue was recrystallized from hot hexanes, collected by filtration and dried in vacuo 
to afford 550 mg (62%) of a colorless powder. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): & 8.90 (s, 2 H), 8.09 
(d, J = 8.4, 1 H), 7.69 (t, J = 8.0, 1 H), 7.59 (s, 1 H), 7.12 (d, J = 7.2, 1 H), 6.92 (s, 4 H), 6.13 (t, 
J = 2.8, 2 H), 5.97 (t, J = 2.8), 3.64 (s, 4 H), 3.62 (s, 2H), 2.31 (s, 6 H), 2.16 (s 12 H), 1.08 (s, 9 
H). 
 
A3.2.10 K2dpaMesPy " 2 DME 9. 

A suspension of KH (60 mg, 1.5 mmol) in DME (2 mL) was added to a solution of 7 (50 
mg, 0.099 mmol) in DME and the mixture stirred at room temperature for 1 h, at which point 
effervescence had ceased. The mixture was filtered to remove excess KH, and the volatiles were 
removed from the filtrate in vacuo. The white, solid residue was dissolved in a minimal amount 
of DME and layered with pentane to afford colorless needles that were washed with pentane and 
dried in vacuo. A single crystal taken from the bulk material before drying proved suitable for x-
ray diffraction. 

 
A3.2.11 K[(dpaMesPy)Fe(OH)] 10. 

A solution of 9 (76 mg, 0.10 mmol) in DME was added to a stirring suspension of FeCl2 
(13 mg, 0.10 mmol) in DME, and the resulting mixture was stirred for 3 h. A solution of H2O 
(1.8 µL, 0.10 mmol) in DME (2 mL) was added resulting in a color change to dark purple. The 
volatiles were removed from the solution in vacuo, and the residue was taken up in minimal 
benzene and layered with pentane to provide purple needles that were washed with pentane and 
dried in vacuo to give 40 mg (65%) of a purple powder. A single crystal taken from the bulk 
material before drying proved suitable for x-ray diffraction. 
 
A3.2.12 (dpaMesPyAt-Bu)Fe 11. 

A solution of NaN(SiMe3)2 (87.4 mg, 0.477 mmol) in THF was added to a solution of 8 
(143.5 mg, 0.238 mmol) in THF. After stirring for 3 h, the volatiles were removed in vacuo to 
give a white powder that was redissolved in DME (7 mL). A suspension of FeCl2 (30.2 mg, 
0.238 mmol) in DME (5 mL) was added, and the mixture was stirred for 4 h, during which time a 
deep magenta color developed. The mixture was filtered to remove precipitated NaCl, and the 
volatiles were removed from the filtrate in vacuo. The magenta residue was taken up in minimal 
DME and layered with pentane to afford magenta needles that were washed with pentane and 
dried in vacuo to afford 105 mg (67%) of a magenta powder. A single crystal taken from the 
bulk material before drying proved suitable for x-ray diffraction. 
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A3.3 Figures, Schemes, and Tables 
 
Figure A3.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of the iron complex in 6. Orange, blue, red and 
gray ellipsoids represent iron, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms, counterions 
and solvate molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A3.2. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 9. Purple, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
potassium, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A3.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 10. Orange, purple, blue, red and gray ellipsoids 
represent iron, nitrogen, potassium, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon 
have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A3.4. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 11. Orange, blue, red and gray ellipsoids 
represent iron, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon and solvate 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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Scheme A3.1. 
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Scheme A3.2. 
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Scheme A3.3. 
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Scheme A3.4. 
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Scheme A3.5. 
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Scheme A3.6. 
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Table A3.1. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 6 and 9. 
 

 6 9 
formula C55H79FeKN4O9 C42H56K2N4O4 

formula weight 1035.17 753.06 
T (K) 154(2) 168(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system triclinic monoclinic 
space group P!1 (#2) P!1 (#2) 

a (Å) 12.4700(17) 9.0230(12) 
b (Å) 12.8330(18) 10.6260(14) 
c (Å) 17.564(2) 21.783(3) 
"  (deg) 83.808(2) 94.388(2) 
#  (deg) 79.264(2) 92.536(2) 
$  (deg) 86.320(2) 95.060(2) 
V (Å3) 2742.6(7) 2071.5(5) 

Z 2 2 
%calcd (g/cm3) 1.254 1.207 
µ(mm-1) 0.408 0.273 
F(000) 1108 800 

reflctns collected 17798 13421 
ind reflctns (Rint) 10933 (0.054) 8294 (0.020) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.73 0.77 
data/restr/params 10933/0/644 8294/0/477 

R, Rw, Rall 0.078, 0.171, 0.169 0.041, 0.106, 0.057 
GOF 0.96 1.07 

max shift/error 0.00 0.00 
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Table A3.2. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 10 and 11. 
 

 10 11 
formula C40H43FeKN4O C43H55FeN5O3 

formula weight 690.73 745.77 
T (K) 159(2) 152(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system orthorhombic monoclinic 
space group Pca21 (#29) P21/c (#14) 

a (Å) 14.132(2) 17.6350(16) 
b (Å) 11.3320(17) 13.8560(13) 
c (Å) 22.436(2) 24.137(2) 
"  (deg) 90 90 
#  (deg) 90 95.985(2) 
$  (deg) 90 90 
V (Å3) 3593.0(9) 5865.7(9) 

Z 4 4 
%calcd (g/cm3) 1.277 1.213 
µ(mm-1) 0.572 0.412 
F(000) 1456 1568 

reflctns collected 15370 17906 
ind reflctns (Rint) 4599 (0.031) 6838 (0.027) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.88 0.91 
data/restr/params 4599/1/430 6838/0/456 

R, Rw, Rall 0.036, 0.083, 0.048 0.064, 0.173, 0.086 
GOF 1.06 1.04 

max shift/error 0.00 0.04 
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Appendix 4. Cobalt and Iron Complexes of a Tridentate Dipyrrolyl Amine 
 
A4.1 Results and Discussion 
A4.1.1 Synthesis of Ligand Precursor H2dpmaMes. 

In an effort to extend our investigations of first-row metal-pyrrolide complexes, we 
turned to the tridentate, dianionic ligand [dpmaMes]2!. The ligand precursor, H2dpmaMes (1), is 
readily synthesized by the Mannich condensation of 2-mesitylpyrrole, formaldehyde and 
methylamine hydrochloride by a modification of Odom’s procedure for the synthesis of the 
parent molecule H2dpma. As the lower-coordinate analog to the tripodal [tpaMes]3!, [dpmaMes]2! 
provides a more flexible and open ligand platform by which to study the fundamental chemistry 
of (1-pyrrolide complexes as well as elucidating the role of charge and coordination geometry on 
the reactivity patterns discovered in previous studies. 

 
A4.1.2 Synthesis of Cobalt(II) Complexes of [dpmaMes]2!. 

As starting points, both iron(II) and cobalt(II) complexes of [dpmaMes]2! were targeted. 
Deprotonation of 1 by n-BuLi followed by metallation with CoCl2 provides the green cobalt(II) 
complex (dpmaMes)Co(THF) (2) as a crystalline material from THF/pentane. The molecular 
structure of 2 in the solid state has been confirmed by single-crystal x-ray diffraction (see Figure 
A4.1). As in the anionic complexes [(tpat-Bu)Co]! and [(tpaMes)Co]!, 2 adopts a four-coordinate 
geometry. However, in distinction to the trigonal pyramidal geometry observed for the [tpaR]3! 
complexes of cobalt(II), the geometry of 2 is best described as a distorted tetrahedron. This 
structural difference results from the greater geometry flexibility afforded by the tridentate 
coordination of [dpmaMes]3!. Without the constraint of chelation, the fourth ligand is free to fill 
the coordination sphere in a range of configurations. Given the presence of a solvento ligand in 
the structure of 2, it is significant that dissolution of 2 in other coordinating solvents results in 
visible color changes, suggesting that the THF ligand is labile and that other geometries may be 
possible in the presence of smaller donors or in solution, as is the case for the related iron(II) 
complexes (vide infra). 

 
A4.1.3 Synthesis of Iron(II) Complexes of [dpmaMes]2!. 

In a manner analogous to that used for the preparation of 2, n-BuLi deprotonation of 1 
and metallation with FeCl2 gives an amorphous material from THF/pentane that was not 
amenable to structural characterization by x-ray crystallography. Dissolution of this material in 
CH3CN results in an immediately loss of color, and by storing saturated CH3CN solutions of this 
species at !35 ºC overnight colorless crystals of the complex (dpmaMes)Fe(CH3CN)2 (3) are 
obtained. The molecular structure of (3) was revealed by x-ray crystallography to be a trigonal 
bipyramid in which one acetonitrile and two pyrrolide ligands occupy the equatorial sites and the 
second acetonitrile and the amine linker of the [dpmaMes]2! ligand occupy the axial sites (see 
Figure A4.2). This compound is reminiscent both in structure and color of the five-coordinate 
acetonitrile adduct [(tpaMes)Fe(CH3CN)]! which is formed by exposure of the related four-
coordinate complex to acetonitrile.  

In order to probe the effect of ligand donor strength on dpmaMesFe complexes, t-BuNC 
was added to a THF solution of 3, resulting in the immediate formation of a yellow-orange 
species which could be crystallized from THF/pentane. Surprisingly, the 1H NMR spectrum of 
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this material exhibited sharp resonances exclusively between 0 and 10 ppm, suggesting a 
diamagnetic species in solution. Consistent with this observation, single crystal x-ray diffraction 
revealed the six-coordinate complex (dpmaMes)Fe(t-BuNC)3 (4), in which the iron(II) center 
adopts a distorted octahedral arrangement (see Figure A4.3). In spite of the steric congestion 
induced by six-coordination and the sterically bulky [dpmaMes]2! ligand, the closed-shell 18 
electron complex is formed due to the ligand field effects of the strong field isonitrile donors. 
While we have synthesized some low-spin iron(II) complexes of this family of chelating 
pyrrolide ligands, this marks the only diamagnetic iron(II) complex discovered in this program to 
date.  
 
A4.2 Experimental Section 

Unless otherwise noted, all manipulations were carried out at room temperature under an 
atmosphere of dinitrogen in a Vacuum Atmospheres glove box or using Schlenk techniques. 
Pentane, dimethoxyethane (DME), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and diethyl ether were deoxygenated 
by sparging with dinitrogen and dried via Vacuum Atmospheres solvent purification system. 
Potassium hydride was purchased as a suspension in mineral oil, washed with pentane and used 
as a dry solid inside the glove box. Literature procedures were used for the preparation of 2-
mesityl pyrrole. All other reagents and solvents were purchased from chemical suppliers and 
used as received. NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker spectrometers operating at 300 or 400 
MHz as noted. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and referenced to residual protiated solvent; 
coupling constants are reported in Hz. Mass spectra and elemental analyses were performed at 
the Mass Spectrometry and Microanalytical Facilities at the University of California, Berkeley.  
 
A4.2.1 General Methods for X-ray Crystallography. 

Crystals were mounted on Kaptan or monofilament loops in Paratone-N hydrocarbon oil. 
Air-sensitive samples were transferred from the glove box to Paratone-N and mounted quickly to 
avoid decomposition. All data collection was performed on a Bruker (formerly Siemens) 
diffractometer/CCD area detector equipped with a low temperature apparatus. Data integration 
was performed using SAINT. Preliminary data analysis and absorption correction were 
performed with the Bruker APEX2 software package. Structure solution was performed in the 
WinGX package by direct methods (SIR2004) and the resulting solution expanded by Fourier 
techniques and refined by full-matrix least squares on F2 (SHELXL-97). All nonhydrogen atoms 
were refined anisotropically except when specified below. Hydrogen atoms were included in 
calculated positions but not refined. Specific details of the data collection and refinement of 2, 3 
and 4 can be found in Table A4.1. 

 
A4.2.2 H2dpmaMes (1). 

To a stirring solution of methylamine hydrochloride in a 2:1 EtOH/H2O mixture was 
added aqueous formaldehyde and 2-mesitylpyrrole. The reaction was stirred for 2 days and the 
white precipitate collected by filtration. The solid was suspended in CH2Cl2 and shaken in a 
separatory funnel with 20% aqueous NaOH until no solid remained. The organic phase was 
separated and the aqueous phase extracted with CH2Cl2. The combined organic fractions were 
dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo to a colorless foam. The foam was recrystallized 
from hexanes at !20 ºC to give colorless crystals. 
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A4.2.3 (dpmaMes)Co(THF) (2). 
A stirring solution of H2dpmaMes in THF was cooled to !78 ºC and n-BuLi added 

dropwise. After stirring for 15 minutes, the reaction was allowed to reach room temperature and 
solid CoCl2 was added. The resulting slurry was stirred overnight and the volatiles removed in 
vacuo. The solid residue was extracted with Et2O and filtered to remove precipitated LiCl. The 
volatiles were removed from the filtrate in vacuo, and the residue taken in minimal THF and 
layered with pentane to afford single crystals one of which was analyzed by x-ray diffraction. 

 
A4.2.4 (dpmaMes)Fe(CH3CN)2 (3). 

A stirring solution of H2dpmaMes in THF was cooled to !78 ºC and n-BuLi added 
dropwise. After stirring for 15 minutes, the reaction was allowed to reach room temperature and 
solid FeCl2 was added. The resulting slurry was stirred overnight and the volatiles removed in 
vacuo. The solid residue was extracted with Et2O and filtered to remove precipitated LiCl. The 
volatiles were removed from the filtrate in vacuo, and the residue taken in minimal CH3CN and 
cooled to !35 ºC to afford colorless crystals, one of which was analyzed by x-ray diffraction. 

 
A4.2.5 (dpmaMes)Fe(t-BuNC)3 (4). 

A stirring solution of H2dpmaMes in THF was cooled to !78 ºC and n-BuLi added 
dropwise. After stirring for 15 minutes, the reaction was allowed to reach room temperature and 
solid FeCl2 was added. The resulting slurry was stirred overnight and the volatiles removed in 
vacuo. The solid residue was extracted with Et2O, filtered to remove precipitated LiCl, and the 
volatiles removed in vacuo. The residue taken in minimal THF and t-BuNC was added, resulting 
in a color change to orange. The solution was layered with pentane to afford orange crystals, one 
of which was examined by x-ray diffraction. 1H NMR (300 MHz, C6D6): & 6.86 (s, 2 H), 6.84 (s, 
2 H), 6.61 (br s, 2 H), 6.40 (br s, 2 H), 4.17 (d, 2H), 3.69 (d, 2 H), 2.70 (s, 3 H), 2.38 (s, 6 H), 
2.31 (s, 6 H), 2.21 (s, 6 H), 0.87 (s, 27 H). 
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A4.3 Figures, Schemes and Tables 
 
Figure A4.1. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 2. Green, blue, red and gray ellipsoids represent 
cobalt, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A4.2. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 3. Orange, blue, red and gray ellipsoids 
represent iron, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A4.3. Thermal ellipsoid plot at 50% probability of 4. Orange, blue, red and gray ellipsoids 
represent iron, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon, respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Scheme A4.1. 
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Scheme A4.2. 
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Scheme A4.3. 
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Table A4.1. Experimental Details for the X-ray Structures of Complexes 2, 3 and 4. 
 

 2 3 4 
formula C33H41CoN3O C31H36FeN4 C44H60FeN6 

formula weight 554.62 520.49 728.83 
T (K) 158(2) 163(2) 147(2) 
!  (Å) 0.71069 0.71069 0.71069 

crystal system triclinic monoclinic monoclinic 
space group P!1 (#2) P21/n (#14) P21/n (#14) 

a (Å) 8.903(6) 11.526(19) 10.8630(19) 
b (Å) 11.377(7) 18.580(31) 20.367(3) 
c (Å) 16.156(10) 15.074(24) 19.567(4) 
"  (deg) 70.026(9) 90 90 
#  (deg) 82.834(9) 110.27(3) 99.421(3) 
$  (deg) 76.544(10) 90 90 
V (Å3) 1493.9(16) 3028.1(15) 4270.7(13) 

Z 2 4 4 
%calcd (g/cm3) 1.233 1.142 1.134 
µ(mm-1) 0.603 0.521 0.389 
F(000) 590 1104 1568 

reflctns collected 5229 16874 14790 
ind reflctns (Rint) 3351 (0.044) 6107 (0.057) 4484 (0.071) 

Tmin/Tmax 0.54 0.89 0.91 
data/restr/params 3351/0/350 6107/0/361 4484/0/476 

R, Rw, Rall 0.056, 0.141,  0.054, 0.117, 0.104 0.046, 0.093, 0.079 
GOF 1.04 1.02 1.02 

max shift/error 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 




